
 
 
 

FINANCE COMMITTEE (No 33)  
OPEN Session to be held on Thursday 8 March 2007 

In the Boardroom, 14th Floor, Windsor House,  
42-50 Victoria Street, London, SW1H 0TL  

Commencing at 0900 hours  
 
 

AGENDA 
 
 

09.00 1. Apologies  for Absence 
 
 

 

 2. Approval of Minutes of the Previous Meeting held on 18 January 2007 
 
 

 3. Matters Arising and Outstanding Items 
 
 

  Business Items Report Sponsor  
    
 4. 2007/2008 Budget Stephen Allen, Interim MD 

Finance & Planning 
 

 5. Project Monitoring and Approvals 
 
 

Stephen Critchley 

 6. Transfer of the Woolwich Ferry 
 
 

Richard Webster 

 7. Any Other Business.  
    
    
    

 
Date of Next Meeting: Thursday 10 May 2007   
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TRANSPORT FOR LONDON 
 
 

MINUTES of the Finance Committee Meeting (No. 32) held in the  
Boardroom, 14th Floor, Windsor House, Victoria Street, London  

 at 0900hrs on Thursday 18 January 2007 
 

Present: Sir Mike Hodgkinson Chair  
  Stephen Glaister 
  Judith Hunt 
  Eva Lindholm 
  
In Attendance: 
  Stephen Allen  Director of Corporate Finance 

Richard Browning Director of Group Business Planning & 
Performance 

  Howard Carter  General Counsel 
Naomi Connell  Director of Finance (LUL)  
Stephen Critchley  Chief Finance Officer 
Mary Hardy   Director of Inernal Audit 
Gareth John    Director of Legal and Compliance  
Jeff Pipe   Corporate Governance Adviser 
Jay Walder   Managing Director Finance & Planning 
   
 
 

Secretary: Ronnie Warner  Secretary 
 
 
  ACTION: 
   
01/01/07 Apologies for Absence 
  
 Apologies for absence were received from Honor Chapman 

and Richard Webster. 
  
 Declaration of Interests 
  
 There were no interests declared. 
  
02/01/07 Minutes of the Previous Meetings held on 15 November 

and 7 December 2006 
  
 The minutes of the meetings held on 15 November and 7 

December 2006 were APPROVED as a correct record of 
the meeting and were signed by the Chair. 

  
 

 Matters Arising from the minutes:  
There were no matters arising.    
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Outstanding Items:  
 
All the Outstanding Items were on the agenda or due for 
presentation at a future meeting.  

  
  
03/01/07 TfL Operational and Financial Report 
  
 Jay Walder introduced the report.  There had been a strong 

growth in passenger numbers on the Underground during 
the quarter with positive effects in terms of revenue.  
Passenger numbers on the buses were on target, but 
Surface was not seeing the same growth as on the 
Underground. 
 
Tim O’Toole would be reporting to the UAP with regard to 
the effect of passenger demand on the Underground.   
 
In response to a question, Jay Walder said the trend was 
that Freedom passes were being used more on the buses 
than on the Underground.  It would be possible to obtain 
data to analyse whether the trend was due to 
demographics, an increase in the number of people over 60, 
or for any other reason.   
 
In response to a question regarding the ABC classifications, 
Stephen Glaister said that these were standard government 
statutory definitions.  It was suggested that an explanatory 
note of what these classifications were should be prepared.   
 
The Commissioner had also requested analysis of data to 
ensure that there were no barriers to people in the lower 
income groups using Oystercard.   The eventual aim was to 
increase the use of Oystercard and reduce the use of cash. 
 
Judith Hunt suggested that research carried out by other 
groups such as the LDA and Learning Skills Council should 
also be taken into consideration in this report. 
 
Jay Walder updated the Members as to the current position 
regarding the proposed Oyster and Barclaycard Visa onto 
one card.  Also, there was a current programme of work 
with MIT, though he emphasised technology was rapidly 
changing and there were broad strategic issues to consider.  
A paper would be prepared for the Finance Committee by 
May/June. 

Nigel Marson / 
Malcolm 

Fairhurst

Nigel Marson / 
Malcolm 

Fairhurst

Nigel Marson / 
Malcolm 

Fairhurst

Shashi Verma

  
 The Committee NOTED the report. 
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04/01/07 TfL Investment Programme Report 
  
  Stephen Critchley introduced the item.      
  
 Jay Walder reported that agreement had been reached with 

the ODA that they would fund the full cost of the Stratford 
Regeneration Project.  The ODA also wished to take 
responsibility for managing the work.  The Commissioner 
had agreed to this.  TfL would monitor the ODA, and the 
quarterly Olympic Report would now contain a separate 
paragraph commenting on whether there had been any 
slippage.   
 
It was noted that TfL needed to turn more focus to the 
operational aspects of the Olympics.   

Stephen 
Critchley / 

Richard 
Browning

  
 The Committee  NOTED the report. 
  
  
05/01/07 Project Monitoring and Approvals 
  
 Stephen Critchley introduced the report.   

  
  
 The Committee NOTED the report. 
  
  
06/01/07 Report from Bond Issue 
  
 Stephen Allen introduced the item.  The latest bond issue 

had vindicated the strategy of establishing TfL as a 
borrower in the market.   
 
This had been a highly successful issue involving two 
tranches of £100m nominal value maturing in 2031 and 
2042 respectively.  The spread to gilts achieved for the 
2031 tranche was only 6 points greater than Network Rail 
which had the benefit of a Government guarantee and was 
AAA rated, and 9 points tighter than where the second bond 
issue was priced.  The Committee congratulated all those 
involved on the success of the issue..   
 

  
 The Committee NOTED the report. 
  
  
07/01/07 Any Other Business 
  
 There being no further business the meeting closed. 
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Chair_______________________________ Date______________________ 



 

TRANSPORT FOR LONDON 

TfL FINANCE COMMITTEE – OPEN SESSION 
 

 
OUTSTANDING ACTIONS FROM PREVIOUS MEETINGS 
 
Target 
Date 
 

Description Action By: Minute 
No. 

Status/ note: 

TBA Continue work on 
understanding economics 
issues of use of renewable 
energy 

Valerie Todd 37/10/06 Ongoing – LU to brief 
a future meeting 

TBA Invite Committee Members 
to presentation on Tunnel 
Cooling Project at a future 
UAP  

Naomi Connell 45/11/06 Ongoing  

TBA 
 
 
 

Future Investment 
Programme reports to 
report on ODA activity. 

Stephen Critchley 04/01/07  

 
PAPERS DUE TO THE FINANCE COMMITTEE 
 
Target 
Date 
 

Description Action By: Minute 
No. 

Status/ note: 

14.09.07 Prudential Indicators 
2006/7 Final Outturn 

Stephen Allen Annual 
Standing 
Item 

 

10.05.07 TFL Operational and 
Financial Report 

Stephen Critchley Quarterly 
Standing 
Item 

 

10.05.07 Investment Programme 
Report 

Stephen Critchley 
/ Richard 
Browning 

Quarterly 
Standing 
Item 

 

10.05.07 Oyster Card Update Shashi Verma 03/01/07  
TBA Repayment of Bonds Stephen Allen 06/01/07  
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Cover Image: Construction of the landmark Regents Canal Bridge as part of the East London Line 
Extension – the first bow-string arch bridge in Britain to carry a railway. 
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Transport for London 

2007/08 Budget 

 
Introduction 

1.1 TfL’s revised business plan for 2005/06 to 2009/10 was approved by the TfL Board on 25 
October 2006. The plan formed the basis of TfL’s budget submission made to the Greater 
London Authority (GLA) for inclusion in the Mayor’s draft consolidated budget proposal, 
which was approved by the London Assembly on 14 February 2007. 

1.2 This paper outlines TfL’s detailed budget for 2007/08, reflecting both the Mayor’s agreed 
budget for 2007/08 and changes that have arisen since the business plan approval for the 
TfL Board to approve. 

1.3 TfL’s budget in 2007/08 is entirely consistent with the aims of the published business plan: 
to be the world’s leading transport authority, delivering safe, reliable, integrated transport  
to all those who live in, work in or visit London, and to invest in improvements to that 
transport infrastructure to support London’s economic and spatial development. Building 
on work in previous years, this budget also focuses on sustainable development, both 
through promotion and investment in sustainable modes of transport such as walking and 
cycling, and through wider initiatives designed to face the challenges of climate change and 
equality and inclusion. It also includes a range of projects consistent with TfL’s 
commitment to deliver transport infrastructure for the London 2012 Olympic Games. 

1.4 The budget is presented in two parts: an operating budget which includes both expenditure 
related to TfL’s operations and investment delivered by others through PPP/PFI type 
contracts, bus contracts, and schemes funded for delivery by the Boroughs as part of the 
Local Implementation Plans (LIPs); and a capital budget which includes investment 
expenditure on assets that TfL directly manages. 

Operational Delivery 

2.1 The 2007/08 budget will support growth in passenger numbers across all modes of 
transport that TfL operates.  Passenger journeys are forecast to rise to 1,048m on the 
Underground and 1,897m on the Bus network. Levels of active travel are also forecast to 
rise, with cycling up 98 per cent on the TLRN since 2000 and targeted increases in the 
number of journeys by foot. 

2.2 In terms of service provision to support this growth in usage, kilometres operated on the 
Underground are forecast to increase by one per cent, reflecting the programme of 
timetable changes and planned service enhancements on the Jubilee, Northern, Central and 
Victoria Lines.  

2.3 The Bus network will continue to expand – including additional services following the 
Western Extension of the Congestion Charging Scheme and increased services to the White 
City development near Shepherd’s Bush. Kilometres operated on the Dockland Light Rail 
Network will also increase, up 9 per cent, reflecting the service enhancements enabled by 
the improvements at Stratford Station.  
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2.4 Despite demand rising across the networks, targeted reliability remains at or close to 
2006/07 levels, representing improved organisational performance in real terms. The Excess 
Journey Time metric in London Underground is under review to ensure it is properly able to 
isolate the impact on service reliability from excess demand. 

2.5 In line with the goal of being the world’s leading transport authority TfL is working to 
maintain levels of customer satisfaction across most categories, despite the impact of rising 
customer expectations, increasing improvement works and increasing demand / congestion 
highlighted above.  

2.6 Other highlights in the forthcoming financial year include: 
Operations 
• North London Railway – In November 2007 TfL will take over responsibility from the 

DfT for the Silverlink Metro (to be known as the London Overground – North London 
Railway). TfL will deliver a number of improvements, including enhanced frequency, 
improved customer service and security and, from late 2008, new trains.  

• Oystercard – The budget enables a continued increase in the use of Oystercard 
through targeted public information campaigns and the existing differential fare 
structures. In addition, National Rail operators will be funded to install Oyster 
validators following the outline agreement with all the London train operating 
companies in January 2007. Additional work funded by the DfT will commence to 
assess whether Oystercard can be made compatible with the ITSO standard being 
developed nationally, and there will be new work to increase understanding of 
customer travel patterns through analysis of trip data. 

Sustainability: 
• Climate Change Fund – 2007/08 is the first year of the climate change mitigation 

fund established as part of the business plan to support initiatives designed to reduce 
CO2 emissions. Projects planned to commence in 2007/08 include work to improve the 
sustainability of TfL’s vehicle fleet, additional Hybrid buses and a public campaign to 
influence car driver behaviour in London. 

• Congestion Charging – 2007/08 will see the first full year of operation of the Western 
Extension of the Congestion Changing Scheme, bringing benefits of reduced traffic 
congestion, improved environmental conditions to that part of London and this will be 
supported by improved bus services. 

• Low Emission Zone – 2007/08 will see the implementation, subject to consultation, 
of the London Low Emission Zone for larger heavy goods vehicles. Freight 
consolidation centres for construction materials will be also be trialled in four centres 
across London.  

• Travel Demand Management – For the third year running, funding will be increased 
on travel demand management initiatives to £30m in 2007/08, including increased 
funding for schemes such as a further 500 School Travel Plans, workplace travel plans 
for 40,000 employees across London and personalised travel planning at 100,000 
households.  

• Cycling – London will host the Grand Depart of the Tour de France, aimed to act as a 
catalyst for increasing cycle ridership, complementing TfL’s investment in cycling 
infrastructure and public information by creating positive associations with cycling and 
boosting its profile and popularity. To enable widespread access, there will be support 
for cycle training for every primary school that requests it, and for the provision of adult 
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and family cycle training. TfL is also contributing to the Mass Participation Bike Ride 
being organised by the GLA.  

 
Safety 
• Road Safety – Injuries and deaths on the roads will continue to reduce as a result of 

both engineering improvements, enforcement activities and public information 
campaigns targeted at those most at risk, in particular teenagers. This is aimed at 
achieving the Mayoral target of reducing those killed and seriously injured on London’s 
roads by 2010 to 50 per cent below the 1994-98 average. 

• Safety & Security – Improving levels of safety and security on the TfL network 
continues to be a priority in 2007/08, and ongoing collaboration with British Transport 
Police (BTP) is key to achieving this goal. To this end, TfL will increase the number of 
BTP officers working on the London Overground rail network to provide a high visibility 
police presence at key interchanges and stations and there will also be 375 additional 
Police Community Support Officers formed into Safer Transport Teams in outer 
London attached to MPS Borough Operational Command Units. 

Systems 
• Customer Services Integration - TfL is working to improve customer service at call 

centres through the introduction of a new Customer Relationship Management system 
which will allow faster access to information and coordinate TfL responses.  Following 
the implementation of an automated booking and scheduling system for Dial-a-Ride, 
2007/08 will see the creation of a central contact centre that will take over the booking 
currently undertaken at six separate depots around London.  

• Investment in TfL’s internal workforce and systems continues, with further 
improvements in the representation of minority groups within the TfL workforce 
targeted, in addition to work on sustainable procurement both through large contracts 
and with smaller businesses within London. Substantial investment is anticipated on IM 
systems, and further work to improve processes and realise efficiencies. 

Measuring Performance 
2.7 In order to measure performance against the above goals of delivering a safe, reliable and 

integrated transport service in an efficient and sustainable manner, performance indicators 
remain an integral part of TfL’s budget. The preliminary targets that were presented at the 
25 October 2006 Board meeting have been updated to reflect the current budget and are 
presented in Appendix 4 of this report.  

2.8 In addition, the 2007/08 Budget Deliverables document, attached at Appendix 5, describes 
in detail the outputs that TfL plans to deliver from this budget. For each mode a description 
of each area of activity is provided along with its deliverables, measures of success and, 
where relevant, impact on equality and inclusion. Indicators of success monitor the 
progressive success of each activity in terms of a performance indicator or achievement of a 
milestone. 

2.9 A subset of these key performance indicators and deliverables will be used as the basis for 
scorecards for senior managers and above and will form part of their overall 2007/08 
personal remuneration.  
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Investment Delivery 

3.1 TfL’s budget reflects the activity in the Investment Programme approved by the Board in 
October 2006. TfL’s 5-year Investment Programme brings together all of TfL’s investment 
activity including both directly managed capital programmes by TfL and those of an 
investment nature where delivery is the responsibility of a third party under a PPP/PFI type 
contracts, bus contracts or schemes delivered by the Boroughs, and early development 
work on Major Projects. 

3.2 Key areas of Investment1 activity in 2007/08 includes: 
Stations 
• London Underground Stations – Further modernisations and refurbishments under 

the PPP contracts will be delivered in addition to the Covent Garden Congestion Relief 
scheme. Step free access schemes will be delivered at Golders Green, Morden, 
Oakwood Finchley Central and Hendon Central, working towards the target of 25 per 
cent of stations with step free access by 2010. 

• DLR Station works to be delivered during 2007/08 will include the completion of an 
additional platform at Stratford regional station and a new station at Langdon Park, 
partly funded by the Community Infrastructure Fund. Work will also start on upgrading 
the existing Ticket Vending Machines. 

Extensions  
• East London Line Extension - Progress on the East London Line extension will see 

the closure of the existing East London Line in December 2007. 

• Woolwich Arsenal DLR extension and 3 car – These schemes will see the 
completion of the tunnelling, receipt of the first new railcars and the start of the 
upgrade of the Poplar to Woolwich Arsenal route for 3 car running. 

• Other DLR extensions – Work will commence on the construction of the DLR 
extension to Stratford International, and submission of an application for TWA powers 
for the extension of the DLR to Dagenham Dock is anticipated.  

• Progress on major London Underground projects will continue, including the 
application for Transport and Works Act (TWA) orders for the Victoria station upgrade 
and the Highbury and Islington step free access works, and completion of the tunnelling 
works for the Channel Tunnel Rail Link works at Kings Cross.  

Upgrades 
• The North London Railway will have Oyster validators installed and eleven more 

stations will be gated. The first of the new rolling stock to run on the North London 
Line will start to be manufactured. 

• DLR – Construction works on the 3 car Bank to Lewisham project necessary for 3 car 
operations between Bank/Tower Gateway and Lewisham will start. 

• London Underground – Following the completion of the infrastructure improvements 
delivered in 2006/07, services on the Waterloo and City line will be upgraded in 
2007/08 resulting in a 25 per cent increase in peak capacity into Central London and a 
reduction in journey time of 12 per cent.  

                                            
1 Delivered through the capital budget and through early work on investment projects and PPP/PFI contracts contained 
within the operating budget 
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• London Transport Museum – The museum in Covent Garden will reopen after the 
£20m refurbishment part-funded by the Heritage Lottery Fund. The enhanced museum 
will feature an improved and expanded display environment, a new lecture theatre, 
enhanced cafeteria facilities and solar power through new roof panels. 

• TfL facilities will be enhanced, including completion of the fit out of the Palestra 
building to enable occupation by approximately 2,000 Surface Transport staff to 
commence over a phased period. This is part of the long term accommodation strategy 
which aims to deliver more productive working environments and long term 
efficiencies. 

Road network improvements 
• Bus priority – New and intensified Bus Priority measures will be rolled out on TLRN 

and borough roads including 18 bus lane schemes and 500 additional bus lane km hours 
per week and implementation of Bus Priority at 800 sets of traffic signals with the new 
iBus technology. 

• Road Network – Investment will continue on the 580km of the Transport for London 
Road Network (TLRN). Approximately 200 projects are planned across the network to 
renew carriageways (64 schemes), footways (30), structures (51) and lighting (25). Major 
safety enhancement on the road network will include the start of works on the 
Blackwell Tunnel (northbound) refurbishment, the A316 Country Way Flyover, the 
Ardleigh Green Railway Bridge. and completion of upgrade of the communications 
system in the Limehouse Link Tunnel.  

• Walking and Cycling – There will be continued funding for London Boroughs walking 
schemes and further implementation of the London Cycle Network plus (LCN+) 
towards its completion in 2010/11. Cycle parking at schools and stations and more 
green and off road cycle routes will be implemented. 

New technologies 
• London Underground Communications – 2007/08 will see the continuation of the 

replacement of LU communication systems with a single integrated digital radio 
network completed across the network. This will include the Airwave radio network 
that will be used by the Police and emergency services. 

• Investigation and progress on tunnel cooling options continues in order to 
mitigate the effect of rising temperatures on the LU network. This work includes a 
cooling pipe trial at Stockwell Station and the refurbishment of 27 cooling fans. 

• London Buses Information Infrastructure – 2007/08 will see the next stage in the 
iBus project to deliver ‘next stop’ information announcements on buses with 
associated benefits for Londoners and visitors alike. From March 2008 2,000 new and 
2,000 replacement Countdown signs will start to be installed to upgrade and extend the 
availability of real time passenger information.  

Future plans 
• Development work on Major projects – in 2007/08 the Transport and Works Act 

Order for the West London Tram is expected to be submitted, and further 
development work will be carried out for East London Transit, Greenwich Waterfront 
Transit, and interchange schemes including the Victoria Transport Interchange. 

Local Implementation Plans  
3.3 Investments funded through the LIPs (including the Borough Spending Plan) process cover a 

number of programmes to improve the quality, safety, reliability and accessibility of 
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borough roads. These programmes also assist more efficient environmental use of these 
assets, or mitigate the impacts of their use.  

3.4 Programmes within the 2007/08 LIPs include: bus priority as set out above; bridge 
strengthening and principal road renewal; traffic signal installation; road safety schemes; 
walking and cycling schemes; bus stop accessibility; and area based schemes which provide 
improvements to enhance local aspects of transport service provision, are detailed in the 
table below. 

3.5 While these programmes mainly have indirect environmental and modal shift effects, other 
LIP programmes are targeted directly at sustainable travel and Travel Demand Management 
(TDM). In addition, there are specific schemes relating to freight, regeneration, air quality, 
car parking and accessibility in local areas (FRACA). Walking and Cycling also deliver soft 
measures related to sustainability and TDM. 

3.6 In addition to the LIPs, Borough Partnerships has also allocated a fixed contribution towards 
the construction phase of the Thames Road Bexley project, which consists of widening the 
A206 (Thames Road) in Bexley to a dual carriageway for 1.8km between Perry Street and 
University Way. The project is jointly funded by the Office of the Deputy Prime Minister, 
and the widened road is scheduled to open in June 2007. 

Table 1: Local Implementation Plans 
Allocated between: 

£ million 2006/07 
Forecast 

2007/08 
Budget2 Non-IP 

Expenditure IP Expenditure 

     
Bus Priority 16.7 18.9  18.9 
Traffic System Modernisation 3.5 5.0  5.0 
Systems Software 0.6 1.3  1.3 
Traffic Signal Installations 0.6 2.2  2.2 
Road Safety Plan 29.4 30.6 0.3 30.3 
Walking 5.0 5.2  5.2 
Cycling 15.3 22.2  22.2 
Accessibility 4.9 3.6  3.6 
Bridge Structure Strengthening 11.8 7.7  7.7 
Principal Road Condition Studies 0.5 -  - 
Capital Renewal 27.7 26.0  26.0 
Area Based Schemes  17.6 25.6 1.9 23.7 
FRACA 5.5 5.8 4.4 1.4 
School Travel Plans & Travel Awareness 10.8 11.2 4.4 6.8 
     
Total Local Implementation Plans 149.9 165.3 11.0 154.3 
     
Thames Road, Bexley 3.1 2.0 2.0  
     
Total 153.0 167.3 13.0 154.3 
 

                                            
2 Borough related expenditure is treated as operational expenditure 
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Operating and Capital Financial Budget 2007/08 

4.1 In 2007/08 TfL has continued in its approach to provide a separate operating and capital 
budget. This enables TfL to ensure that recurring income is sufficient to cover its recurring 
costs and therefore that borrowing is only for investment. This continues to be important 
to demonstrate sound financial management to investors in TfL’s bonds and the rating 
agencies. 

4.2 TfL’s overall budget is shown in the table 2 below. A detailed breakdown of the overall 
budget by business unit is provided in Appendix 1, and by activity with detailed descriptions 
of outputs and deliverables in Appendix 5. 

4.3 Changes since the approval of the Business Plan by the TfL Board on 25 October 2006 
result from changes as part of the Mayor’s consolidated budget approval process, changes 
in the timing and scope of Investment Programme projects, and other changes in estimated 
income and cost.  
Agreement of the Mayor’s Consolidated Budget 

4.4 Changes that were made to the budget as a result of the Mayor’s Consolidated Budget 
approval process principally comprise: 
• Increased investment in walking schemes. 

• Increased cycle training and work on Intelligent Speed Adaptation (enhanced signal 
phasing to improve traffic flow). 

• Funding for Hybrid Buses and hydrogen support vehicles and other items confirmed 
from the Climate Change Fund. 

Changes in the timing and scope of projects 
4.5 These consist of the following principal items: 

• Changes in project timing resulting in reduced forecast 2006/07 expenditure, 
materialising after the second quarter. These items will be funded from earmarked 
reserves carried forward from 2006/07.  

• Rephasing of the East London Line Extension Works and purchasing of the rolling stock 
for this and the North London Railway. 

• Movement in the overall timing and scope of other planned Investment Programme 
projects, primarily in London Underground, reducing overall proposed Capital 
Expenditure in 07/08 and correspondingly increasing levels of expenditure in later years 
of the plan. 

• Rephasing of the Channel Tunnel Rail Link (CTRL) works at Kings Cross following the 
final agreement with Metronet. This reduction in capital expenditure is matched by a 
reduction in capital receipts from DfT. 

Other changes in estimated income and cost 
4.6 These are revisions to the budget year from that described at the time of the business plan, 

arising from new events or updated assumptions. Major items include: 
• Reduction in forecasts of Penalty Charge Income and associated bad debt. 

• A DfT funded initiative to examine the potential to upgrade Oyster validators to read 
ITSO standard cards. 

• Relocating bus garages to make way for Olympic development works, partly funded by 
the London Development Agency (LDA). 
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• Savings made in the bulk power supply contract in London Underground following an 
award of the contract at better rates than expected. 

• Additional bus replacement services to support the London Underground Line 
Upgrades programme. 

• A decrease in debt service expenses after a favourable Bond issue in November, and 
increases in interest receivable due to recent interest rate rises. 

4.7 TfL’s 2007/08 budget incorporating the financial impact of those changes highlighted above 
is shown below. 
Table 2: Operating and Capital Budget 

2007/08 Budget 

£ million 
2006/07 

Forecast at 
Quarter Three 

Plan  
Submission 
Oct 2006 

Amendments 
Budget 

Submission 
Mar 2007 

Income        
London Underground (1,527) (1,665) (2) (1,667) 
Surface Transport (1,372) (1,571) 35 (1,536) 
London Rail (56) (77) 4 (73) 
Group Directorates (22) (19) - (19) 
  (2,977) (3,332) 37 (3,295) 
     

Operating expenditure         
London Underground 2,553 2,694 2 2,696 
Surface Transport 2,347 2,538 (32) 2,506 
London Rail 130 183 (10) 173 
Group Directorates 253 290 21 312 
 5,283 5,705 (19) 5,687 
      

Gross Margin 2,306 2,373 17 2,391 
     
Capital Expenditure     
London Underground 305 476 (53) 423 
Surface Transport 227 287 46 333 
London Rail 172 512 (85) 427 
Group Directorates 30 35 34 69 
Overprogramming - (70) - (70) 
 734 1,240 (58) 1,182 
          

Capital Receipts & Reimbursements     
London Underground (178) (157) 30 (127) 
Surface Transport (7) (6) (24) (30) 
London Rail (4) (22) 2 (20) 
Group Directorates (6) (2) (20) (21) 
 (195) (187) (12) (198) 
      

Net Capital Expenditure 539 1,054 (70) 984 
     
Group Items     
Interest Income (65) (65) (9) (74) 
Debt Servicing 58 118 (7) 111 
Contingency 26 27 - 27 
      
Net Service Expenditure 2,864 3,5073 (69) 3,438 
Table may be subject to rounding 

 
                                            
3 The business plan figure has been adjusted to include the Minimum Revenue Payment (MRP) which is a provision 
required under the Prudential Code to fund repayment of the Prudential Borrowing. This figure was included as a non 
Service Expenditure in the Business Plan.  
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Investment Programme 
4.8 TfL’s budget reflects the activity in the Investment Programme approved by the Board in 

October 2006. TfL’s 5-year Investment Programme brings together all of TfL’s investment 
activity including both directly managed capital programmes by TfL and those of an 
investment nature where delivery is the responsibility of a third party under a PPP/PFI type 
contracts, bus contracts or schemes delivered by the Boroughs, and early development 
work on Major Projects. These items are treated as operating expenditure in TfL’s accounts, 
in accordance with UK Generally Accepted Accounting Practice (GAAP). Table 3 shows the 
reconciliation between capital investment shown in Table 2, and total investment 
expenditure for the year as described above.  

Table 3: Investment Programme Expenditure by Mode 

£ million 2006/07 Forecast at 
Quarter Three 2007/08 Budget 

   
Capital Expenditure  733 1,182 
   
Development & Borough Expenditure 209 238 
   
Directly Managed Expenditure 942 1,420 
    
Indirectly Managed Expenditure 1,383 1,467 
   
Total Investment Expenditure 2,325 2,887 
Table may be subject to rounding 

Prudential Borrowing 
4.9 In 2007/08 TfL intends to borrow £600m under the prudential borrowing regime, which is in 

line with the overall level of borrowing that the Mayor has agreed with the Secretary of State 
for Transport. Prudential borrowing will be used for capital purposes only. 
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Balance Sheet and Cash 

Table 4: Balance Sheet 

£ million 2006/07 Forecast 2007/08 Budget Movement during 
2007/08 

    

Fixed Assets 15,461 16,800 1,339 
Current Assets 2,292 2,151 (142) 
Current Liabilities (1,238) (1,327) (89) 
Long Term Liabilities (11,891) (13,553) (1,662) 
    
Total Net Assets 4,625 4,072 (553) 
      
Earmarked Reserve (1,377) (1,040) 337 
Pension Reserve 770 770 - 
General Fund (151) (151) - 
Other Reserves (3,867) (3,651) 216 
Total Capital Employed (4,625) (4,072) 553 
Table may be subject to rounding 

5.1 The increase in fixed assets from the 31 March 2007 forecast position reflected in the 
budgeted balance sheet for 31 March 2008 consists of the directly managed capital 
expenditure of £1,182m as well an additional £892m delivered through the PPP contracts. 
Depreciation and disposals total £735m for the year. 

5.2 The increase in long term liabilities includes the additional £600m prudential borrowing 
during the year, and an increase of £607m in the amounts owed to the Infracos through the 
PPP contracts.  

5.3 Reserves of £341m are being utilised to fund capital expenditure in 2007/08, which includes 
funding the projects re-phased from 2006/07. A detailed balance sheet is included as 
Appendix 2. 
Table 5: Cash Summary 

£ million 2006/07 Forecast 2007/08 Budget Change 

    
Net Revenue Expenditure (2,299) (2,147) 152 
Working Capital Movements 109 93 (16) 
Cash Spend on Operating Activities (2,190) (2,054) 136 
    
Net Capital Expenditure (759) (1,467) (686) 
Working Capital Movements (20) (8) 12 
Cash Spend on Capital Activities (779) (1,475) (674) 
    
Funded by:    
Transport Grant 2,399 2,598 199 
Precept Funding 12 12 - 
Prudential Borrowing 604 600 (4) 
Third Party Contributions 195 184 (33) 
Total Funding 3,210 3,394 162 
    
Net Movement in Cash 241 (135) (376) 
Table may be subject to rounding 
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5.4 Cash balances at 31 March 2008 of £1,795m represent a reduction of £135m from 31 
March 2007. This takes a prudent position in terms of working capital movements which if 
improved could result in a higher balance at the end of the year 

Efficiencies 

6.1 TfL’s efficiency programme was originally established in 2002/03 and planned to save 
£325m between 2003/04 and 2008/09. Initially the programme focused on ‘back office’ 
functions but in response to the challenge of the SR2004 funding settlement was expanded 
to include operational initiatives, and targeted to deliver £1bn (cumulative) over the period 
2003/04 to 2009/10. 

6.2 TfL continues to challenge its expenditure plans to look for any opportunities to make 
future savings. As a result of this pro-active approach, targets have been increased further 
to deliver over £1.2bn (cumulative) of efficiencies by 2009/10. 

6.3 In July 2004, Sir Peter Gershon reviewed the potential for efficiency savings across the 
public sector. As part of this review, Government Departments were set efficiency targets 
which in turn led to the DfT setting TfL a target of £125m by 2007/08. 

6.4 Efficiencies contained within the 2007/08 budget (Table 6) are of two types, those which are 
sustained from previous years (£174m), and those new efficiencies which are included in 
budget assumptions (£45m) that will require focus to ensure delivery throughout the year.  

Table 6: Efficiencies and Savings  

£ million 

2006/07 
Forecast at 

Quarter 
Three 

2007/08 Budget 

 
 New Sustained Total 

Procurement (BPEP) 75 17 56 73 

BiP / Staff 24 10 23 33 
Marketing & Other 24 - 20 20 
Total Back Office 123 27 99 126 
     
Bus Contract Savings 44 0 59 59 
Tube Lines Refinancing 2 2 - 2 
Road Maintenance Contracts - 3 - 3 
LU Operating Efficiencies 15 2 15 17 
LU Contractual Efficiencies 7 5 - 5 
Rail Operations 1 1 1 2 
Total Operational Efficiencies 69 13 75 88 
     
Additional Allocated Efficiencies - 5 - 5 
Total Annual Efficiencies 192 45 174 219 

     

Total (Cumulative) 575   794 
Cumulative includes £383m delivered between 2003/04 and 2005/06 

 
6.5 The key initiatives which deliver the 2007/08 efficiencies programme of £219m include: 
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• The Business Procurement Efficiencies Programme (BPEP) which was established in 
2003/04 and continues to deliver both sustained and new efficiencies arising from the 
better procurement of contracts. The 2007/08 budget of £73m includes a ‘stretch’ 
target of £15m to be delivered from new initiatives. 

• Business Improvement Programme (BiP) and staff programme comprises efficiency 
savings arising from the implementation of SAP across TfL to provide common systems 
and processes to back-office functions including the introduction of shared services 
and e-procurement. 

• Due to a refocusing of TfL’s marketing strategy new savings of £3m per annum were 
identified in 2006/07 which recurs in future years. Other efficiencies include negotiated 
reductions in TfL’s insurance costs and savings arising from reductions in credit card 
fraud. 

• Ongoing and increasing levels of bus savings of £59m arising from better operating 
conditions and the efficiencies arising from reducing cash payments on buses. 

• Savings of £42m arising from the one-off receipt of the Tube Lines refinancing which 
have been accounted for over the 30-year life of the PPP. 

• Efficiencies of £3m arising from the new Term Maintenance Contracts relating to Street 
Management Services which come into effect in April 2007. 

• LU operating efficiencies of £17m arising from change in the ticket channel mix. 
• LU contractual efficiencies of £5m arising from the re-assessment of the operational 

train tracker functionality and delivery of smaller scale alterations. The operational 
communications project (TIMIS) completes in 2007/08.  

• Efficiencies arising from London Rail operational activities, including savings on the DLR 
franchise increase to £2m in 2007/08. 

6.6 In addition to the efficiency savings included in the table above, in 2006/07 Group 
Procurement is programmed to deliver a further £22m of cashable benefits through 
increased advertising income: £14m in London Underground and £8m in Surface Transport. 
The full year effect of both initiatives will deliver £46m of additional advertising income in 
2007/08. 

Staff 

7.1 TfL is a growing as an organisation both in terms of responsibilities and activities. This and a 
policy of both replacing expenditure on consultants, and seeking to reduce reliance on 
agency staff especially those employed for more than 12 months has led to an increase in 
staff numbers of 345 from 21,094 to 21,439 (Table 7). 
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Table 7: Total Staff  

Full Time Equivalent Staff 2006/07 Forecast 
at Quarter three 2007/08 Budget Change 

    

London Underground 14,025 14,321 296 

Surface Transport 4,791 4,793 2 

London Rail 206 224 18 

Group Directorates 2,072 2,101 29 

    

Total Staff Employed (FTE) 21,094 21,439 345 

7.2 Of the planned headcount increase, around 60 per cent is to replace expenditure on 
consultancy which reduces by £71m from £300m in 2006/07 to £239m in 2007/08. TfL is 
also targeting a 15 per cent reduction in agency staff from 1,516 to 1,294, by the end of 
2007/08.   

7.3 The major impacts on headcount in London Underground have been: 
• Customer Services staff increase as a result of the working timetable changes. 

• Additional engineering staff to replace consultancy in support of line upgrades.  

• Staff resources to operate the additional Bakerloo and Silverlink stations. 
7.4 The overall headcount within Surface Transport remains stable mainly due to an overall 

reduction of temporary staff being off-set by planned increases in establishment within the 
following areas: 
• Congestion Charging to reduce the reliance on consultancy support and reflect to 

ongoing and increasing project demands such as the re-let. 
• Additional staff in Streets in response to the 2004 Traffic Management Act, and the 

decision to bring in-house the road maintenance stewardship contracts; and 
• Additional staff within Transport Policing & Enforcement Directorate (TPED) in relation 

to Crime and Disorder, the introduction of a London-wide removals operation in 
respect of illegally parked vehicles, and an increase in CCTV operators for traffic 
enforcement. 

7.5 The increase in London Rail mainly arises from an increase in project staff, and replacing 
consultants for the East London Line extension (ELL) and DLR.  

7.6 The increase in headcount within Corporate Directorates is within the Group Services 
Directorate, primarily is due to additional TfL graduate trainees and IM project staff to 
support the further expansion of SAP across TfL. 

Risks and Opportunities 

8.1 To assure delivery of the 2007/08 Budget, TfL senior management identifies and evaluates 
possible risks to its achievement. It also ensures that appropriate actions and resources are 
in place to manage those risks and reduce the impact should any occur. Safety risk is dealt 
with separately as part of the management of the Safety Case for London Underground, but 
strategic and operational risks are dealt with as part of the business planning and ongoing 
performance monitoring processes. 

8.2 Risk management is the recognised responsibility of all managers within TfL. Strategic risk 
management, in line with the policy approved by the Board, is fully integrated with the risk 
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management arrangements in place within the modes and directorates. Activities underway, 
or in development, that will further mitigate the risks are also documented, including 
requisite action plans.   

8.3 In 2007/08, the risks and uncertainties identified by TfL management which will be 
monitored throughout the year include: 
Income 

8.4 While best estimates have been included for income, these are subject to uncertainty owing 
factors such as: 
• The impact, as yet unknown, of the following: 

- The new fares package designed to encourage people to switch from cash to 
Oyster from January 2007. 

- The revision of fares planned for January 2008, which is subject to Mayoral 
approval. 

- There may be some reallocation of fare income between TfL and the Train 
Operating Companies following changes in travel patterns since the introduction 
of Oyster. 

• Fare structure changes such as: 
- Continued growth of Oystercard pre pay and the extent to which it will shift 

payments from more expensive single tickets and cash fares. 
• The introduction of Western Extension of the congestion charging zone in February 

2007. 
Expenditure 

8.5 In respect of expenditure, and in particular project expenditure, there are issues outside of 
TfL’s control such as planning permissions and available resources in the market place that 
may impact upon project timings and thereby expenditure flows, particularly as TfL moves 
into a more intense project implementation phase as we begin the third year of the 5 Year 
Investment Programme. This is likely to be evident in the coming year, the third year of a 
five year programme, as the organisation ramps up to meet its objectives. 
Overprogramming 

8.6 In recognition of the above, and the many hurdles that projects in complex environments 
face, in the budget for 2007/08, TfL has included overprogramming of £165m. This includes 
an allocation of £45m to London Underground and £50m to Surface Transport. 

8.7 To date, the level of overprogramming has proven to be realistic. However, as the work 
programme moves into a higher gear the current level of overprogramming may be seen as 
overly aggressive. If so, adjustments will be made during the next Business Planning round 
in the Autumn. Overprogramming allows TfL to maintain a full programme of committed 
work, yet ensuring the funds allocated are fully utilised. 
Contingency and Risk Provision 

8.8 TfL acknowledges that in a business of its size and complexity not all necessary expenditure 
items will be known at the time the budget is finalised. TfL therefore sets aside a general 
contingency budget of £27m to fund unplanned projects and other necessary increased 
expenditure that may arise during the course of the year and are not already covered by 
identified budgets in any one business area. 

8.9 In addition to the central contingency budget, a provision is also set aside in London 
Underground’s budget to cover contract claims under the PPP or PFI Contracts. 
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Reserves 
8.10 TfL, as a large trading and project delivery organisation with potential for fluctuations in 

both costs and income levels needs to hold a sufficient level of reserve to enable it to 
maintain service delivery in unforeseen circumstances. The majority of reserves are 
earmarked for a specific purpose such as to cover changes in the timing of capital project 
delivery (e.g. due to planning application delays etc) to enable TfL to maintain a balanced 5 
year plan by re-phasing funding across plan years. General reserves support the provisions 
and liabilities in the Balance Sheet, and provide a reserve in case of major unforeseen future 
circumstances. There is a specific reserve the Government has asked be maintained in 
respect of LU to manage any significant business risk items in-between spending reviews. 
Any drawdown of this is in agreement with Government on a case by case basis. 

8.11 In 2007/08 TfL is forecast to open with distributable reserves of £1,528m, and draw down 
£337m over the year, mainly to support delivery of projects re-scheduled from earlier years 
as mentioned above,  to end with closing distributable reserves of £1,191m. Over the 
remaining plan period the reserves are further utilised and the balance reduced to the 
minimum level that must be maintained to meet unforeseen events and maintain service 
delivery. This is considered to be £275m consisting of £170m for the London Underground 
Reserve Provision and £105m in the General Fund.  

Recommendation 

9.1 The Finance Committee is asked to: 
a. Note the contents of this report; and 
b. Agree a copy of this Budget be submitted to the Board on 28 March 2007 with 

the recommendation that it be approved. 
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Appendix 1: Operating and Capital Budget by business unit 

Operating Budget Capital Budget 
£ million Income Operating 

Expenditure 
Capital 

Expenditure 
Receipts & 

Reimbursements 

Net 
Expenditure 

      
London Underground      
Traffic Revenue (1,517) - - - (1,517) 
Secondary Revenue (141) 8 - - (133) 
Operations (2) 631 - - 628 
Programmes (1) 1,671 - - 1,670 
Central Services (6) 302 - - 296 
Risk - 85 - - 85 
Property Sales - - - (22) (22) 
Capital Projects - - 468 (105) 363 
Overprogramming - - (45) - (45) 
 (1,667) 2,696 423 (127) 1,325 
      
Surface Transport      
London Buses (1,083) 1,694 110 (26) 695 
Congestion Charging (341) 190 75 - (76) 
Transport Policing & Enforcement (73) 155 8 - 90 
Bus Priority - 34 18 - 52 
Public Carriage Office (15) 16 1 - 1 
East Thames Buses (0) (0) 0 - (0) 
Dial a Ride (1) 28 2 - 28 
London River Services (2) 9 - - 7 
Victoria Coach Station (19) 19 1 - 1 
Management, Support & Strategy - 88 19 - 108 
Director of Traffic Operations (1) 38 25 (3) 59 
Road Network Performance (1) 93 34 (1) 125 
Road Network Management - 112 88 - 200 
Road Network Development - 15 3 - 19 
Director of Operations 1 4 - - 5 
Assisted Transport Services - 10 - - 10 
Overprogramming - - (50) - (50) 
  (1,536) 2,506 333 (30) 1,272 
      
London Rail      
Docklands Light Rail (62) 93 172 (5) 198 
London Rail Core (11) 80 255 (15) 309 
 (73) 173 427 (20) 507 
      
Group Directorates      
Office of the Commissioner - 8 - - 8 
General Counsel - 14 - - 14 
Group Communications - 78 0 - 78 
Finance & Planning (10) 135 51 (21) 155 
London Transport Insurance (4) 0 - - (4) 
Overprogramming - - (70) - (70) 
Group Services (5) 77 18 (1) 89 
  (19) 312  (1)  (22) 270 

     Net service expenditure before 
group items  (3,295) 5,687 1,182  (198) 3,374 
      
Interest Income (74) - - - (74) 
Debt Servicing - 111 - - 111 
Contingency - 27 - - 27 
      
Net Service Expenditure (3,370) 5,825 1,168 (185) 3,438 

Table may be subject to rounding 
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Appendix 2: Balance Sheet  

£ million 2006/07 Forecast at 
Quarter Three 2007/08 Budget Movement during 

2007/08 

    

Fixed Assets    

Tangible Assets 15,461 16,800 1,339 
 15,461 16,800 1,339 
Current Assets       
Stocks 5 5 - 
Debtors 233 218 (14) 
Payments in Advance 126 132 7 
Cash at Bank and in Hand 1,929 1,795 (135) 
 2,292 2,151 (142) 
Current Liabilities       
Revenue Creditors (796) (863) (67) 
Receipts in Advance (206) (227) (21) 
Capital Creditors (236) (236) (0) 
 (1,238) (1,327) (89) 
Long Term Liabilities       
Balances with Infracos (2,433) (3,039) (607) 
Prudential Loans (1,350) (1,950) (600) 
Creditors Due after One Year (382) (371) 11 
Capital Grants (6,648) (7,152) (503) 
Pension Provision (770) (770) - 
Other Provisions (308) (271) 38 
 (11,891) (13,553) (1,662) 
    
Total Net Assets 4,625 4,072 (553) 
      
Capital and Reserves      
Earmarked Reserve (1,377) (1,040) 337 
Pension Reserve 770 770 - 
General Fund (151) (151) - 
Other Reserves (3,867) (3,651) 216 
Total Capital Employed (4,625) (4,072) 553 
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Appendix 3: Staff 

Table 1 – Total Staff 

Full Time Equivalent Staff 2006/07 Forecast at 
Quarter Three 2007/08 Budget Change 

     
London Underground      
Operations 12,257 12,555 298 
Programmes 633 595 (38) 
Central Services 1,135 1,171 36 
  14,025 14,321 296 
     
Surface Transport    
London Buses 318 313 (5) 
Bus Performance 369 376 7 
Congestion Charging 201 220 19 
Street Management 1,104 1,134 30 
Transport Policing & Enforcement 656 695 39 
Public Carriage Office 232 197 (35) 
East Thames Buses 445 412 (33) 
Dial a Ride 637 613 (24) 
London River Services 16 18 2 
Victoria Coach Station 104 107 3 
Management, Support & Strategy 707 705 (2) 
Assisted Transport 2 3 1 
  4,791 4,793 2 
     
London Rail    
Docklands Light Rail 44 48 4 
Other London Rail 162 176 14 
  206 224 18 
     
Group Directorates    
Office of the Commissioner 21 21 - 
General Counsel 130 127 (3) 
Group Communications 151 152 1 
Finance & Planning 1,048 1,043 (5) 
Group Services 722 758 36 
  2,072 2,101 29 
     
Total Staff Employed (FTE) 21,094 21,439 345 
 
Table 2 – Permanent / Temporary Staff  

Full Time Equivalent 
Staff 

2006/07 Forecast at Quarter 
Three 2007/08 Budget Change 

 Permanent Temporary Permanent Temporary Permanent Temporary 
        
London Underground 13,404 621 13,811 510 407 (111) 
Surface Transport 4,201 590 4,220 573 19 (17) 
London Rail 171 35 179 45 8 10 
Group Directorates 1,802 270 1,935 166 133 (104) 
        
Total Staff Employed  19,578 1,516 20,145 1,294 567 (222) 
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Appendix 4: Performance Indicators  

Category / Performance Indicator Unit 2006/07 
Forecast 

2007/08 
Target 

    
Service Demand    
Passenger Journeys (TfL Group) 4 Millions 2,969 3,043 
Passenger Journeys (LU) Millions 1,034 1,048 
Passenger Journeys (London Buses) Millions 1,870 1,897 
Passenger Journeys (DLR) Millions 61.6 66.6 
Passenger Journeys (London Trams) 5 Millions ** 24.6 
Passenger Journeys: excl. multi-stop (London River Services) Millions 2.0 2.0 
Passenger Journeys: multi-stop (London River Services) Thousands 608 600 
Coach Departures (Victoria Coach Station) Thousands 195 195 
Total Trips (Dial-A-Ride) Millions 1,234 1.52 
Cycle use on TLRN (Index =100) (Road Network) Score 183 186 
      
Service Provision (Supply)     
Kilometres Operated (LU) Millions 70.1 70.8 
Kilometres Operated (London Buses) Millions 458 467 
Kilometres Operated (DLR) Millions 4.34 4.78 
Scheduled Service Operated (LU) % 94.6 94.7 
Scheduled Service Operated (London Buses) % 97.5 97.8 
Scheduled Service Operated (DLR) % 98.8 98 
Scheduled Service Operated (London Trams) % ** 98 
No. of Taxi Drivers Licensed (Public Carriage Office) Thousands 24.8 25 
No. of Private hire Drivers Licensed (Public Carriage Office) Thousands 36 40 
      
Reliability     
Reliability of Service: Delay Index (TfL Group) (less is better) # **6 87.1 
Excess Wait Time: High Frequency Routes (London Buses) Minutes 1.1 1.1 
Excess Journey Time: Weighted (LU)7 Minutes ** 6.91 
PPP Availability: Lost Customer Hours (LU) Millions ** 15.64 
On Time Performance: Low frequency routes (London Buses) % 77.4 77 
On Time Performance: Night buses (London Buses) % 84.1 83 
On Time Performance (DLR) % 97.3 968 
Traffic Signals Operating Effectively: Londonwide (Road Network) % ** 98.6 
Journey Time Reliability (Road Network) %  TBA 
      
Safety        
Major Fatalities & Injuries: Excluding Roads (TfL Group) 9 # ** < 2006/07 
Major Injuries & Fatalities (LU) # ** < 2006/07 
Major Injuries & Fatalities (London Buses) # ** < 2006/07 
KSI: Londonwide (Road Network) # 3,850 3,527 
KSI: TLRN (Road Network) # 1,130 968 
Children KSI: Londonwide (Road Network) # ** 363 
Powered Two-Wheel Rider / Passenger KSI: Londonwide (Road Network) # ** 731 
    

                                            
** Note: Indicator monitored on a periodic basis but not forecast. 
4 Passenger Journeys (TfL Group) includes LU, London Buses, DLR, London Trams, London River Services, Victoria Coach 
Stations and Dial-A-Ride. 
5 As London Trams is operated under franchise TfL’s control over achievement of performance targets is limited by the terms 
of the contract. 
6 Not forecast as the LU component of this measure, Excess Journey Time, is not forecast (see footnote 7) 
7 The LUL Excess Journey Time metric is under review to ensure it is properly able to isolate the impact on service reliability 
from excess demand. 
8 As the DLR is operated under franchise this target is set well in advance by contract. 
9 Major Fatalities & Injuries (TfL Group) Includes LU, London Buses and DLR. 
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Appendix 4: Performance Indicators (continued) * 

Category / Performance Indicator Unit 2006/07 
Forecast 

2007/08 
Targets 

       
Customer Satisfaction     
Overall Customer Satisfaction (TfL Group) Score ** 78 
Overall Customer Satisfaction (LU) Score ** 78 
Overall Customer Satisfaction (London Buses) Score 78 78 
Overall Customer Satisfaction (Dial-A-Ride) Score 93 93 
Overall Customer Satisfaction (London Trams) 10 Score ** 86 
Overall Customer Satisfaction (DLR) Score 90 90 
Overall Customer Satisfaction (London River Services) Score  90 
Overall Customer Satisfaction (Victoria Coach Station) Score 76 83 
Customer Satisfaction: Safety (LU) Score ** 80 
Customer Satisfaction: Information (LU) Score ** 79 
Customer Satisfaction: Crowding (LU) Score ** 73 
Customer Satisfaction: Safety (London Buses) Score ** 83 
Customer Satisfaction: Information (London Buses) Score 75 75 
Customer Satisfaction: Crowding (London Buses) Score ** 78 
Customer Satisfaction: Reliability-Journey/Wait Time (London Buses) Score 80 80 
Customer Satisfaction: Safety (DLR) Score 90 90 
Customer Satisfaction: Information (DLR) Score 90 90 
    
People       
Sick absence (TfL Group) # 11.4 11.1 
Sick absence (LU) # 12.2 12.1 
Sick absence (Surface) # 10.1 10.1 
Sick absence (London Rail) # 3.6 6.5 
Sick absence (Group Dir) # 8.1 7.0 
% of Women Staff (TfL Group) % 23.3 24.2 
% of Women in Senior Management (TfL Group) % 21.1 22.0 
% of BAME Staff (TfL Group) % 32.3 26.7 
% of BAME Staff in Senior Management (TfL Group) % 10.9 12.1 
% of Disabled Staff (TfL Group) % 7.6 8.0 
% of Disabled Staff in Senior Management (TfL Group) % 4.6 5.2 
    

                                            
10 As London Trams is operated under franchise TfL’s control over achievement of performance targets is limited by the 
terms of the contract. 
* Note: Where full year forecasts are not available the Quarter Three result is shown. 
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2007/08 London Underground Budget by Activity: 

Operating Capital 
Ref £ million 

Income Expenditure Expenditure 
Receipts & 

Reimbursements 

Net 
Expenditure 

       
010 Traffic Revenue (1,517) 0 0 0 (1,517) 
              
012 Secondary Revenue           
  Property Rental Income (45) 8 0 0 (38) 
  Advertising &Other Income (90) 0 0 0 (90) 
  NRA Income (6) 0 0 0 (6) 
    (141) 8 0 0 (133) 
  Operations           
020 BCV 0 143 0 0 143 
022 JNP 0 207 0 0 207 
024 SSL 0 162 0 0 162 
030 BTP (2) 51 0 0 49 
032 Operational Support (1) 47 0 0 46 
037 Operational Upgrades 0 14 0 0 14 
038 Operations Improvements 0 6 0 0 6 
    (2) 631 0 0 628 
  Programmes           
040 BCV 0 338 0 0 338 
042 JNP 0 546 0 0 546 
044 SSL 0 447 0 0 447 
046 PPP Over-programming 0 (3) 0 0 (3) 
050 PFI - Connect 0 93 0 0 93 
051 PFI - Power 0 50 0 0 50 
053 PFI - Prestige 0 75 0 0 75 
054 PFI - BTP 0 3 0 0 3 
058 Other Contracts 0 83 0 0 83 
060 Management Costs 0 35 0 0 35 
062 Programmes Improvements (1) 5 0 0 4 
    (1) 1,671 0 0 1,670 
  Central Services           
096 Finance 0 6 0 0 6 
054 IM Operations (1) 12 0 0 11 
098 HR 0 4 0 0 4 
119 Contract Reviews 0 13 0 0 13 
121 Finance Support Office 0 3 0 0 3 
052 S&SD Operations (1) 36 0 0 35 
100 ER 0 1 0 0 1 
102 Chief Engineer’s Directorate (2) 23 0 0 21 
104 Legal 0 6 0 0 6 
105 Managing Director (0) 1 0 0 1 
106 Safety, Quality and Environment (0) 11 0 0 11 
108 TfL Management Charge 0 106 0 0 106 
110 Corporate Expenses (2) 70 0 0 69 
075 Central Services Improvements 0 10 0 0 10 
    (6) 302 0 0 296 
              
080 Risk 0 85 0 0 85 
              
090 Property Sales 0 0 0 (22) (22) 
              
  Capital Projects           
PR01 LU Track 0 0 15 0 15 
PR02 LU Structures 0 0 36 0 36 
PR03 LU Rolling Stock 0 0 29 0 29 
PR05 LU Signals 0 0 2 0 2 
PR07 LU Power 0 0 65 0 65 
PR08 LU Communications 0 0 34 0 34 
PR09 LU Stations 0 0 115 (13) 101 
PR10 LU Safety/Security 0 0 5 0 5 
PR11 LU Interchanges 0 0 106 (82) 24 
PR12 LU Extensions 0 0 10 (9) 0 
PR13 LU Accommodations 0 0 20 0 20 
PR14 LU Information Technology 0 0 31 0 31 
PR15 LU Over-programming 0 0 (45) 0 (45) 
    0 0 423 (105) 318 

              
  Total London Underground (1,667) 2,696 423 (127) 1,325 
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2007/08 Surface Transport Budget by Activity: 

Operating Capital 
Ref £ million 

Income Expenditure Expenditure 
Receipts & 

Reimbursements 

Net 
Expenditure 

       
  London Buses           
001 Bus Network Income (1,059) 0 0 0 (1,059) 
002 Bus Network Operations (5) 1,583 0 0 1,578 
006 Bus Stops and Shelters (14) 11 4 0 1 
007 Bus Garages (2) 1 47 (26) 19 
008 Bus Stations (1) 10 7 0 17 
011 Engineering 0 1 7 0 8 
012 Vehicle Purchases 0 0 4 0 4 
014 Operations Services (0) 19 1 0 20 
015 Performance 0 11 1 0 12 
016 London Trams (1) 12 1 0 11 
019 Technical Services (0) 19 34 0 53 
020 Ticket Technology & Prestige (0) 27 5 0 31 
    (1,083) 1,694 110 (26) 695 
  Congestion Charging           
120 Low Emission Zone 0 4 31 0 35 
023 Congestion Charging Traffic & Technology 0 1 0 0 1 
024 Congestion Charging Trials 0 0 2 0 3 
025 Congestion Charging Futures & Re-Let 0 3 34 0 36 
026 Western Extension Traffic & Technology 0 5 5 0 10 
027 Western Extension Set-Up Costs 0 0 3 0 3 
028 Congestion Charging Operations 0 99 0 0 99 
029 Congestion Charging Support Costs 0 15 0 0 15 
030 Congestion Charging Income (341) 63 0 0 (278) 
    (341) 190 75 0 (76) 
  Transport Policing and Enforcement           
033 Enforcement 0 37 8 0 45 
034 Transport Policing 0 69 0 0 69 
035 Revenue Protection 0 17 0 0 17 
036 TPED Management 0 2 0 0 2 
037 TPED Income (73) 31 0 0 (43) 
    (73) 155 8 0 90 
  Bus Priority           
040 PPD LIP Schemes 0 19 0 0 19 
041 PPD Non LIP Schemes 0 0 4 0 4 
042 SVD Signal Priorities 0 0 7 0 7 
043 Bus Priority Strategy 0 5 2 0 7 
044 Bus Priority Support Costs 0 5 0 0 5 
045 Flagship Schemes 0 5 5 0 10 
    0 34 18 0 52 
  Public Carriage Office           
048 Taxi Licensing (6) 5 0 0 (1) 
049 Private Hire Licensing (9) 8 0 0 (1) 
050 Business Services & Strategic Support (0) 2 0 0 1 
051 Non-Regulatory 0 1 1 0 1 
    (15) 16 1 0 1 
       
054 Assisted Transport Services 0 10 0 0 10 
       
055 East Thames Buses - Operations (0) (0) 0 0 (0) 
       
056 Dial-a-Ride - Operations (1) 28 2 0 28 
       

Table may be subject to rounding 
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2007/08 Surface Transport Budget by Activity (continued): 

Operating Capital 
Ref £ million 

Income Expenditure Expenditure 
Receipts & 

Reimbursements 

Net 
Expenditure 

       
  London River Services           
057 LRS - Operations (2) 2 0 0 1 
126 Woolwich Ferry 0 6 0 0 6 
    (2) 9 0 0 7 
  Victoria Coach Station           
061 VCS - Operations (5) 3 0 0 (2) 
062 VCS - Commercial (14) 15 0 0 1 
063 VCS - Services (1) 2 0 0 1 
064 VCS - Infrastructure 0 0 1 0 1 
    (19) 19 1 0 1 
  Management, Support & Strategy           
066 Managing Director 0 2 0 0 2 
067 Finance, IM & HR 0 47 6 0 53 
069 Strategy 0 14 0 0 14 
071 Sustainable Freight 0 2 0 0 2 
073 Special Projects 0 2 13 0 16 
074 Marketing and Research 0 11 0 0 11 
075 Communications & Consultation 0 9 0 0 9 
    0 88 19 0 108 
  Director of Traffic Operations           
085 Urban Traffic Control 0 0 1 0 1 
079 Systems and Software 0 1 3 0 4 
081 Equipment 0 3 5 0 8 
082 Signals 0 0 5 (3) 3 
084 Fault Control and Maintenance (1) 8 10 0 17 
087 DTO Support Costs 0 25 0 0 25 
    (1) 38 24 (3) 58 
  Road Network Performance           
089 Road Safety Schemes 0 44 11 (1) 54 
091 Walking 0 5 5 0 11 
092 Cycling 0 28 11 0 38 
093 Accessibility 0 4 4 0 8 
096 London Works (1) (0) 1 0 (1) 
098 Network Performance 0 2 0 0 2 
100 RNPD Support Costs 0 10 2 0 12 
    (1) 92 34 (1) 124 
         
  Road Network Management      
104 Major Route Improvements 0 0 4 0 4 
103 A13 DBFO 0 11 0 0 11 
107 Major Safety Enhancements 0 0 47 0 47 
110 TLRN Maintenance & Renewal 0 55 37 0 92 
115 Borough Principal Road Maintenance 0 34 0 0 34 
111 Street Services Support Costs 0 13 0 0 13 
    0 112 88 0 200 
              
118 Over-programming 0 0 (50) 0 (50) 
         
  Road Network Development      
101 RND Support Costs 0 9 0 0 9 
123 Scheme Design 0 6 3 0 9 
    0 15 3 0 19 
  Director of Operations           
125 Procurement and Health and Safety 0 4 0 0 4 
102 DOS Support Costs 1 1 0 0 1 
    1 4 0 0 5 
              
  Total Surface Transport (1,536) 2,505 333 (30) 1,272 

Table may be subject to rounding 
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2007/08 London Rail Budget by Activity: 

Operating Capital 
Ref £ million 

Income Expenditure Expenditure 
Receipts & 

Reimbursements 

Net 
Expenditure 

       
  Docklands Light Rail           
001 Franchise (39) 33 0 0 (5) 
002 Lewisham (19) 26 0 0 8 
003 DLR Safety/Security 0 0 10 0 10 
004 Infrastructure 0 5 3 0 8 
005 DLR Line Upgrades 0 1 84 0 84 
007 DLR Rolling Stock 0 1 1 0 2 
008 London City Airport (5) 16 0 (1) 10 
008 Woolwich Arsenal 0 0 4 0 4 
008 Stratford International 0 0 57 0 57 
008 Barking (Dagenham Dock) 0 2 0 0 2 
009 DLR Stations 0 0 14 (5) 10 
010 Administration 0 10 0 0 10 
    (62) 93 172 (5) 198 
  London Rail Core           
080 East London Line Extension (1) 0 224 (15) 208 
092 NLR/East LR Rolling Stock 0 0 31 0 31 
019 LR Major Modernisation 0 8 0 0 8 
020 LR Line Upgrades 0 35 0 0 35 
021 London Rail Margin and Concession (9) 24 0 0 15 
017 Other London Rail 0 12 0 0 12 
    (11) 80 255 (15) 309 
              
  Total London Rail (73) 173 427 (20) 507 

Table may be subject to rounding 
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2007/08 Group Directorates Budget by Activity: 

Operating Capital 
Ref £ million 

Income Expenditure Expenditure 
Receipts & 

Reimbursements 

Net 
Expenditure 

       
002 Office of the Commissioner 0 8 0 0 8 
              
004 General Counsel 0 14 0 0 14 
              
  Group Communications           
006 Group Communications 0 10 0 0 10 
007 Borough Partnerships Support 0 6 0 0 6 
008 BP & TDM - Programme 0 62 0 0 62 
    0 78 0 0 78 
  Finance & Planning           
012 Corporate Finance 0 4 0 0 4 
013 Group Finance (2) 15 0 0 12 
014 Group Marketing (3) 34 26 0 57 
015 London's Transport Museum (4) 10 3 (1) 8 
020 Fares & Ticketing (2) 7 0 0 6 
021 Interchange Development 0 7 0 0 7 
021 Cross River Transit 0 7 0 0 7 
021 Greenwich Waterfront 0 1 0 0 1 
021 East London Transit 0 2 0 0 2 
021 Croydon Tramlink Extension 0 3 0 0 3 
021 Thames Gateway Bridge 0 6 0 0 6 
021 West London Tram 0 8 0 0 8 
021 Head of Major Projects 0 1 0 0 1 
021 Victoria Interchange 0 3 0 0 3 
022 Business Operations 0 1 0 0 1 
023 Transport Network Planning 0 6 0 0 6 
024 Policy and Strategy 0 2 0 0 2 
029 MD Finance and Planning 0 12 0 0 12 
030 Oyster Card 0 6 23 (20) 9 
    (10) 135 51 (21) 155 
         
033 London Transport Insurance (4) 0 0 0 (4) 
              
  Group Services           
037 Central Group Services 0 6 0 0 6 
042 GS Finance Planning 0 1 0 0 1 
034 Human Resources 0 4 0 0 4 
035 Group Procurement 0 4 0 0 4 
043 Group Information Management 0 43 1 0 44 
036 Facilities Management (5) 16 18 (1) 28 
001 Equality & Inclusion 0 3 0 0 3 

    (5) 77 18 (1) 89 
              
  Total Group Directorates (19) 312 69 (21) 340 
Table may be subject to rounding 
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2007/08 Group Items:  

Operating Capital 
Ref £ million 

Income Expenditure Expenditure 
Receipts & 

Reimbursements 

Net 
Expenditure 

       
  Group Items           
040 Interest Income (74) 0 0 0 (74) 
040 Debt Servicing 0 111 0 0 111 
             
039 Over-programming 0 0 (70) 0 (70) 
038 Contingency 0 27 0 0 27 

              
  Total Group Items (74) 138 (70) (0) (6) 

Table may be subject to rounding 

2007/08 Modal Summary: 

Operating Capital 
Ref £ million 

Income Expenditure Expenditure 
Receipts & 

Reimbursements 

Net 
Expenditure 

       
  London Underground (1,667) 2,696 423 (127) 1,324 
  Surface Transport (1,536) 2,505 333 (30) 1,272 
  London Rail (73) 173 427 (20) 507 
  Group Directorates (19) 312 69 (21) 340 
  Group Items (74) 138 (70) (0) (6) 
              
  Net Service Expenditure (3,370) 5,824 1,182 (199) 3,438 
Table may be subject to rounding 
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REVENUE 
 
010 TRAFFIC REVENUE 
 
Description: 
Traffic income (net of Customer Charter Refunds) arising from the normal course of business, including 
amounts received from the London Borough Councils and County Authorities in respect of free and 
reduced fare travel for the elderly and disabled. Revenue is recognised on an earned basis; revenue 
received in advance is spread over the period to which it relates. The amount of traffic revenue derived 
by LUL is subject to external factors such as the Mayor’s Fares Policy and the current economic 
environment. 
 
Indicators of Success: 

Description  Units Target 
Passenger Journeys Millions 1048 

 
012 SECONDARY REVENUE 
Description: 
This includes all income, other than Traffic Revenue, such as property rentals, advertising and telecoms. 
 
OPERATIONS 
 
020,022,024 CUSTOMER SERVICES 
 
Description: 
This activity is the managing of LU's stations and trains and is organised by grouping Lines into three 
Service Delivery Units (SDUs) to match the management of assets under the PPP. Day to day delivery of 
Operations customer service takes the form of selling tickets, providing staff on station platforms, 
providing information and reassurance to customers. It also involves the staffing of trains with 
competent operators and providing a competent signalling and control function as well as staff to 
manage service disruption, focusing on the needs of the customer. The delivery of the train service, as 
well as control and regulation of the train service, forms part of Operation’s day to day activities. 
 
Deliverables: 
Continue to: 

• Provide a safe station and train environment with risks ALARP1 
• Provide customer service through ticket transactions (including measures to reduce ticket office 

queues), customer information and assurance/support 
• Open and maintain for service all our stations to the published schedule 
• Work with LUL partners to provide services such as lifts, escalators, moving walkways and all 

amenities 
• Plan and manage events and disruption caused by works to deliver the PPP and Investment 

Programme 
• Manage station congestion 
• Staff trains with competent operators and, in conjunction with Operations support, ensuring 

efficient duty rosters are in operation and that the supply of staff is optimised to meet demand 
• Provide competent staff to mange the station environment, to provide a high quality customer 

service and to support the train service provision 
• Provide a competent signalling and service control function, including the operation of a network 

control centre and a power control room 

                                            
1 As Low As Reasonably Possible 
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Key improvements: 

• Improvements under the Reliability Work Programme  
• Late-night running - half-hour later running on Friday and Saturday nights from May 2007, offset 

by one hour later starts on Saturday mornings. 
 
Indicators of Success: 

Description  Units Target 
Train Kilometres Operated  Km millions 70.8 
Scheduled Service Operated  % 94.7 
Excess Journey Time (weighted) Minutes 6.91 
CSS: Overall satisfaction  Score 78 

 
 
030,032,037,038 OTHER OPERATIONS 
 
Line Upgrades: 
Over the next 20 years, all LU lines will be upgraded to provide increased capacity to meet increasing 
demand. A line upgrade involves a co-ordinated renewal of assets to increase overall capacity. Upgrade 
works typically include some combination of improvements to: 
 

• Rolling stock, depots and sidings 
• Signalling, service control and regulation 
• Track and civil engineering infrastructure 
• Power supply and distribution. 

 
This activity reflects the cross-functional management, co-ordination and short-term staffing needs of 
the works necessary to bring about a line upgrade. 
 
BT Police 
The key objectives of BT policing are to maintain security awareness, security training, patrols, enhanced 
visibility, reduce disorderly conduct, prevention and disruption of terrorism activity, graffiti control, hate 
crime, thefts, robberies, assaults (LUL staff & public), fatality management, trespass & vandalism. 
Reassurance policing, in partnership with LU station groups, is a key strategy in successfully achieving 
those objectives. 
 
Operational Support 
The activity is for support of the operational railway outside of station and train staff. The types of 
support that this covers includes: track access, power control, customer services centre and any network 
control or training requirements for front line staff.  
 
Strategy and Service Development 
Strategy and Service Development is responsible for understanding customer needs and priorities, 
defining the corporate strategy and specifying projects and a programme that will help to achieve that 
strategy. The operational planning around timetables, events and closures, congestion relief, and 
accessibility are provided through this directorate.  
 
This activity also includes LU communications, ranging from communicating with employees, through 
stakeholder communications to communicating with customers during planned closures. 
 
Information Management 
The activity line consists of core staff supporting the delivery of IT project themes and day to day service 
delivery aspects of the network. The activity also includes budgets for third party support contracts out 
side of the main TfL group hosting and support contract. 
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Operations Improvements 
This activity covers a number of non-capital funded projects which contribute to the provision of a safe, 
welcoming and reliable service. Key areas include funding for the reliability programme, graffiti removal, 
safety projects and a programme of employee engagement around valuing time. 
 
Impacts on Equality and Inclusion: 

• The accessibility and congestion relief schemes are proposed to deliver step free access, way-
finding guidance particularly benefiting visually impaired customers, induction loops at ticket halls 
and clear audible and visual information systems. 

 
PROGRAMMES 
 
040,042,044,046  PPP (BCV/JNP/SSL) 
 
Description: 
Metronet and Tubelines are paid for the maintenance and improvement of the Underground network 
under the Public Private Partnership (PPP) contracts. The Metronet BCV Activity is made up of the 
Bakerloo, Central, Victoria, Waterloo and City lines. Tube Lines Limited are responsible for the Jubilee, 
Northern and Piccadilly Lines. Metronet SSL is responsible for the Sub Surface Lines including the East 
London Line. The objective of PPP Contract Management is to ensure maximum benefit for LUL over the 
whole life of the PPP. Over the life of the contracts, most of the network will receive a substantial 
programme of station refurbishment or modernisation and significant upgrade of train systems, coupled 
with improved routine and preventative maintenance. Together these will deliver a better environment, a 
more reliable service and shorter journey times. 
 
Deliverables: 
• Over its 30 year life, the PPP will redress the legacy of under-investment on the underground, delivering 
improvements in the life of the Underground’s assets and upgrading Trains and Signalling as well as 
further station works (particularly refurbishment and modernisation). 
 
Indicators of Success: 
Description  Units Target 
Scheduled Journey Time Capability  Minutes 19.59 
Lost Customer Hours  Hours millions 15.64 
 
Impacts on Equality and Inclusion: 

• The PPP will contribute to addressing the accessibility needs of disabled people, in particularly 
those customers with mobility and visual impairments. 

• The station modernisation programme will improve station CCTV systems including CCTV on 
new rolling stock which will deter crime, improve station control and improve perceptions of 
security in stations, all of which are key for vulnerable groups for whom security is a special 
concern. 

 
050,051,053,054 CONTRACT PFI 
 
Description: 
The Contracts PFI Activity manages Private Finance Initiative Contracts between LUL and PFI partners, 
addressing four specific aspects of LUL operations. These are Prestige (revenue collection), Power, 
Connect (communication systems) and British Transport Police (BTP) accommodation. The objectives of 
the Contracts are as follows: 
 

• Prestige – Provide an integrated revenue collection service 
• Power – Provide the operation, maintenance and renewal of the Underground power network 
• Connect – Provide and maintain an integrated digital radio communications system and a 

transmission services system across the Underground network 
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• BT Police – Provision and maintenance of accommodation for British Transport Police. 
 
Deliverables: 

• Continue the effective management of the PFI contracts to ensure they are financially efficient 
and meet contractual milestones. 

• Prestige to deliver service enhancements to the existing Smartcard system 
• Complete Connect new digital communication system across the network. 
• Migrate a number of SCADA (Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition - Power System Control) 

key control functions into the new Power Control rooms. 
 
Impacts on Equality and Inclusion: 
• Support the provision of BTP reassurance policing and increased personal safety and security on the 
network, which are especially important for vulnerable users. 
 
060,062 PROGRAMMES MANAGEMENT 
 
Description: 
The chief Programmes Officer’s department is responsible for the management of: 

• All contracts including PPP, PFI and National Rail agreements 
• Certain non-capital projects associated with the PPP 
• The general management of Procurement and Contract Services 
• Utilities costs including gas, electricity and water 

 
CENTRAL SERVICES 
 
096,054,098,119,121 SUPPORT DIRECTORATES: 
 
Description: 
These directorates support the core operational business, initiatives and investment programmes of LUL, 
with a range of activities. These activities include Finance; Human Resources; Employee Relations; 
Engineering; Legal Services; Safety; Quality & Environment. 
 
108,110,075 OTHER CENTRAL SERVICES SUPPORT 
 
Description: 
In addition to the support directorates the following expenditure areas also support LU’s operational 
business and investment programmes. 

• TfL Management charge: Charges allocated to LU for services supplied centrally by TfL. 
• These services include HR Services, Finance, Facilities, Legal, IT Contract and SAP support, 

Insurance. 
• Corporate Expenses 
• Central Services Improvements: Specific non-capital programmes of work sponsored by the 

central services directorates. This mainly relates to specific engineering programmes of work. 
 
OTHER 
 
080 RISK 
 
Description: 
LUL constructs its budget to take account of forecasted expenditure and includes an allowance for those 
uncertain costs, which are initially budgeted as “risk”. For each risk the probability of it happening is 
multiplied by the likely impact (exposure) if it did occur to give an expected value.  Risk expenditure in 
LUL’s budget represents the amount that is expected to be incurred in a given year based on the risk 
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portfolio, probabilities and impacts estimated by the business. The risk budget represents on average 
around 10% of the total estimated gross risk exposure. 
LUL continuously reviews its level of risk taking into account latest experience. Employing these 
techniques in recent years, LUL has successfully forecasted the value of materialised risks.  Each risk is 
recorded within the LU Risk Management System (ARM) and each is regularly monitored and reviewed to 
update cause and effect, impacts, treatment and mitigation strategy. 
 
090 PROPERTY SALES 
 
Description: 
With Group Property acting as agents, this activity covers the proceeds from the sale of redundant LUL 
land (adjacent to depots, stations, etc) together with any associated rental income. 
 
 
CAPITAL PROJECTS 
 
GROSS CAPITAL EXPENDITURE   
 
Description: 
Gross capital expenditure represents expenditure on capital investment that is managed directly by 
London Underground. It does not include indirectly managed investment through third parties. E.g. via 
the PPP. 
 
The key deliverables shown below identify the projects that will be active during the year. Where a 
project has a key milestone during the year, this has been highlighted under indicators of success. It 
should be noted that not all active projects have key milestones during 2007/08. 
 
PR01 TRACK 
 
Description: 
The Underground has 1,140 km of track over a route of 409 km to a radius of almost 45 km from central 
London. A well-maintained track (which includes ballast, sleepers, drainage, etc) is essential to deliver a 
safe and reliable service. Managed through the PPP, this will involve major track replacement works. In 
addition, LU is investing to improve capacity by providing improvements to junctions, crossovers, sidings 
and termini. Additional crossovers and sidings provide improved flexibility and recovery from disruptions 
by providing more opportunities to reform the train service. 
 
Deliverables: 
Rayners Lane Specified Right 
Operational Flexibility 
 
Indicators of success: 

Description Target 
Operational Flexibility - Feasibility Studies Complete Jul-07 

 
PR02 STRUCTURES 
 
Description: 
The 312 km tunnels, embankments, cuttings and 1,104 bridges and viaducts that comprise the civil 
infrastructure are as important as the track assets. Managed through the PPP, this will involve regular 
upkeep including fence repairs, painting of structures, management of line side foliage and maintenance 
of over 1,000 drainage pumps. LU is investigating tunnel cooling options in order to mitigate the effect of 
rising temperatures on the network. 
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Deliverables: 
• Tunnel Cooling 

 
Indicators of success: 

Description Target 
Quick Wins - Portable Fans Trial at Piccadilly Completed May-07 
Victoria Line RIBA C Design Packages 1 – 4 (excl. Kings Cross, Oxford Circus & Victoria) Completed Jun-07 
Victoria Line Tunnel Model Stage 5 Completion Oct-07 
AHU Factory Test and Commission Completed Jan-08 

 
PR03 ROLLING STOCK 
 
Description: 
The LU rolling stock fleet currently comprises of almost 4,000 cars, which last year travelled a total of 
69.4 million kms in customer service. The PPP provides the short term priority to continue improvements 
in maintenance regimes to improve levels of reliability and the long term programme for refurbishment of 
the newer trains and replacement of older trains. 
 
Deliverables: 

• D Stock Refurbishment 
• SSL Air Conditioning 
• 7 Car C Stock 
• RTO Feasibility 
• 2nd Train Simulators for VLU 

 
Indicators of Success: 

Description Target 
7 Car C Stock Specified Right - Major Stations RIBA D Design Submitted Nov-07 

 
PR04 DEPOTS 
Description: 
LU’s 4,000 rail cars are maintained at 18 major depots The early years of the PPP focuses on safety 
improvements (such as walkways), renewal of rails, replacement of manually operated ground levers for 
points with powered controls and installation of new facilities for train maintenance such as wheel 
lathes. Later investment will be focused around improvements required to accommodate new fleets. 
 
Deliverables: 

• No LU Managed deliverables 
 
PR05 SIGNALS 
 
Description: 
A safe, high capacity signalling system is essential for a metro service. Current signalling systems on the 
Underground range from traditional two-colour line side signals, to forms of automatic control on the 
Victoria Line and more recently, the Central Line. The PPP provides improvements in basic maintenance 
to improve poor service reliability and, in the longer term, new signalling systems will be introduced as 
part of the line upgrade programmes. 
 
Deliverables: 

• Relocate District Line Control Room from Earls Court to Baker Street 
Indicators of success: 

Description Target 
Relocate Dist CR Earls Ct- Baker Street - Deliver into Service Feb-08 
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PR06 LINE UPGRADES 
 
Description: 
Over the next 20 years, all LU lines will be upgraded under the PPP to provide increased capacity to meet 
increasing demand. A line upgrade involves a co-ordinated renewal of assets to increase overall capacity. 
Upgrade works typically include some combination of improvements to: 

• Rolling Stock, depots and sidings 
• Signalling, service control and regulation 
• Track and civil engineering infrastructure 
• Power supply and distribution 

 
Deliverables: 

• No LU Managed deliverables 
 
PR07 POWER 
 
Description: 
A programme of major investment in power assets commenced in the late 1990’s. The aim was to switch 
the Underground’s power supply from internal generation to the national grid, renew and maintain high 
voltage power assets, and provide new power control equipment on most lines. With this work 
essentially complete, the focus is now on providing the power capacity to support investment in line 
upgrades, rolling stock, communications and other assets. Generally, this is being achieved through the 
provision of new or more spacious substations and transformer rooms, cable reinforcement and the 
installation of more energy efficient conductor rails. 
 
Deliverables: 

• MPW – Victoria Line Upgrade 
• MPW – SSL Line Upgrade 
• Power enabling for Northern Line timetable WTT51 
• Power enabling for Jubilee Line timetable WTT10 
• Central Line Power feasibility 

 
Indicators of Success:  

Description Target 
MPW (VLU) – Manor House DC protection Upgrade Complete Mar-08 
MPW (SSL) – Issue first S&D Package include LU Approval Nov-07 
Central Line Power – Feasibility Studies Complete Mar-08 

 
PR08 COMMUNICATIONS 
 
Description: 
The telephone and radio are the principal means of communication used on the Underground. The radio 
systems on a number of lines is life-expired and exhibit poor reliability. Installation of a new, modern 
communications network is underway, provided through the Connect PFI contract. The new radio and 
transmission network will be capable of handling telephone, IT, CCTV, PA 12,000 plus radios, and other 
functions over a fibre optic architecture that will become the backbone for data transmission across the 
company. The Investment Programme also includes significant investment in information systems to 
improve communications of service information to customers. 
 
Deliverables: 

• Connect PFI Works for the PPP 
• Connect CASS cards 
• Connect Transmission options 
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• Connect E-train Northern Line radio 
• Connect Dispatcher Fit out in ECR’s 
• Network Operating Centre (NOV) 
• Trackernet work for Jubilee/Northern Line Upgrade 

 
Indicators of Success: 

Description Target 
Station Displays Customer Info Improvements – Delivery into Service Jun-07 
Connect – 4 Lines Radio Systems Go-Live Feb-08 

 
PR09 STATIONS  
 
Description: 
The stations element of the Investment Programme comprises or four main strands: 

• Station Enhancement (PPP) 
• Lists & Escalators (PPP) 
• Accessibility (LU) 
• Congestion Relief (LU) 

 
The station enhancements will lead to 250 LU-owned stations undergoing a modernisation or 
refurbishment to bring all stations up to the required facilities standard. 
 
The Lift & Escalator programme will bring the fleets of lifts and escalators back to a state of good repair 
and overcome the backlog of investment. 
 
All stations will benefit from some accessibility improvements as part of the enhancement programme 
but additional major investment is required to deliver step free access. 
 
The congestion relief programme aims to address severe congestion at certain times of the day, leading 
to crowd control measures at some stations and, in the extreme, station closures at peak times. 
 
Deliverables: 

• Various Step free schemes 
• Various Congestion Relief schemes 

 
Indicators of Success: 

Description Target 
Finchley Central Step Free Access – Delivery into Service Feb-08 
Tottenham Court Road Station Upgrade – RIBA Stage E Design Complete Feb-08 
White City Development – Wood Lane Station Platform Piling Complete Jul-07 
Bulk Order of Gates – First WAG Stanchions Complete and ready for Installation Mar-08 
Covent Garden Congestion Relief (Advance) – Delivery into Service Dec-07 
Bond Street Congestion Relief – RIBA Stage C Design Complete Nov-07 
Southfields SFA – Contract Award for RIBA Stage E/F Dec-07 
Euston Square SFA – RIBA Stage D Design and AIP Complete Dec-07 
Clapham South SFA – Start of RIBA Stage E/F Jul-07 
Highbury & Islington SFA – TfL Board Approves to submit TWA Application Jul-07 
West Ham - Stage D design and AIP complete Jan-08 

 
PR10 SAFETY/SECURITY 
 
Description: 
A programme of resilience work is in place to enhance protection of LU customers, staff and assets, 
details of which must remain confidential. Safety improvements are considered as part of all asset 
projects but the Investment Programme includes a number of specific projects for the improvement of 
safety and security. 
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Deliverables: 

• SPAD mitigation 
• Piccadilly Line PTI Improvements 

 
Indicators of Success: 

Description Target 
Improve PTI on Piccadilly Line - Delivery of Project Aug-07 

 
PR11 INTERCHANGE 
 
Description: 
LU is leading a number of schemes that provide significant improvements to interchange between 
different modes. 
 
Deliverables: 

• Victoria Station Upgrade 
• Kings Cross Channel Tunnel Rail Link (CTRL) 

 
Indicators of Success:  

Description Target 
Victoria Station Upgrade – TWA Application submitted Dec-07 
CTRL – Commencement of Bomb Gap Civils Aug-07 
Walthamstow Central Interchange – Subway Delivered into Service Mar-08 

 
PR12 EXTENSIONS 
 
Description: 
This programme delivers short extensions to the LU network but also includes LU’s works in support of 
other large capital projects. 
 
Deliverables: 

• Croxley Rail Link 
• Heathrow T123 Congestion Relief 

 
Indicators of Success:  

Description Target 
Heathrow T123 Congestion Relief - RIBA Stage C Design Complete Jan-08 

 
PR13 ACCOMMODATION 
 
Description: 
Despite significant investment in recent years, operational staff accommodation remains an area where 
LU’s investment backlog is most evident, with much of the accommodation in current use falling well 
below world quality standard. 
 
Deliverables: 

• Brixton Train Crew Accommodation 
• Edgware Train Crew Accommodation 
• Rickmansworth Operations Centre 
• Upminster Operating Accommodation 
• Operating Training Facilities Upgrade 
• Line Upgrade Capacity 
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Indicators of Success: 

Description Target 
Rickmansworth Operations Centre - Deliver into Service Oct-07 
Upminster - Deliver Into Service Nov-07 
South London House - Deliver into Service Aug-07 
Edgware TCA -  Contract Award Aug-07 

 
PR 14 INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY 
 
Description: 
LU is making significant investment in IT systems to support the delivery of real time information (see 
Communications). In addition, further investment is being made to support LU’s business capability. 
 
Deliverables: 

• Asset Replacement and Upgrade 
• Telephony and Communications Upgrade 
• Real Time Information Service Platform 
• Your Connection 
• Various Prestige workstreams 

 
Indicators of Success: 

Description Target 
Your Connection  - Practical Completion Dec-07 
CAD Solution (Phase 3) - Contract Award date Aug-07 

 
PR 15 OVER PROGRAMMING 
 
Description: 
This represents a central reduction in the budgeted expenditure of the Investment Plan. This reduction 
recognises that delays can arise from consultation, planning and obtaining powers. The overprogramming 
provision allows LUL to ensure it effectively manages its allocated funds despite these impacts. 
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LONDON BUSES 

001 BUS NETWORK INCOME 

Description: 
The Bus Network Income activity covers fares revenue including Travelcard apportionment and revenue 
from concessionary agreements. Revenue from fares is generated from the sale of on-bus tickets, from 
roadside ticket machines and sales through ticket outlets such as Ticket Stops and LUL stations. 
 
Indicators of success: 

Description Units Target 
Passenger Journeys Millions 1,897 
Bus Network Income Millions (£) 1,059 

 
Impacts of Equality and Inclusion: 
Deliver target levels of fares revenue whilst ensuring that fares are affordable for all sections of society 
and providing targeted fare concessions so that disadvantaged and potentially excluded groups have 
access to the bus network. Concessions include free travel for older people and young people in full time 
education. 

002 BUS NETWORK OPERATIONS 

Description: 
The Bus Network activity covers the management of all the contracts for the operation of bus services. 
This includes the current bus network and routes being re-tendered, planned improvements and 
enhancements to the bus service to meet the Mayor's Transport Strategy, measures to improve service 
reliability, new bus routes/links, support for initiatives such as Congestion Charging, plans to speed up 
passenger boarding times and improved bus staff training. 
 
Deliverables: 

• Providing adequate capacity.  
• Providing appropriate network coverage, in geographical terms and across the different times of 

day and days of the week. 
• Maintenance and development of service reliability. 
 

Indicators of success: 
Description Units Target 
Scheduled service operated % 97.8 
Excess waiting time: High frequency routes Minutes 1.1 
On time performance: Low frequency routes % 77 
On time performance - night buses % 83 
CSS: reliability - journey/wait time Score 80 
Bus Kilometres Operated Millions 467 

 
Impacts on Equality & Inclusion: 

• Providing inclusive bus services that benefit the target groups but also delivers benefits for a 
wider range of existing and potential users. Buses are used by women, older people, children and 
people on lower incomes on a proportionately greater basis than their representation in London’s 
population.  

• Service reviews will continue to examine opportunities within the available funding for better 
penetration of residential estates, for facilitating access to jobs and services and for 
improvements to the hours of operation of the network.  

• Acceptability of the service to users includes issues of personal safety, cultural barriers and 
staff/organisational attitudes.  

• Simple service structures support accessible information.   
• The programme to facilitate the provision of training for front-line staff and the cleaning initiatives 

for buses at bus stations will contribute to improvements in these areas.   
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• Training of bus operation staff will also contribute to the development of a workforce that 
reflects the diversity of London’s population. 

006 BUS STOPS AND SHELTERS 

Description:  
This activity covers the cleaning and maintenance of bus stops and shelters and the posting of passenger 
information (timetables, maps etc.) at them.  
 
Deliverables:  

• All Stops and Shelters cleaned and maintained to required standard.   
• All information displayed to be up to date and accurate. 

 
Indicators of Success: 
Cleanliness, state of repair and condition of information are monitored via Customer Satisfaction and 
Mystery Traveller surveys.  Constant or improving scores indicate success. 
 

Description Target 
CSS – Overall Quality 60% 
CSS – Bus Stop Information 80% 
CSS – Cleanliness  60% 
CSS – Condition  70% 

 
Impact on Equality & Inclusion: 
All users of the bus network will benefit from this activity, but in particular, older people and those with 
mobility difficulties will benefit from well-maintained seating at the bus stops, and vulnerable groups 
who may have concerns about their personal security, will benefit from well-maintained lighting. 
 

007 BUS GARAGES 

Description: 
Expenditure at LBSL's 8 bus garages includes maintenance and rates liabilities for elements excluded 
from tenancies, principally main structural elements but also un-let premises or parts of premises. 
 
Income is received from letting garage premises to Bus Operators. 
 
Deliverables: 

• Bus garages maintained to a standards fit for use by tenants. 
 
Indicators of Success: 

• Avoidance of deterioration of infrastructure. 
 
Impacts on Equality & Inclusion:  
No direct E&I impacts.  All users will benefit indirectly from the provision of bus garages, through the bus 
services which they operate on behalf of LBSL. 

008 BUS STATIONS 

Description: 
Expenditure at LBSL’s 45 bus stations, 155 off-highway bus stands and bus staff facilities includes the 
costs of cleaning, repairing and renewing facilities, payment of rates and rents if applicable, plus costs of 
legal and property advice. 
 
Income is received in respect of tenanted kiosk units, from commercial advertising and from vending 
machines. 
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Deliverables: 

• All bus stations and stands to be cleaned and maintained to required standards. 
 
Indicators of Success: 

Description Target 
CSS - Overall Satisfaction Bus Stations (Condition) 74% 
CSS - Overall Satisfaction Bus Stations (Cleanliness) 74% 

 
Impacts on Equality & Inclusion:  
All users of the bus route network will benefit from the provision of clean, safe, secure and fit-for-
purpose facilities.  In particular older people and people with mobility problems will benefit by the 
provision of slip- and trip-free walking surfaces and good lighting. 

011 ENGINEERING 

Description: 
This activity area falls within Surface Transport's Network Operations department and relates to projects 
that will be implemented to improve the environmental performance of the London bus fleet. 
Implementation of these projects will allow London Buses to contribute to the objectives of the Mayor's 
Air Quality Strategy. This activity area includes trialling of new engine technologies (e.g. hybrid, hydrogen 
and any alternative powered / fuelled buses), improving the environmental performance of existing buses 
and developing / researching potential environmental initiatives through R&D. 
 
Deliverables and Indicators of Success:  

• Air Quality Improvements through development and retro-fitment of various alternative engine 
emission technologies throughout 2007/2008  

• Implementation of procurement process to deliver requirements of the London Hydrogen 
Partnership Transport Action Plan  

• Operation and evaluation of existing Hybrid single / double deck buses.  
• Development and evaluation of further potential opportunities for Hybrid single and double deck 

trials with bus manufacturers 
• Continue R&D work in respect of environmental initiatives, principally for emissions and noise  
 

Impacts on Environment: 
• Measures to reduce vehicle emissions have particular benefits for people living in areas of high 

traffic density, especially the elderly, children and people suffering from respiratory conditions. 
• Introduction and understanding of improved vehicle technologies provides an environmental 

London Bus platform reflecting benefits to passengers, local route residents, London and national 
/ world-wide considerations.   

014 OPERATIONS SERVICES  

Description: 
Network Operations provides a safe and effective environment for passengers to travel in London.  This 
is achieved through a command and control centre (CentreComm), supervision of bus stations, 
emergency response staff, and through contingency and events planning. 
This function contributes to the achievement of Bus Network performance targets by minimising the 
effects of external disruption.   
 
Primary purposes of the Network Operations support function are: 

• To ensure safe and appropriate provision of infrastructure both on and off highway 
• Mitigate effects to the bus network from disruption to the road network 
• Provide information and assistance to passengers and bus operational staff.  
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Deliverables: 

• Collection and dissemination of information relating to the real time operation of the bus network 
via operation of a 24/7 communication complex (CentreComm) 

• Ensuring that infrastructure is maintained to an acceptable standard for passenger comfort and 
safety (Bus Stations) 

• Minimising the effects of disruption to bus services from all causes (events planning and 
emergency response staff) 

 
Indicators of success: 

Description Units Target 
Passenger Journeys Millions 1,897 
Schedule service operated % 97.8 

 
Impacts on Equality & Inclusion: 

• Staff is trained in disability awareness, dealing with emergency situations and security issues. 
• Staff provides a physical presence, they provide information and a greater sense of security to 

passengers. 
• Ensuring infrastructure is maintained to an acceptable standard for passenger comfort and safety. 
• Assisting in reducing the effects of disruption and improving service reliability. 

015 PERFORMANCE 

Description: 
The Performance Department is responsible for planning, contracting for and monitoring the bus 
network, as well as actively seeking to enhance that performance. In addition the responsibility for bus 
input to multi-modal transport planning lies with Performance. Financial figures represent salaries and 
associated costs of the Performance Department, i.e. these are the direct staff costs of the operational 
area. 
 
Components: 

• Network Development (Buses) 
• Contracts Management (Buses) 
• Performance Management & Monitoring (Buses) 

 
Deliverables: 
Management, delivery and implementation of the Performance Department's programme objectives as 
described above. The key performance indicators are set out in the Bus Network Operation Cost section. 
 
Indicators of success: 

Description Units Target 
Bus kilometres operated Millions 467 
CSS: reliability - journey/wait time Score 80/100 

016 LONDON TRAMS 

Description: 
Croydon Tramlink, which opened in May 2000, has brought fully accessible, high frequency, reliable rail-
based public transport into central Croydon.  Tramlink services are provided by Tramtrack Croydon 
Limited, a private consortium, under a 99 year PFI Concession Agreement. 
 
London Trams administers the Concession Agreement ensuring that the duties of both TfL and the 
Concessionaire are properly discharged and taking action to ensure that the private sector meets its 
responsibilities for safe and efficient operation and maintenance of the network. 
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London Trams provides technical and operational support to TfL Corporate in the acquisition of powers 
for new tram schemes and is responsible for the detailed design, procurement construction and 
operation of the proposed tramway network. 
 
Deliverables: 
Tramlink: Ensuring that the Concessionaire fulfils its obligations for operation and maintenance of the 
Tramlink system as defined in the Tramlink Performance Specification.  Ensuring that the system is 
regularly inspected / audited and defects are brought to the attention of the Concessionaire and 
addressed in a timely manner, taking enforcement action as appropriate and provided for under the terms 
of the Concession. 
 
West London Tram: Subject to agreement of programme: 
a) completion of review of WLT and confirmation to the project team that London Trams has no 

objection to the deposit of the Transport and Works Order (May-07); 
b) Finalise and implement an agreed programme for the implementation of WLT (Aug-07);  
c) Complete first phase (engineering) handover of WLT (Nov-07). 
 
Crystal Palace: Complete handover in Q2 of project from MPBU in line with protocols to be agreed 
between MPBU and LT in Q4 of 2006/7.  Appointment of project team and design consultants (Aug-07) 
 
Urban Track: Continued participation in EU funded work packages SP1 to SP6.  Complete design and 
install test trackform for package SP3 (Nov-07). 
 
Indicators of success: 

Description Units Target 
Scheduled service operation  % 98 
Headway* achieved % 95.5 
CSS overall satisfaction Score 86 

* Headway is the gap between trams – the measure is that 95.5 % of trams must be within no more than twice the timetabled headway. 
 
London Trams also provides technical and operational support, in its role as internal client to MPBU in 
the development of new schemes to the point of acquisition of powers.  London Trams is responsible 
for the overall approval of trams schemes for handover to Surface from MPBULondon Trams will be 
responsible for the detailed design, procurement construction and operation of new tram schemes 
following handover from MPBU which is due to commence during 2007/08 London Trams provides 
administrative support to UKTram, the tramway industry representative body.  London Trams staff chair 
UKTram Ltd and the UKTram industry steering group and are represented on most of the activity work 
streams being developed by UKTram to reduce costs in the tramway industry. 
 
Impacts on Equality & Inclusion: 
Tramlink is a fully accessible system (infrastructure and vehicles) and attracts a considerably higher 
proportion of wheelchair users than mainstream bus services.  London Trams will continue to work with 
E&I to ensure that new tram schemes, as well as developments on Tramlink, maximise the accessibility 
of public transport to all who wish to travel. 

019 TECHNICAL SERVICES 

Description: 
The Technical Services Group (TSG) operates the Band III radio and Automatic Vehicle Location (AVL) 
networks, its core system.  Countdown, the real time passenger information service, is provided at 2000 
stops across the network.  The key requirements of the core system are to provide a 'Code Red' 
emergency service, service control facilities for bus operators, a performance monitoring tool and 
historic journey time information. 
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Deliverables: 
Structured under the 2 component headings of: 

• Business As Usual (BAU)/Operations and 
• New Technology Intelligent Bus System (iBus) 

 
BAU/Operations: 

• Maintain Current Operation on Stable Platforms 
• Meet customer expectations in relation to operating increasing number of assets. 
• Radio Replacement - Carry out projects supporting the implementation of the replacement 

radio system, which are not covered by iBus.  
 
New Technology: 

• New radio communication and AVL solution (iBus) to replace current system, addressing 
obsolescence issues with existing equipment and eliminating the risk of network failure. 

• To provide reliable, comprehensive Automatic Vehicle location (AVL) and radio coverage 
across the bus fleet (iBus) 

• To provide better real-time information (RTI) for passengers  
• To provide RTI at bus stops. Countdown extension, including the procurement of 2000 new 

signs and 2000 replacement of signs on the network 
 
Indicators of Success: 

Description Target 
iBus FGA: First Garage Application acceptance May-07 
Roll Out of new technology to fleet complete Oct-08 

 
 
Impacts on Equality & Inclusion: 

• Strengthened security on vehicles through the provision of a radio system, with benefits to both 
staff and passengers.  

• The system supports improved service reliability with the potential to reduce wait times, 
providing security benefits at stops. 

• The new technology will provide robust and reliable Countdown/RTPI systems, enabling its 
benefits to be fully recognised by all groups. 

• The provision of new RTPI sources (audio, Next Stop, mobile phones) focuses on the needs of 
disabled passengers. 

 

020 TICKET TECHNOLOGY & PRESTIGE 

Description: 
The purpose of this activity is to develop, implement and operate fare collection arrangements for 
London's bus services. This includes: 

• specification and provision of equipment 
• allocation of on-bus equipment to Bus Operators and associated asset control activities 
• deciding on sites, installation and operation of on-street equipment 
• overseeing maintenance performance by contractors 
• fares information for staff and passengers.  

 
Deliverables: 

• Continue to deliver a high quality ticketing services for London Buses, including Oyster and cash 
ticketing 

• Support for implementation of cashless operation across London [if approved], including 
redeployment of RTMs, new operating procedures for staff, and any changes to on-bus ticketing 
equipment arrangements. 
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• Start of work on Driver/Machine Interface (DMI) project [if approved] 
 
Indicators of success: 

• Maintain or improve upon current ticketing equipment failure levels 
• Support for implementation of cashless operation across London [if approved], including 

redeployment of RTMs, new operating procedures for staff, and any changes to on-bus ticketing 
equipment arrangements.  
The approval process starts in February 2007 and should be completed by April, for October 2007 implementation. 

• Start of work on DMI project [if approved]. The feasibility study is underway now, and will 
produce recommendations in April 2007. 

 
CONGESTION CHARGING 
 

The Congestion Charging division: 
• Maintains, improves and operates the central London Congestion Charging scheme, including the 

implementation of the Western Extension to this scheme; 
• Carries out technology trials and develops road user charging for London; and 
• Designs, consults on, procures and implements (subject to Mayoral approval) London’s proposed 

Low Emission Zone.  

120 LOW EMISSION ZONE 

Description: 
The proposed Low Emission Zone (LEZ) scheme seeks to deter the most polluting vehicles from driving 
within Greater London. From 2008, HGVs, buses and coaches would have to meet an emission standard 
of Euro III for PM or face a daily charge for driving within London. From 2010, heavier vans and minibuses 
would have to meet the same emission standard. This work includes detailed scheme design, public and 
stakeholder consultation, service provider procurement, and, subject to Mayoral confirmation following 
consultation on a Scheme Order, implementation and operation of the scheme.  
 
Deliverables and Indicators of Success: 

Description Target 
Mayoral decision on Scheme Order May-07 
Go-live for enquiries May-07 
Go-live for vehicle registration Jul-07 
Go-live for payment Oct-07 
Potential scheme Go-live for larger HGVs Feb-08 

 
Equalities and Inclusion impact: 

The air quality benefits of the LEZ disproportionately assists those in poor health and vulnerable groups.  

 

023 CONGESTION CHARGING TRAFFIC & TECHNOLOGY 

Description: 
• Maintenance of directional and regulatory signs, road markings and congestion monitoring 

cameras in extended central area and Low Emission Zone. 
• Groundtruthing the enforcement camera network and provision of updated evidential packs. 
• Maintenance of the monitoring in-station, vehicle classification system and relationship with DTO 

toolkit team.  
• Provision of funding to DTO for surveillance cameras to support real time traffic management of 

the road network.  
• Upgrade of 30 camera sites to roadside ANPR.   
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Deliverables: 

• Clear signage and an effective enforcement and monitoring camera network for the central 
London Congestion Charging scheme and the Low Emission Zone 

 
Indicators of Success: 

Description Target 
Upgrade of 30 camera sites to roadside ANPR Jun-07 
Directional and regulatory signs and road markings maintained for eCLoCCS  Mar-08 
Continued provision of ANPR data from the eCLoCCS and LEZ camera network to the monitoring in-
station and reporting system 

Mar-08 

Data available on DTO toolkit for analysis by CC Monitoring Manager and for input to the LTCC 
COMET system 

Mar-08 

All eCLoCCS enforcement sites groundtruthed and evidential packs updated accordingly. Mar-08 

024 CONGESTION CHARGING TRIALS 

Description: 
TfL is running technology trials with the aim of identifying, testing and evaluating economical, user 
friendly and flexible charging, enforcement and telecommunications solutions to inform input to the 
development of technical specifications, policy options for the procurement of Congestion Charging 
services and TfL’s TIF congestion submission. 

 
Deliverables: 
A suite of successful and rigorous peer-reviewed trails that provide sufficient technical grounding / proof 
to inform future decisions and procurements 
 
Indicators of Success: 

Description Target 
Stage 3 peer review Jun-07 
Trials Stage 3: Final Progress report Jul-07 

025 CONGESTION CHARGING – FUTURES & RE-LET 

Description: 
Activities required to establish new contracts for the operation of the extended zone and LEZ after the 
expiry of the current contracts in Nov 2009. This includes the introduction of customer accounts; new 
vehicle technology (DSRC); and retail services to enable the possible extension of charging to areas 
outside the central zone and TGB if required. 
 
Deliverables: 
Completion of activities required for the successful re-let in 2009/10. 
 
Indicators of Success: 

Description Target 
Selection of retail service provider(s) Nov-07 
Selection of core IT, Business Operations and Enforcement Operations service provider. Nov-07 
Appointment of DSRC supplier Dec-07 

026 WESTERN EXTENSION TRAFFIC & TECHNOLOGY 

Description: 
Implementation of Traffic and Technology components necessary for the Western Extension: 

• Enforcement infrastructure (including cameras, on-street number plate readers, and 
telecommunications). 

• Associated signage including boundary and information signs and road markings. 
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• Co-ordination of the implementation of real time and complementary traffic management 
measures on the TLRN and on Borough roads.  

 
Deliverables: 
Traffic and Technology components of the Western Extension delivered to date to support the rollout of 
the Western Extension.   
 
Indicators of Success: 

Description Target 
Borough Schemes designed Dec-07 
CTM Borough schemes complete (schemes delivered) Mar-08 

027 WESTERN EXTENSION SET UP 

Description: 
Implement the Western Extension Zone to the Central London Congestion Charging Scheme on 19 Feb 
07.  
 
Deliverables:  
Successful implementation of the Western Extension Zone on 19 Feb 07. 
 
Deliverables:  

Description Target 
Post-implementation review of Capita May-07 
Post implementation review of Siemens May-07 
Post implementation review of Enforcement Infrastructure May-07 

 

028 CONGESTION CHARGING OPERATIONS 

Description: 
The Central London Congestion Charging Scheme is a scheme that requires drivers to pay a charge when 
driving in the designated zone during charging hours. Business Operations covers the processing of 
registrations and payments, and the handling of enquiries and complaints. Enforcement is carried out 
using cameras linked to Automated Number Plate Reader technology, and also includes the registration 
of debts, bailiff action and the provision of an on-street service to target persistent evaders. The WEZ 
goes live on 19 Feb 2007 and from then onwards the Operations budget and costs will apply to the 
extended central area.  
 
Deliverables: 
Successful operation of the current and extended Congestion Charging scheme.  
  

Description Target 
Provision of all required supporting data for 5th Annual Report April-2007 
Delivery of all agreed customer improvements and required changes by due dates Mar-2008 

 
Indicators of Success: 

Description Units Target 
Appeals & Representations: Reps % of PCNs issued % 18-162 
Charge Transactions by Channel - Retail % 25 
Charge Transactions by Channel - Web  % 30 
Charge Transactions by Channel - SMS  % 20 
Charge Transactions by Channel - Call Centre % 20 
Charge Transactions by Channel - IVR % 5 
Telephony - Average Queue Time Seconds 20 

                                            
2 Target changes depending on period.  
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Impacts on Equality and Inclusion: 

• Equality assessment is specified in the Transport Strategy and thus a legal requirement 
• Blue Badge Holders 
• Severely ill (NHS patient) rebates 
• Translation service provided for non-English speakers 
• Provision for hard hearing 
• Advertising to highlight disability registration 
• Delivery and on-going effective management of payment channels ensuring that payment of the 

charge is as inclusive as possible.  

029 CONGESTION CHARGING SUPPORT COSTS 

Description: 
Staff costs for Congestion Charging (permanent and temporary headcount costs - does not include 
consultant costs). 
 
Deliverables: 
Adequate number of staff of sufficient quality required to deliver the Congestion Charging objectives.  
 

Description Target 
Ongoing recruitment (approved headcount ~220) Mar-08 

030 CONGESTION CHARGING INCOME 

Description: 
All income from the Congestion Charging Scheme including that from registrations, charge payments, 
Penalty Charge Notices and further enforcement processes. Once the Western Extension Zone is 
delivered, it will become part of the overall Congestion Charging zone. 
 
Deliverables: 
Income reports on a financial period basis.  Delivering the income required for improvements to transport 
within London in line with the Mayor’s Strategy.  
 
Indicators of Success: 

Description Target 
Period 3 Review Jun-07 
Period 6 Review Sep-07 
Period 9 Review Dec-07 
Period 13 Review Mar-08 
Congestion Charging Income in line with or ahead of budget (£227.8m) Mar-08 

 
TRANSPORT POLICING AND ENFORCEMENT 

033 TRAFFIC ENFORCEMENT 

Description: 
The Transport Policing and Enforcement Directorate's (TPED’s) Traffic Enforcement team is responsible 
for Red Route, parking, moving vehicle and bus lane enforcement on the TLRN. The operation includes 
CCTV camera enforcement (of all types of civil traffic and parking contraventions), unattended camera 
enforcement (for bus lanes only) and the use of MPS Traffic Wardens and Police Community Support 
Officers (PCSOs) to enforce parking restrictions at priority locations on the TLRN. In addition Traffic 
Enforcement enforces yellow box junctions and banned turns. 
 
Deliverables: 

• Develop & Implement Digital Traffic Enforcement System (DTES) 
• Procure and install additional CCTV cameras to enforce parking restrictions 
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• Develop effective removals service to deal with vehicles obstructing the TLRN 
• Procurement of a refreshed Penalty Charge Notice processing service 

 
Indicators of Success: 

Description Units Target 
Percentage of red routes enforceable  % 85 
Percentage of bus lanes enforceable on red routes % 95 
Aggregate PCN Recovery rate1 % 80 
Red route offences per mile observed # 1.2 

 
1  includes bus lanes, moving vehicles and parking. 

Impacts on Equality & Inclusion: 

• Disability awareness:  TfL has a duty of care to ensure greater understanding of disability needs so 
that conflict does not arise in the course of carrying out its enforcement duties.  This applies to 
the power to inspect Blue Badges and other forms of enforcement.  Traffic Enforcement has 
established a training programme to deliver disability awareness training to all staff and 
contractors involved in enforcement operations.  

 

034 TRANSPORT POLICING 

Description: 
TPED has responsibility for strategic policing and crime and disorder reduction issues within TfL. It works 
with the Metropolitan Police Service Transport Operational Command Unit (MPS TOCU) and the British 
Transport Police (BTP) to deliver intelligence led visible policing across the transport network focussed on 
TfL priorities.  It also works with other partner agencies and TfL departments to deliver crime and anti-
social behaviour reduction projects relating to the transport system. These activities directly affect the 
levels of criminal and anti-social behaviour, the image of the transport network as a safe and controlled 
space, the safety and security of TfL staff and the day to day journey decisions of passengers.  
 
Deliverables: 
 

• Implement the necessary processes and procedures within TfL to ensure that it is compliant with 
Section 17 of the Crime and Disorder Act – ongoing 

• Production of the TfL Crime and Disorder Reduction Strategy – published April/May 2007 
• Ensure the effective delivery of new policing resources and services on London Rail and L Area - 

ongoing 
• Work with the MPS to deliver enhanced traffic management and road policing to reduce network 

disruption and improve road safety - ongoing 
• Ensure delivery of Safer Transport Teams to be attached to Borough Operational Command Units 

(BOCUs) as requested by the Mayor of London.- operational by Summer 2007. 
• Completion of the TOCU 5 year review by January 2008 

 
Indicators of success: 

Description Units Target 
Passenger perception of safety on bus Index 85 
Passenger perception of safety at bus stops and shelters Index 78 
Passenger perception of safety on train (LU) Index >83 
Passenger perception of safety in stations (LU) Index >79 
Ratio of TOCU TLM & Non TOCU TLM - Transport Policing # 1.5 

 
Impacts on Equality & Inclusion: 

• Tackling crime and disorder is achieved through visible policing using a police force that, since the 
introduction of Police Community Support Officers (PCSOs), reflects the diversity of London’s 
community.  
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• Tackling fear of crime and disorder: recent focus group work highlighted that the fear of crime and 
disorder impacts disproportionately on equalities target groups. The high visible police presence 
on streets and public transport allows people to feel safer and reduces the opportunities for 
criminal activities. 

• TPED contributes to the Safe Travel at Night (STaN) project which enhances women’s safety on 
the network. 

035 BUS ENFORCEMENT 

Description: 
The purpose of TPED's Bus Enforcement arm is to develop and deliver the Revenue Protection Strategy 
for London to improve fare compliance, minimise fare evasion and revenue loss and contribute to 
improvements in the on-vehicle environment. Bus Enforcement’s Investigation and Prosecution Section 
(IPS) deals with cases of fare evasion, organised fraud, staff assault and criminal damage. The CCTV team 
assist bus operators with on-vehicle CCTV management and work to tackle criminal damage on the bus 
network. 
 
Revenue Protection Inspectors (RPIs) represent TfL across the bus network. In tackling fare evasion, they 
protect one of TfL’s core income streams. Their visible uniformed presence provides reassurance to 
passengers and operator staff as well as discouraging crime and anti social behaviour.  Reducing fare 
evasion will protect resources for TfL to invest in improved transport services. Bus Enforcement also 
leads on a number of bus-specific Crime and Disorder initiatives. 
 
Deliverables: 

• Implement next generation of revenue protection handheld technology 
• Quarterly Fare Evasion Survey 
• Support ongoing work with on bus CCTV 
 

Indicators of success: 
Description Units Target 
Network average fare evasion rate1 % <3.2 
Percentage  of cases successfully prosecuted in court % 95 

 
1  Rolling annual average result from quarterly Fare Evasion Survey, November 2006 
 
Impacts on Equality & Inclusion: 

• Improved perceptions of security and actual security inside vehicles due to the presence of 
revenue protection staff with particular benefits for vulnerable groups (which disproportionately 
use buses). 

036 TPED MANAGEMENT 

Description: 
TPED operates across all TfL operational businesses. It directs and manages policing activities on London 
Underground, London Rail (including Docklands Light Railway), London Buses, Streets and other parts of 
Surface Transport. TPED also delivers civil enforcement services for surface transport and revenue 
protection for London Buses.   These efforts are led by TPED Management. 
 
TPED's aim is to improve compliance with traffic and fare regulations and create a safe and socially 
acceptable environment on the transport network. 
 
Deliverables:  

• Management, delivery and implementation of TPED's programme objectives. Refer Deliverables 
Traffic Enforcement, Transport Policing and Revenue Protection.  

• TPED Strategy – May 2007 
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Indicators of success: 
See sections 033, 034, 035 
 
BUS PRIORITY 

041 PROJECT PLANNING & DEVELOPMENT (PPD) NON-LIP SCHEMES  

Description: 
This activity covers the identification, investigation and feasibility study of potential bus priority 
measures on the TLRN. The objective is to achieve improved bus reliability and journey time for 
passengers, and provision of essential schemes to facilitate the safe and efficient implementation of bus 
service changes. 
 
The entire budget for TLRN portfolio is capital - only feasibility studies and traffic modelling, undertaken 
without prior knowledge that they will progress to physical schemes, are included in the actual costs for 
this activity.  The KPI’s shown are from the Investment Programme and the expenditure on this Activity 
does not relate directly to these deliverables. 
 
Deliverables and Indicators of Success: 

Description Target 
Completion of 8 new bus lane schemes Mar-08 
200 bus lane kilometre hours per week Mar-08 

 
 

042 SELECTIVE VEHICLE DETECTION (SVD) SIGNAL PRIORITIES & OTHER 

Description: 
The activity covers the introduction and maintenance of traffic signal SVD bus priority to reduce delays to 
buses at signals, resulting in traffic network efficiency, journey time reductions and bus passenger 
reliability benefits. 
 
Deliverables and Indicators of Success: 

Description Target 
Implementation of SVD at 800 junctions with the new iBus technology Mar-08 

(The KPI shown is from the Investment Programme and the expenditure on this Activity does not relate directly to this deliverable) 
 

43 BUS PRIORITY STRATEGY 

Description: 
The activity includes research projects to minimise bus passenger journey time and maximise reliability 
benefits through bus priority. 
 
Deliverables:  

• Trial and review of potential bus journey time benefits through the use of SVD at pelican, puffin 
and toucan crossings. 

• Investigation into the interaction between pedestrians and passengers on the footway in the 
vicinity of bus stops. 

• Feasibility study leading to a trial of queue relocation techniques for bus priority. 
Deliverable outputs will be in the form of Guidance Documents, all due in September 2007. 
 
Indicators of Success: 

Description Target 
Publication of Bus Lane Design Guidelines Sep-07 
Completion of 3G Tranche 1 Feasibility Studies Sep-07 

 
Impact on Equality and Inclusion: 
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Improved accessibility (including providing for fully accessible buses), reliability and journey times will 
help to increase the overall capacity of London's transport system and promote equality and inclusion to 
the benefit all target groups, particularly women, older people, ethnic minority groups and those with 
disabilities who tend to have lower levels of access to private transport and rely more on bus travel.  
Buses are used proportionally more by those in socio-economic groups C2, D and E. 

044 BUS PRIORITY SUPPORT COSTS 

Description: 
Salaries and associated costs of Bus Priority staff, i.e. these are the direct staff costs of the operational 
area, as distinct from the projects undertaken.  The support is the payment for the staff employed on 
implementing bus priority measures and their related costs 
 
Deliverables: 

• Delivery, implementation and management of Bus Priority's programme objectives. Refer to the 
Deliverables for programmes 40, 41, 42 and 43. 

• Ensure appropriate training is in place for all staff and feed back questionnaires are completed  
 
Indicators of success: 

Description Target 
Reduction in consultancy/agency costs 25% 
Maintain permanent headcount at 90% 90% 

045 FLAGSHIP SCHEMES 

Description: 
This activity covers the feasibility and pre scoping studies relating to selection of routes for future 
Flagship bus priority schemes. The objective is to achieve improved bus reliability and journey time for 
passengers. 
 
The Flagship budget is 100% capital expenditure.  The actual costs included in this activity relate to studies on 
routes which are not certain to be the subject of implementation of physical bus priority measures and on 
review/post audit of measures previously implemented to ensure that they continue to provide the benefits to 
buses which they were designed to supply. 
 
Indicators of Success: 
10 bus lane schemes and 300 bus lane kilometre hours per week (completed). 
 
The “Indicator of Success” shown is from the Investment Programme and the expenditure on this Activity does not 
relate directly to this deliverable. 
 
 
PUBLIC CARRIAGE OFFICE 

048 TAXI LICENSING, PRIVATE HIRE LICENSING & PCO NON-REGULATORY COSTS 

Description: 
The Mayor's general duty for safe transport in respect of taxis and private hire is delivered primarily by 
licensing and regulating London's taxi and private hire services. The PCO licenses and regulates these 
services on behalf of TfL.  
 
Taxis and private hire services play a vital part in helping people travel across the Capital, providing a 
unique door-to-door service. They provide links with World City functions and other public transport, 
operate at times and places when other services are not available, and provide crucial services for 
passengers with disabilities.  
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The PCO’s wider transport responsibilities include managing the annual taxi fares review; developing taxi 
ranks (including signage); participating in interchange projects; collaborating with other agencies on 
transport plans; improving and integrating taxi and private hire travel information, and developing a better 
understanding of customer needs and supply and demand issues through research and survey work. The 
PCO also has a leading role in the Mayor’s Safer Travel at Night initiative. 
 
Drivers (Taxi and Private Hire)  

• Complete the implementation of private hire driver licensing 
• Complete the implementation of the recommendations in respect of the accreditation of the 

Knowledge of London by the City and Guilds 
• Continue to increase the proportion of  BAME taxi drivers by 1% per annum 
• Continue to increase the proportion of women taxi drivers 
• Implement revised arrangements for drivers who do not meet DVLA Group 2 eyesight standards 
• Introduce the requirement for a taxi driver to provide a receipt on request from a passenger   
• Complete annual review of taxi fares and implement any agreed changes  
• Complete annual review of licence fees and implement any agreed changes  
• Introduce agreed new fixed fare taxi sharing scheme 

 
Vehicles (Taxi and Private Hire)    

• Complete the transfer of taxi licensing inspection services to third party provider 
• Introduce mid-year safety inspections for taxis 
• Decide the future direction of private hire vehicle licensing inspections based on the outcome of 

the public consultation 
• Introduce the agreed arrangements for permitting PH vehicles to display external signage  
• Continue with the emissions strategy to ensure that all taxis are compliant with Euro III emission 

standards or better by June 2008  
• Consult and develop environmental strategy for taxi and private hire vehicles 
• Complete annual review of licence fees and implement any agreed changes  

 
Private Hire Operators  

• Review and implement revised licensing compliance strategy  
• Introduce and complete the licensing of  ’in-scope’ operators (including their drivers and vehicles) 

as a result of the amended definition of ‘private hire vehicles’ 
• Complete annual review of licence fees and implement any agreed changes  

 
Safer Travel and Integration 

• Continue to develop marshalled taxi ranks and private hire ‘set-down’ and ‘pick-up’ points 
• Implement agreed arrangements to enable private hire vehicles to set down and pick up on red 

routes  
• Conclude the considerations for allowing private hire vehicles to travel in bus lanes 
• Continue the roll-out of taxi rank identification poles, totems, shelters and information panels  
• Continue to develop the use of communications technology to improve customer information  
• Continue to explore payment options and opportunities for integration with other public 

transport ticketing arrangements 
• Develop permanent and integrated solution to private hire operator database for TICC, Journey 

Planner and text messaging services 
 
Licensing Processes  

• Continue to implement improved administrative capability especially in respect of e-business to 
deliver on-line and integrated facilities for the PCO’s 120,000 direct customers (applicants, 
licensed vehicle owners, licensed drivers and licensed operators) 

 
Pedicabs   
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• Clarify legal status of pedicabs and implement any licensing arrangements arising from the 
outcome of the public consultation on the licensing of pedicabs   

 
Deliverables and Indicators of success: 

Description Units Target 
No. of licensed Private Hire Drivers No. 40,000 
No. of licensed Private Hire Vehicles No. 42,000 
No. of licensed Private Hire Operators No. 2,300 
No. of licensed Taxi Drivers  No. 25,000 
No. of licensed Taxis No. 21,600 
BAME Taxi Drivers  % 7.5% 
Women Taxi Drivers  % 2% 
Taxi users o/a satisfaction   % 83 
PH users o/a satisfaction  % 81 
Taxi drivers o/a satisfaction with PCO  % 65 
Taxi applicants o/a satisfaction with PCO % 82 
PH drivers o/a satisfaction with PCO  % 66 
PH operators o/a satisfaction with PCO  % 61 

 
 
Impacts on Equality& Inclusion- 

• Additional skill and disability awareness training benefits all target groups, particularly those with 
disabilities. 

• Safety benefits from licensing and the information and promotion initiatives for vulnerable 
groups, particularly women. 

 

050 BUSINESS SERVICES & STRATEGIC SUPPORT 

Description:  
The IM/IT Business Improvement Programme includes a number of key projects including migrating taxi 
driver licensing data to the TAPITS integrated licensing database, developing web-based on-line licensing 
services, improving on-line data transfer and remote data access, developing solutions to private hire 
operator database for travel information, journey planner and text messaging services. The programme of 
work is being taken forward and has been included in Surface IM's Investment and Delivery Plan and 
project priorities. Projects have been prioritised and, subject to business case approval in each case, they 
will be dealt with as separate projects. The working date for completion of this programme of projects is 
March 2008. 
 
Deliverables: 
Taxi poles and shelters have been successfully redesigned to incorporate solar-powered lighting and 
improved information panels. 12 of these have already been installed. New installations will be a 
continuous and on-going operational activity as opposed to a specific project. It is planned to install 40 
further poles subject to funding and successful consultation with local authorities. The working date for 
completion of installation is March 2008. 
Indicators of Success: 

Description Target 
Install 40 Taxi poles Mar 08 
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ASSISTED TRANSPORT SERVICES 

054 ASSISTED TRANSPORT SERVICES (ATS) 

Description: 
ATS is primarily focused on providing accessible, subsidised Door-to-Door (D2D) Transport Services as an 
alternative provision for mobility impaired Londoners unable to use existing forms of public transport. 
D2D services include Dial-a-Ride, Taxicard and Capital Call although ATS is not responsible for Dial-a-
Ride provision. D2D transport is generally accepted shorthand for non-statutory provision of transport 
for mobility impaired people which literary works from "door to door". London boroughs fulfil their 
statutory responsibilities by providing travel services for education and day-care purposes. The NHS 
provides Patient Transport Services (TPS) for hospital appointments and access.     
 
ATS also provides support for Westminster Taxicard, several Mobility Assessment Centres   (MAC's), 
"Getting There" magazine and other services related to providing accessible transport for disabled 
people. 
 
Door-to-door Strategic Review Programme: 
The strategic review is taking place to improve the availability of D2D services for Mobility Disabled 
People, and strategies designed to better coordinate and between existing providers and with fair 
eligibility and entitlement criteria. ATS and PCO provide both staff time and expertise to both the Project 
Group and Programme Board of this review and in the financial year 2006/2007 ATS was responsible for 
administering the funding for the strategic review.  The review process itself, and its deliverables, is 
owned by Surface Transport Programme Office SRO Dick Halle. 
 
Deliverables:  

• Taxicard provided in all London boroughs 
• "Getting There" magazine provided to all Dial a Ride & Taxicard members 

 
Indicators of success: 

• 10-15% per annum increase in trip numbers 
 
 
Impacts on Equality and Inclusion: 
ATS budget is entirely dedicated toward improving various Equality & Inclusion issues for disabled and 
older people who need accessible transport in London. This can be demonstrated by the following: 

 
• 100% increase membership since 2001  
• 85% increase in TfL funding to Taxicard (56.2% of total Taxicard trip costs in 2005/6)  

 
 
EAST THAMES BUSES 

055 EAST THAMES BUSES OPERATIONS 

Description: 
The purpose of this activity is to provide the capability for market intervention in the event of operator 
failure, excessive tender prices or to replace operators with poor performance and to provide bus 
services that meet the performance targets set for the East Thames Buses. 
 
Deliverables: 

• The provision of safe, efficient and reliable bus services. 
• Provision of satisfactory bus services in accordance with targets. 
• Contribute to the achievement of appropriate Best Value performance indicators. 
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Indicators of success: 
Description Units Target 
Percentage of scheduled service operated % 98.0 
Excess waiting time -high frequency routes Minutes 1.46 
Long gaps in SD service-high frequency routes Minutes 3.1 
DOT annual test pass rate for buses % 95 
DOT vehicle (buses) spot check examination result pass rate more than % 90 
Employees from minority ethnic communities (%) % 28 

 
Best Value Indicators – 
 

• The number of working days/shifts lost due to sickness absence per full time employee 
(Operational Staff). The target set by TfL is 13.8 days. 

• BV17: The percentage of employees from minority ethnic communities. This target set by TfL is 
28%. 

 
Impacts on Equality and Inclusion: 
 

• Delivery of safe and reliable services. 
• Policy initiatives to promote fair employment opportunities with benefits for all target groups. 
• Initiatives – Life change rostering to be implemented at East Thames Buses by the end of 2007.  

 
DIAL-A-RIDE  

056 DIAL-A-RIDE OPERATIONS 

Description: 
Dial-a-Ride provides a multi-occupancy door to door transport service for members of the public with a 
permanent or long term disability (mental or physical) or health problem who are unable, or virtually 
unable to use conventional mainstream public transport. It can be used for all sorts of journeys such as 
shopping, visiting friends, attending meetings or doctors or dentists appointments.  
 
The objective of this activity is: 

• the safe and efficient transport of users 
• the implementation of initiatives to actively promote the service and to ensure that it remains 

responsive to the needs of those whom it serves.  
• This includes the efficient and complete execution of the administration and accounting function. 

 
Deliverables: 

• Develop and implement an automated booking and scheduling system, together with the creation 
of a central contact centre. This new centre will take over the booking currently undertaken at six 
separate depots around London 

• More efficient operation of the existing fleet  
• Uphold standards in order to maintain customer satisfaction 

 
Indicators of success: 

Description Units Target 
CSS Overall Satisfaction target % 93 
Target number of trips in 2007/08 Million 1.52 
Target for number of trips refused, below % 7 
Target for cancellations by the service, below % 1 
Target for contacting the Fleet Assistants scheme Per 4 weeks 40 
Target of assisted journeys provided Per 4 weeks 35 
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• Achieve an improvement in scheduling efficiency through the introduction of a computerised 
booking/scheduling centre, expected to be completely operational with all depots migrated by 
December 2007.              

• Through marketing, ensure that the Dial-a-Ride passenger profile reflects the population that it 
services. In particular, addressing the under usage of the service in certain sectors, ensuring a 
greater proportion of those who are eligible to use the service are both aware of it and of the 
availability of the service. .  

• Improve the access to the service for passengers by the introduction of Travel Assistants. 
 
Impacts on Equality and Inclusion: 

• A more equitable supply of services and improved efficiency benefits all users. 
• Raising awareness of eligibility through marketing, targets disabled groups who are most likely to 

experience difficulty using mainstream bus services. 
 
 
LONDON RIVER SERVICES 

057 LONDON RIVER SERVICES OPERATIONS 

Description: 
 
LRS owns and operates 8 passenger piers on the tidal Thames at: 

• Millbank 
• Westminster 
• Embankment 
• Festival 
• Blackfriars 
• Bankside 
• Tower 
• Greenwich 

 
LRS licenses the riverboat services which operate from these piers, some of which are staffed by LRS. 
[Temple pier is also owned by LRS, but is leased to a third party]. This activity covers the planning and 
securing of river services, monitoring operational performance and actively seeking to enhance 
performance and promote better use of the river. 
 
Deliverables: 

• Maintain piers in good state of repair 
• Maintain the level and performance of river services  

 
Indicators of success: 

Description Units Target 
Passenger numbers (excl. multi-stop) target Million 2.0 
% of Journeys Operated ( excluding Multi Stop ) % 98 
Customer satisfaction target % 90 

 
Impacts on Equality and Inclusion: 
All LRS operated piers have step free access. LRS will continue to work with operators to increase the 
number of accessible boats, either by introducing new boats or altering existing boats.  
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059 MULTI-STOP RIVER SERVICE 

Description: 
The main function is to provide Revenue support for multi-stop riverboat service. This consists of a 10-
year contract with Thames Clippers. 
 
Deliverables: 
Service as scheduled, to performance standards as set out in contract. The operator is required to 
operate to a 99% reliability target. 
 
Indicators of success: 

Description Units Target 
Passenger numbers (multi-stop) target Thousand 600 
% of Journeys Operated – Multi-stop River Service % 99 

 
Impacts on Equality and Inclusion: 
All LRS operated piers have step free access. LRS will continue to work with operators to increase the 
number of accessible boats, either by introducing new boats or altering existing boats. 

126  WOOLWICH FERRY 

Description: 
The Woolwich Free Ferry is currently operated by the London Borough of Greenwich under an Agency 
Agreement. L.B. Greenwich reports reliability (Hours of service as a percentage of planned hours), 
crossings per hour, vehicles carried and passengers carried.  
 
Indicators of success: 

Description Units Target 
Hours of service as a percentage of planned hours % 95 
Average number of crossings No. 6 
Average number of vehicles per week No. 19000 
Average number of passengers per week No. NA 

 
 
VICTORIA COACH SERVICES 

061 VCS – OPERATIONS 

Description: 
Victoria Coach Station Ltd owns and/or manages London's coach interchange, comprising a main 
Departures terminal and a separate Arrivals terminal. VCS operates 24/7 throughout the 365 days of the 
year providing facilities for nearly 200,000 coaches and circa 10m passengers per annum. 
 
VCSL operates as a wholly commercial subsidiary company returning an annual profit to its sole 
shareholder TfL/TTL. 
 
All coach services are provided by private operators on a commercial basis, offering services to some 
1200 destinations throughout the United Kingdom and to over 400 destinations in most parts of 
mainland Europe, especially eastern Europe. 
 
Management of the coach station enables the provision of a safe and comfortable environment for coach 
travellers and for those seeing off or welcoming passengers and involves premises management, on site 
operational management and commercial services on behalf of operators. 
 
Deliverables: 

• Development of proposals for a new interchange based on an existing Victoria site to 
accommodate increasing levels of demand for coach travel. 
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It is expected that the build will not commence for 3-4 years (completion perhaps pre-Olympics) therefore timeframe 
for delivery of the development is difficult to assess.   

• To provide facilities to support the introduction of fully accessible coaches as required by the 
DDA and to enhance health and safety through the segregation of passenger and vehicle 
movements. 

 
Indicators of Success: 

Description Units Target 
Customer satisfaction target % 83% 
Number of coach departures '000s 195 
Mobility Assistance Passengers 5740 

 
Impacts on Equality and Inclusion:  
The passenger profile through VCS is one of lower income groups and the elderly. VCS will maintain 
assistance and access to those groups and relocate the Help Point to enhance the safety and travelling 
experience for mobility impaired and the vulnerable. 
 
VCS will continue to effectively provide for the needs of non-English speakers including through a multi 
lingual capability amongst the staff; currently some 20 languages are spoken. 
 
 
MANAGEMENT, SUPPORT & STRATEGY 

066 MANAGING DIRECTOR 

Description: 
The MD is responsible for London Bus operations (including East Thames Buses), the Public Carriage 
Office, Croydon Tramlink, Dial-a-Ride, Victoria Coach Station, passenger services serving TfL piers on the 
River Thames, the managing director’s office team and TfL’s corporate interest in transport policing and 
enforcement. The role is also responsible for the TfL Road Network, Congestion Charging, traffic 
management, road safety, walking, cycling and freight.  
 
Deliverables and Indicators of Success: 

• Implementing the Mayor’s Transport Strategy across Surface Transport modes.  
• Improving the quality of service and increasing the number of passengers on Surface Transport 

modes. 
• Improving accessibility to the Capital’s transport network for mobility-impaired passengers and 

young people. 
 

067 FINANCE, IM & HR 

Finance 
The objective of this activity is to provide guidance and expertise on all financial matters and to provide 
financial, management accounting and business performance services to all business units within Surface 
Transport, and financial reporting to TfL Group. 
 
Information Management 
The objective of this activity is to support all business units within Surface Transport to deliver the 
Mayor's Transport Strategy through the provision of expertise, support and development related to the 
management of information. The provision of systems and technology, and the ongoing development of 
IM Strategy, congruent with TfL Group Strategy. 
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Human Resources 
Surface HR leads change and provides guidance and expertise on strategic HR issues, in order to build 
organisational capability, improve performance, facilitate productive employee relations and develop the 
organisation for future business requirements. 
 
Deliverables: 
Finance 

• The efficient operation of the modal finance function. This includes Business Performance and 
Planning, Management Accounting and Financial Accounting. 

• Provides support services to all divisions within Surface Transport. 
• Financial Reporting to TfL Group. 
 

Information Management 
• Establish effective working practices with Group IM. 
• Delivery of IT systems to support business functions (to target and budget agreed with business 

units). 
• Support of existing information systems and technology (within agreed SLAs). 
• Account Management: manages the relationship between customer directorates and IM. 
• Solution Delivery: oversees the delivery of IM projects. 
• Environment and supports the integration of business sponsored projects. 
• Strategy and Architecture: develops the IM Strategy, manages the IM architecture and develops 

the IM business plan. 
• Support Services: manages accommodation, procurement, business continuity and 

communications. 
• Process Enhancement Team: Delivers SAP related projects, supporting and training. 
• Delivery and on-going support of business applications which will include: London Works, Dial-a-

Ride Booking System, and Asset Management on Street (AMOS). To continue to exploit the 
investment in SAP, delivery of a central service support function, work with Group IM to 
harmonise the IT infrastructure and upgrade the desktop office applications. 

 
Indicators of Success: 
 
Finance 

• Deliver Financial Business Plan to TfL Finance & Planning by agreed dates  
• Deliver periodic and quarterly management reports to TfL Finance & Planning by agreed dates  
• Deliver draft, unqualified statutory reports to external auditors and TfL Finance & Planning by 

agreed dates 
• Achieved approved year end cash target  
• Percentage undisputed invoices paid within 30 days: 88% 
• Improved customer satisfaction scores. 

 
 
Information Management  

• % Projects Mobilised On Schedule Last Quarter 
• % Projects Delivered On Schedule in Last Quarter 
• Quarterly Forecast IM Project Portfolio Cost vs. IM Capital Budget 
• Number of  New Ideas Generated 
• Number  of Pipeline Projects Formulated 
• Planned vs. Actual Resource Pool Growth 
• Ratio Contract: Permanent Employees in Resource Pool 

 
Human Resources  

• A Leadership Development Programme launched in February 2007 for Pay band 4 & 5 Employee. 
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• Talent Management/Succession Planning launched in September 2007. 
• Senior Manager Reward was introduced last year and will be extended to Business as usual in 

2007/08.  
• Relaunch updated Performance Management programme in March/April 2007.  
• Diversity and Equal Opportunity interventions 

o Mentoring scheme successfully launched in Surface. 
o Pilot to trial flexible working in Buses commences 1st May 2007 through 31st July 2007. 
o Achieved Local Government Equality Scheme for Level 5 status. 

• Modal Scorecard objectives agreed in March 2007/08. 

069 STRATEGY 

Description: 
This area of the Strategy function covers Business Planning, Project Initiation including strategic reviews 
and business development. 
 
Project Initiation is responsible for business development and project management of a programme of 
business reviews. 
 
They also manage Door to door project: the service that is available in all London boroughs & in the city 
of London, with the exception of Westminster.  Its aim is to provide trips for social purposes for disabled 
people unable to use mainstream public transport. 
  
Business Planning is responsible for: 

• Development of Surface Transport’s business plan in accordance with corporate guidelines and 
timescales. 

• Input to TfL’s business plan and related documents 
• Stakeholder quarterly meetings 
• Engagement with Corporate on E&I  monthly Surface delivery meetings 

  
Strategy development: 

• The costs and outcomes of the aspirational scenario from 2010/11 to 2007/18 were refined 
• Strategic context for the SR2007bid has been set out  
• TfL’s bid has been submitted to DfT and funding from DfT is expected by summer 2007 and will 

be followed by prioritisation and allocation of the funds across Surface Transport. 
 
Deliverables and Indicators of Success: 

Description Target 
Fare submission for Business Plan May-07 
Bus passenger journey for BP May-07 
Bus passenger revenue for BP                                                             May-07 
Setting up and facilitating the end of the third phase Bus Benchmarking Group meeting     Jun-07 
Produce ST  Business Plan 2007/08 Jul-07 
Produce S&BD communications plan Aug-07 
Door-to-Door review - Review of consultation feedback & service option for implementation finalised Apr-07 
Draft Mayor's Transport Strategy II  Jul-07  
Produce 12 monitoring reports to RISC Mar-08 
Deliver 3 business development & improvement reviews Mar-08 

 

071 SUSTAINABLE FREIGHT 

Description: 
TFL recognises the importance of the environmentally efficient movement goods, waste and servicing 
vehicles and is developing an integrated freight strategy for London. Freight quality partnerships- 
involving TFL, London Boroughs, the Metropolitan Police and freight operators- are piloting an initiative 
to reduce operators' costs and increase efficiency whilst reducing collision, congestion and emissions. 
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This is to be rolled out across London, with information and travel plans used to raise awareness of good 
practice in relation to supply chains, servicing visits and waste collection.  
 
Real time freight-related information is to be integrated into the online journey planner to aid route 
selection and identify when deliveries can be made legally, by time of day and size of vehicle. Use of 
inland waterways will be encouraged. 
 
Deliverables and Indicators of Success:  

Description Target 
Complete recruitment of permanent members of team Mar-07 
Complete Draft Freight, Communications & Marketing Plan Mar-07 
Launch Freight Operator Recognition Scheme (FORS) Apr-07 
Complete CMMC pilot Mar-08 

073 SPECIAL PROJECTS 

 
Description: 
TfL has submitted a successful bid to the Amaury Sports Organisation (A.S.O.) the owners of the Tour on 
behalf of the Mayor to host Le Grand Depart in July 2007.  London will host the opening ceremony, the 
prologue time trial and the start of stage 1 of the race. 
 
Le Grand Depart will act as a catalyst, complementing TfL’s investment in cycling infrastructure and 
marketing by creating positive associations with cycling and boosting its profile and popularity.  
 
TfL, on behalf of the Mayor, is also organising a Mass Participation Bike Ride (MPBR) to take place in 
September 2007.  This will be the first of the Tour de France legacy events, exploiting excitement 
generated by Le Grand Depart, providing Londoner’s with an opportunity to get on their bikes and 
translating this into new cyclists and additional cycle trips.   
 
Deliverables: 

• Website development 
• Marketing and PR activities in the lead up to the event including delivery of a Tour de France / 

cycle roadshow 
• Development and delivery of an associated events programme 
• Provision of the Permanence - Race headquarters and press centre in ExCel London (Saturday 

30th June - Sunday 8th July 2007) and Canterbury  
• Staging the opening ceremony in Trafalgar Square (Friday 6th July 2007) 
• Staging the race (host city elements) - incorporating the Prologue Time Trial on an 8km course 

around Central London (Saturday 7th July) and Stage 1 from London to Canterbury, 209 km 
(Sunday 8th July) 

 
Proposed Indicators of Success:  

• Cycle usage on the TLRN (cycling index) 
• Cycling behavioural change 
• Cycling club membership 
• Public awareness of TdF 
• Event impact assessment 
• Event satisfaction 

 
A number of different sets of research work are planned to assess the impact of Tour de France and associated marketing /communications 
in terms of the profile of the event, attitudes towards/awareness of cycling and associated benefits. These are yet to be confirmed. 
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074 MARKETING AND RESEARCH 

Description: 
The plan for 2007/08 is driven by the new TfL Marketing Strategy 2006/07 to 2008/09. This strategy 
brings together all marketing activity across TfL into one plan and is totally aligned to the TfL Business 
Plan. 
 
Marketing and Communications plays a crucial role in promoting the services that TfL provide in order to 
ensure that people can make the best choice in getting to work in the central London.  
 
In addition, Marketing & Communications is key to promoting TfL’s role in:- improving outer London 
liveability and viability, tackling climate change, and, redressing deprivation and inequality. 
  
Main campaigns: 

• Launch of cashless bus campaign 
• Launch of WEZ 
• TdF grand depart campaign 
• Continue only essential print products 

 
Deliverables:  

• Produce Marketing and Research Plan – Aug-07 
• Cycling advertising and info campaign – Mar-07 to Dec-07 
• Launch of Mass Participation bike ride recruitment – Jan-07 
• Launch of cashless bus campaign – Feb-07 
• Launch of WEZ - Feb-07 
• TdF Grand Depart campaign – Jul-07 
• TfL core documents and key marketing communications to be available in alternative formats to 

meet E&I targets - Mar-07 to Dec-07 
 
Indicators of success: 

Description Units Target 
Visitors to TfL website Million 30 
Customer database Million 4.5 
Bus information CSS % 75 
Cash payers on bus % 3.5 
Oyster bought off-system % 10 
Bus passenger journeys Million 1904 
Cycle journey index base 164 
Walking trips - <2 miles Million 5.60 
Road Safety KSI No. 3618 
Illegal minicab assaults No. 96 
Core documents in alternative format – E&I % 100 

 

075 COMMUNICATIONS & CONSULTATION 

Description: 
Surface Transport activity relating to customer services, statutory and general consultation, and wider 
engagement activity such as borough liaison, school programmes and the London Coach Forum.  
Stakeholders include customers, passengers and the public; local authorities, including those outside of 
London; MPs and Assembly Members; London Travel Watch and LGO.  Full engagement and a greater 
dialogue with such stakeholders is an explicit commitment within the Mayor's Transport Strategy.   
 
Deliverables: 

• Consultation activity with statutory stakeholders and local communities, enhanced in recent 
years will continue in 2007/08 with a full programme of consultation on bus service changes, bus-
related infrastructure projects, and other Surface Transport (ST) schemes as appropriate. 
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• Implementation of the high level ST participation and communication strategy, development of 
further strategies for locally focussed approaches to consultation and activities to support wider 
public engagement in ST services and activities. 

• An electronic communications strategy covering intranet, internet, extranet, knowledge 
management, Voice-Over-Internet Protocol (VOIP), email and directory. 

• Improved facilities for coaches in London, including production of a parking strategy with CPT, 
and feasibility study on ticketing for commuter coaches. Continue to direct process for granting 
licences to commercial bus and coach operators.  

• BSI accreditation for Surface Transport. 
• Continue to progress the ST Customer Services integration programme and prepare business for 

implementation of CSIP and associated business changes. 
• Client for ST review of and improvement to Records Management function, including pre-

requisite activity for any EDRM implementation.  
• Identify and deliver strategies and plans to enhance ability to obtain up-to-date information form 

all areas of ST in a structured and timely manner for compliance with information access and 
management requirements.  

 
Deliverables: 

Description Target 
BSI accreditation for bus operators Apr-07 
Development criteria for CT schemes within London Mar-07 
Complete ST customer services integration programme Dec-07 
Review ST compliance with FOI, EIR and other information related legislation Mar-07 
Develop business change programme for implementation across all departments with implementation 
of CSIP 

Jun-07 

Establish criteria for assessing ST communications - and overall ST - involvement in key events based 
on business objectives and value for money 

Mar-07 

Feasibility study to investigate integrated ticketing between commuter coaches and other transport 
modes 

Mar-07 

 
Indicators of Success: 

Description Budget 
Customer Services: call response within 20 seconds (%) 80 
Customer Services: abandonment rate of calls (%) 5 
Customer Services: correspondence response within 15 days (%) 80 
Customer Services: Customer Satisfaction Survey results (customers) (out of 100)Note: currently 
annual and reported at quarter 4 

55 

Customer Services: overdue cases (%) 10 
Stakeholder Engagement: consultations meeting recommended timescales in TfL toolkit (%) 95 
Stakeholder Engagement: Customer Satisfaction Survey results (stakeholders) (out of 100)Note: 
currently annual and reported at quarter 4 

35 

Communications Services: Customer Satisfaction Survey results (internal) (out of 100)Note: currently 
annual and reported at quarter 4 

55 

Communications Services: internal briefings, team talks, upfront, etc issued on time (%) 98 
Commercial Bus & Coach: Stop specific timetables ready 10 or more days before service change Note: 
not available for quarters 1 & 2 

95 

Commercial Bus & Coach: LSP applications/variations granted 5 or more days before implementation 
(%) 

95 

 
 
Impacts on Equality & Inclusion 

• Communicating with public and stakeholders helps meet the DDA through raising awareness of 
ST initiatives to improve access to its services. 

• Specifically improving access to information through all material and events (e.g. ensuring access 
at venues, large print leaflets, use of languages other than English etc).   

• LSP services will have specific targets in respect of accessibility. 
• All communication aimed at providing greater accessibility to information, consultation and 

general communication with ST. This includes appropriate timing of consultation or information, 
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consideration of who is the correct audience, searching for greater numbers of representative 
groups, using more languages and communication techniques and simplifying information. 

 
 
DIRECTOR OF TRAFFIC OPERATIONS 

085 URBAN TRAFFIC CONTROL (UTC) 

Description: 
Urban Traffic Control (UTC) is a highly flexible, policy responsive computer based system used for 
optimising Traffic signal timings to move people and goods in London. 
 
The computers are linked to the traffic signals through telephone lines and operate automatically on a 
second by second basis to instruct the signals how long to remain on green and also determine the green 
“offset” time between neighbouring junctions for traffic linking purposes.  
 
Complex traffic modelling undertaken by UTC engineers combined with real time mathematical 
algorithms in the systems are used to optimise the timings. The optimisation is based on balancing 
competing modal and environmental demands, seeking to minimise stops and delays which directly 
reduces carbon emissions. 
 
The UTC team seeks to continually develop the tools, science and systems, forming close links with 
institutions such as the Transport Research Laboratory (TRL) in order to support more intelligent decision 
making with respect to the movement of people and goods.  
 
UTC works with stakeholders and other key systems, such as iBus in order to help realise the full 
potential benefits of integrated traffic control systems. 
 
The work of the team is fundamental to the delivery of Mayor’s Transport Strategy (MTS), the T2025 
vision and TfL’s Network Management Duty (NMD) with its focus on expediting the movement of people 
and goods. 
 
Deliverables:  
The UTC timing review programme uses technology solutions to set signal timings on (currently) 2900 of 
London’s most challenging traffic signals. The deliverable here is to progressively work towards a 3-year 
cyclic timing review programme for London’s (current) 2900 traffic signals which are controlled by the 
UTC system.   
 
Indicators of Success: 

Description Target 
Review signal timings at 500 sites Mar-06 
Review signal timings at 600 sites Mar-07 
Review signal timings at 750 sites Mar-08 
Review signal timings at 900 sites – 3 Year cycle Mar-09 

 

078 MAJOR PROJECTS 

Description: 
Technology and Systems have a portfolio of traffic systems related projects as part of the London Traffic 
Systems Vision. 
 
Deliverables: 

• Upgrade of Variable Message Sign software to allow greater functionality to operators 
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• Integration of the Traffic Master data into the LTCC incident detection system called Comet to 
provide additional traffic data analysis and the basis for Traffic News, TfL’s traffic information 
service published on the website. 

• Communication and development of the London Traffic Vision with key internal and external 
stakeholders 

• Provide real time information to freight users on loading, unloading and road restrictions 
• DTO systems architecture, delivered by LTSV, will look to identify what street furniture and 

backup systems will be required in 2025 to deliver functionality DTO requires to manage the 
movement of people and goods in real time. 

 
Indicators of Success: 

Description Target 
DTO systems architecture delivered. Dec-07 

079 SYSTEMS AND SOFTWARE 

Description: 
Maintenance of DTO's suite of specialist traffic control systems and software. This future proofs against 
obsolete technology and provides the capability to optimise and manage the movement of people and 
goods. 
 
Deliverable:  
Maintain systems to high level of availability and reliance on existing hardware and software platforms 
with the added functionality, which will enable DTO to improve the efficiency of the road network. 
 
Indicators of Success: 

Description Target 
Maintain systems availably to achieve level  grater than 98.5% for all systems   Mar-08 

081 EQUIPMENT 

Description: 
Continue to research, design, develop and deploy state of the art traffic equipment, management, and 
monitoring and information systems to enable the safe, efficient and effective movement of traffic 
specific to London’s unique demands and world class status. 
  
Deliverables  
Monitoring technology availability in the market as well as benchmarking London versus other 
international cities.  Technology & Infrastructure, through the Development and Research (D&R) team, 
manages the research and development of traffic control equipment system and associated emerging 
technology, including CCTV, Variable Message Signs (VMS) and information systems. 
 
Indicators of Success: 

Description Target 
Digital video LAN implemented in Eccleston Place Mar-07 
Latest LED Signal Trials - installation  Feb-07 
Latest LED Signal Trials – performance report  Oct-07 

082 SIGNALS  

Description: 
Traffic Infrastructure manages the design and installation of signals and associated traffic infrastructure 
on to the TRLN and BPRN. It services a number of external and internal clients including Boroughs, 
Developers, Congestion Charging, Bus Priority and Cycling Walking, DDA and Road Safety. 
 
This activity funds warehousing, which is vital for ensuring that DTO can continue to support TfL’s 
Network Management Duty, when needing to react to events on the street (such as collisions with 
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signals).  Storing equipment means that equipment can be replaced far quicker as it eliminates any delay 
in having to order equipment on demand.   
 
Deliverables: 
Continue to realise the cost benefits of bulk purchasing and hot storage and cannibalised equipment to 
support life expired kit fault control needs. 
 
Indicators of Success: 

Description Target 
Availability of equipment at  a rate of 100% Mar-08 

Availability of time signal and other traffic management equipment are specialist products and take time to repair and obtain parts for, thus we need this 
facility to ensure that we do not suffer more downtime than necessary.  

084 FAULT CONTROL AND MAINTENANCE  

Description: 
The existing Traffic Control infrastructure requires ongoing maintenance to ensure the equipment 
remains in serviceable condition. Budget figures allow for growth and transition to an output based 
performance contract. As part of Real Time Operations, the group manages the maintenance of the 6000 
sites across London including Signals, CCTV, VMS and Safety Cameras. The group manages the asset 
management database called SFM and a call centre to mobilize and manage maintenance contractors.  To 
ensure the public have access to meaningful information and to assist in the delivery of BVPI165 (the 
DDA and accessibility standard for signalised pedestrian crossings). 
 
Deliverables: 
All traffic control equipment achieving 99% availability for 2011. 
 
Indicators of Success: 

Description Target 
Invitation to Tender for the Maintenance contract Mar-07 
Award Maintenance contract Dec-07 
Ensure Signals availability remains above 98% Mar-08 
Ensure Safety Camera availability remains at 95% for designated sites Mar-08 

087 DIRECTORATE OF TRAFFIC OPERATIONS (DTO) SUPPORT COSTS 

Description: 
DTO support clients, as a service provider for traffic infrastructure and systems, and undertakes 
operational activities to ensure that the network is optimised to balance the needs of all road users and 
to continue to “keep London moving”.  This activity incorporates salary and administration costs for the 
Directorate of Traffic Operations to fulfil these priorities for London. 
 
DTO is working towards filling 90% of all headcount positions with permanent members of staff by 
March 2007.  These increases in headcount will provide additional resources to all the departments 
mentioned earlier to support delivery of targets. 
 
The London Traffic Control Centre (LTCC) is responsible for monitoring the operation of London’s road 
network and for real-time immediate actions to mitigate network disruption and congestion.  In addition, 
the LTCC has a role in ensuring that road users, other travellers and persons planning to travel are made 
continually aware of any planned and unplanned disruptions to the network.   
 
Deliverables: 
DTO staff will continue to: 

• Increase the offering of scheme delivery 
• Implement projects to improve traffic control system and road user information provision and 

coverage. 
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• Improve network resilience by replacing ageing hardware and systems. 
• Evaluate further network instrumentation that will allow cause and effect analysis on traffic 

management interventions.   
 
Indicators of Success: 

Description Target 
Meet DTO recourse forecast  Mar-08 
422 Staff of right skill set  Mar-08 
450 staff of right skill set  Mar-11 
90% of all DTO staff permanent employees Mar-12 
Career succession plans in place Mar-13 

 
 
ROAD NETWORK PERFORMANCE 

089 ROAD SAFETY SCHEMES  

Description: 
The London Road Safety Unit (LRSU) coordinates and manages the majority of TfL’s activities in road 
safety. There are four main work areas: 

• Collection, analysis and dissemination of casualty data. 
• Management of road safety engineering programmes. 
• Formulation and management of programmes covering road safety education, publicity and 

training. 
• Providing TfL’s contribution to the London Safety Camera Partnership. 

 
Deliverables: 

Description Target 
To incentivise boroughs to play their part in meeting targets, TfL will provide £29.45m in 2007/08 to 
boroughs for education, 20mph zones and road safety engineering works 

Mar-08 

Annual Completion of: Towards the year 2010: monitoring casualties in Greater London, report. Aug-07 
Annual Completion of: Collisions and casualties on London's roads, report. Aug-07 
Delivery of first six monthly report on total number of speed awareness and driver improvement 
courses delivered Mar-08 

Delivery of second six monthly report on total number of speed awareness and driver improvement 
courses delivered Sep-07 

Action Plan for speed Limiter trial Aug-07 
TfL to provide at least £39.4m for Road Safety funding in 2006/07 Mar-08 

 
Indicators of Success: 

Description Units Target 
Achieve a reduction in KSI casualties across London 50% 2010 
Achieve a reduction in Pedestrian KSI casualties  50% 2010 
Achieve a reduction in KSI Cyclist casualties 50% 2010 
Achieve a reduction in KSI Motorcyclist casualties 40% 2010 
Achieve a reduction in KSI Children casualties 60% 2010 
Achieve a reduction in Slight casualties 25% 2010 

 

091 WALKING  

Description: 
Consists of a programme of measures that aim to create and promote a connected, safe, convenient and 
attractive environment that increase the levels of walking in London in accordance with the Mayor’s 
Transport Strategy objectives. Proposals have been developed in partnership with TfL, the London 
Boroughs and the organisations such as Living Streets, through the Walking Advisory Panel. 
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Deliverables:  
Description Target 
Specific walking marketing campaign Apr 07 
Business case for Legible London wayfinding project. Aug-08 
TfL to provide at least £9.2m for borough walking funding in 2007/08 Mar-08 

 
Indicators of Success: 

Description Target 
Increase in walking trips by 10% by 2015, over a base level of 2000 10% 
London qualified as amongst the most walkable cities in the world by 2015 0 
Achieve a reduction in Pedestrian KSI casualties  50% 

092 CYCLING 

Description:  
A programme of measures to create and sustain an environment and culture that will make cycling an 
attractive transport option, extend the range of people who choose to cycle in London and achieve an 
80% increase in number of trips by 2010 and 200% by 2015 and 400% by 2025. 
 
Deliverables: 

Description Target 
Marketing & Communications Campaign. Mar-08 
Research into impact of schemes and publication of good practice Mar-08 
Analysis and Research of near/new markets. Mar-08 
Publish benchmark data and annual London bicycle account  Mar-08 
to incentivise boroughs to contribute to LCAP vision and objectives to provide £xx funding  Mar- 08 
Cycle Parking Plan to 2015; to OJEU annual £2m cycle parking supply contract and provide cycle 
parking at at least 75 schools and 20 stations 

Mar- 08 

5 year strategy, costed programme and regulatory regime to support  cyclist training of atleast 10,000 
people by boroughs each year 

Mar- 08 

Introduction/Upgrading on street of at least  100 cycle priority measures per annum Mar - 08 
 
Indicators of Success: 

Description Target 
Increase in cycling trips by 80% by 2010, and by 200% by 2015 over a base level in 2000. 0 
50% Reduction in Cycle casualties across London. 0 
% of trips to town centres by bike, spend and satisfaction with experience. 0 
For individual schemes – positive changes in resource, awareness, attitudes and / or behaviour  

 

093 ACCESSIBILITY 

Description: 
This activity covers a full programme of measures and standards in accordance with the requirements of 
the disability discrimination act (DDA) being implemented for the Mayor’s road network and a programme 
of accessible bus stop schemes on borough roads funded through the BSP process. 
 
Deliverables: 

Description Target 
Award contract for Londonwide bus stop survey. Mar-07 
Completion of first element of research into impact of schemes upon different groups of pedestrians. Mar-07 
TfL to provide £3.6 million for surveying and improving bus stops across London. Mar-08 
TfL to provide £4.1 million for improving the accessibility of streets on the Mayor’s road network. Mar-08 
Audit street links outside mainline rail stations and prepare improvement programme Mar-08 

 
Indicators of Success: 

Description Target 
Delivery of the schemes within the programme to create accessible streets. Mar-10 
Research & Analysis into the impact of schemes. Mar-10 
Greater awareness of the accessibility in and around London. Mar-10 
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Impacts on Equality and Inclusion: 

• Reduction in the number of trip hazards on some footways benefiting the elderly, and disabled 
people. 

• Ride comfort on, and access to buses improved on roads benefiting the elderly, disabled people, 
and those with mobility impairments including people with shopping or pushchairs. 

 

096 LONDON WORKS 

Description: 
Network Coordination and Assurance is responsible for the assurance of schemes in terms of quality and 
network capacity, modal balance and co-ordination of works on London's main road network. This is 
achieved through the provision of new systems, policy, support to legal advisors and business processes 
that meet requirements of the Mayor's Transport Strategy and new duties under the Traffic Management 
Act 2004.   
 
Network Assurance Team 
The Network Assurance Team (NAT) is responsible for the review and assurance of proposed schemes 
and works to ensure that modal balance is achieved to meet the needs of all road users.  The bulk of the 
team’s work is conducted through considering notifications from works promoters in TfL and the 
boroughs and ensuring the coordination of work to minimise disruption on the network. 
 
Network Operations Team 
Under the terms of the Traffic Management Act, the Network Operations Team manages TfL’s 
relationship with the utility companies, inspecting work to ensure compliance with regulations and 
enforcing regulations governing the levying of charges for exceeding the noticed duration of works. 
 
LondonWorks 
LondonWorks is an information system being developed within Network Coordination and Assurance to 
support the implementation of the Traffic Management Act 2004.  The system comprises a Central 
Register on which will be displayed all road and street works in London, fed by Local Registers 
maintained by the London Boroughs and TfL itself.  TfL’s Local Register is a second component of the 
system and the third component is a system for the notification of street works between boroughs and 
TfL (and vice versa).  Supporting processes and working practices are also being developed as part of the 
programme. 
 
Deliverables: 

• Compliance with requirements of Traffic Management Act 2004 
• Meet minimum quality assurance targets 
• Compliance with Mayor's Transport Strategy. 

 
 
Indicators of Success: 

Description Target 
Safeguarding of network operational process. Jul-07 
Operational permitting to commence. Apr-08 

 

098 NETWORK PERFORMANCE 

Description: 
The outputs are periodic performance reports (to the Traffic Manager, BMR, Panel and Board) and other 
analytical reports.  The outcome is information to TfL management on performance and understanding 
of the impacts of TfL's and 3rd party (eg utilities) activities on the road network. 
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Deliverables and Indicators of Success: 
Description Target 
Continue to convene the Road Network Information Management Board to draw together information 
sources and uses for the benefit of traffic management. 

Mar-08 

Provide periodic reports, including the Traffic Manager's Report, to report on network performance. 
ONGOING 

Mar-08 

Undertake surveys to measure Person Journey Time for the DfT's Urban Congestion PSA Target, to 
monitor progress against the target for London and report. 

Nov-07 

Further develop KPI reporting in Streets to build on the Network outcome based KPIs developed for 
Streets directorates 

Sep-07 

Further develop an effective Traffic Information System that can meet requests for traffic information 
in a timely manner 

Sep-07 

Provide a performance monitoring system that tracks Streets KPI's and delivers timely management 
information to the Board and senior managers. - Ongoing 

Sep-07 

Undertake hypotheses testing to provide analysis and understanding of network performance to 
inform policy and TfL’s Traffic Manager. 

Mar-08 

Develop a capacity inventory, in an area of inner or outer London, to monitor in detail traffic flows and 
events to inform TfL’s understanding of traffic demand and capacity issues and impacts of 
interventions on the network. 

Mar-08 

 

099 TRAFFIC MANAGERS OFFICE 

Description: 
The main objective of the TMO is to ensure the effective delivery of the Traffic Management Act through 
improving understanding of the implications of the Act for all authorities across London.  The TMO 
supports the Traffic Manager in improving traffic management throughout London by developing policies 
and practices and disseminating information to London’s community of traffic managers and works 
promoters.   
 
Deliverables and Indicators of Success:  

Description Target 
Develop the TfL strategy on the TMA and NMD, and assure its delivery. July-07 
Support the delivery of TMA obligations throughout London. Mar-08 
Develop a methodology for advance planning of road and streetworks across London. Dec-07 
Maintain and enhance LondonStreetworks.net for benefit of London’s community of traffic 
management professionals. 

Mar-08 

Maintain contact with boroughs on issues raised during directors’ visits and through London Councils 
Traffic Managers’ Group and other for a. 

Mar-08 

100 DIRECTORATE OF ROAD NETWORK PERFORMANCE SUPPORT COSTS 

Description: 
The primary goals of the Programme Management Office are to: 

• Support delivery of the 2007/08 programmes for the Directorate. 
• Embed Spearmint and related procedures within RNP. 
• Lead production of management plan for DRNP. 
• Develop performance management, programme governance and reporting frameworks in 

partnership with PMO's across Surface Transport. 
 
Deliverables: 

• Deliver effective financial and milestone reporting against delivery of the capital improvement 
programme for RNP clients  

• Support TLRN Delivery PMO in establishing 3 year IBP programme, implementing enabling 
processes and systems – Sep-07. 

• Lead and manage RNP Quality Audits and supporting processes – Sep-07. 
• Provide strategic project support for other business initiatives and projects – Mar-08.  
• Ensure Spearmint based guidance is followed in RNP to support project delivery – Mar-08. 
• Develop reputation as an exemplar PMO in TfL – Sep-07. 
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• Lead development of the management plan (RNPlan) for the business – Apr-08. 
 
 
Indicators of Success:  

• Periodic based TLRN Delivery Programme report delivered  
• Configuration library set up accessible to all users. 
• Processes documented and shared understanding in place with directorate PMO’s, Finance Teams 

and client teams. 
• TLRN Q1 and Q2 programme of works baselined. 
• Reporting integrated with TLRN PMO. 
• Earned value reporting and enhanced delivery performance measurement in place. 
• ISO status maintained for the directorate. 
• Team objectives and role in RNPlan understood and considered fit for purpose. 
• Projects delivered to time, cost and quality criteria 

 
 
ROAD NETWORK MANAGEMENT 

103 A13 DBFO 

Description: 
This programme consists of monitoring and checking of the works carried out under the A13 DBFO 
contract.  Road Management Services A13 plc was awarded the 30 year Design, Build, Finance and 
Operate (DBFO) contract in April 2000 which was inherited by TfL in July 2000. The contract includes five 
major new schemes along the 20km section of the A13 between Butcher Row in the West and 
Wennington in the East. 
 
Deliverables and Indicators of Success:  
Major civil engineering infrastructure provided under the contract is completed and the improved A13 is 
open to traffic and accommodating increased traffic flows.  The communications system was completed 
in 2006 and the formal Completion Certificate issued in September 2006. Payments to the PFI 
concession company are now being made in full in accordance with the terms of the contract.  Lane 
availability is being monitored. 

110 TLRN MAINTENANCE 

Description  

Capital Maintenance comprises rolling investment in the 580km of the Transport for London Road 
Network (TLRN).  This investment is focussed on the upgrading, reconstruction and renewal of 
carriageways, footways, life-expired street lighting and furniture, bridges, tunnels and other highway 
structures.  

Revenue Maintenance funds day-to-day activities on the TLRN to ensure roads remain open, safe, and fit 
for purpose.  Activities include regular safety and routine inspections, emergency response to incidents, 
winter maintenance activities, repair of defects on the carriageway and footways, repair and replacement 
of traffic signs, grass cutting and tree / hedge pruning and drainage works. 

 
Deliverables: 

In 07/08, approximately 200 projects are planned across the network to renew carriageways, footways, 
structures and lighting: 

• Programme of 64 schemes of resurfacing or renewal of carriageways aimed to improve the 
condition of the TLRN.   

• 25 lighting schemes which upgrade and replace street lighting reducing energy consumption, 
accidents, increasing security and improving accessibility. 
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• 51 schemes for maintaining/improving the integrity of structures on the Network have also been 
identified, together with 16 schemes for tunnel works. 

• Asset condition surveys also form the basis of identifying 30 schemes of footway replacement 
that will reduce the number of trip hazards and improve the condition of the footways.   

• AIMS (Asset Inventory & Management System) is used to assist in identifying other assets in need 
of replacement and, typically, the work includes upgrading and, where necessary, strengthening 
structures as well drainage works and the replacement of life-expired street lighting and furniture.  
This ensures that the TLRN assets remain serviceable condition and that existing transport 
services are maintained. 

• Publication and review of TLRN HAMP (Highways Asset Management Plan). 

• Drafting of highways, structures and lighting policy and practice documents for London. 

• Investigation of opportunities for recycling, depot sharing and materials utilisation pan-London 
under the Gershon umbrella. 

 
Indicators of Success: 
Description Target 
Decrease current condition index (06/07 estimated out-turn) of 9% of carriageways in need of repair to 8.5% Mar-08 
Maintain current condition index (06/07 estimated out-turn) of 18% of footways in need of repair at 18% Mar-08 
 
 
Impacts on Equality and Inclusion: 

• Reduction in the number of trip hazards on some footways benefiting the elderly, disabled 
people and those with mobility difficulties, including the visually impaired. 

• Ride comfort on buses improved on some roads benefiting the elderly. 
• Supply chain are required to provide an Action Plan to achieve equality and diversity targets in the 

demographics of the supply chain workforce, engagement with the local community schools and 
colleges and BAMES and SMEs. 

 
115  BOROUGH PRINCIPAL ROAD MAINTENANCE 
 
Description: 
The purpose of the Borough Principal Road Maintenance programme is to contribute towards capital 
maintenance on the Borough’s main roads to ensure that the BPRN is maintained to the same standard 
as the TLRN.  The longer term objective is to reduce and eventually remove the capital maintenance 
backlog on the BPRN.   
 
Similarly, the Borough Bridge Strengthening programme is to provide funding for the Borough’s main 
structures and to raise the loading capacity to the EC standard of 44 tonnes.  
 
Deliverables: 
The programme of renewal of carriageway and footways is assessed annually based on condition surveys. 
Programmes of reconstruction and resurfacing are delivered which are progressively improving the 
condition and safety of carriageways and footways across the BPRN. 
 
Number of schemes delivered / to be delivered against budget 
 

Year 2003/4 2004/5 2005/06 2006/07 2007/08 2008/09 
Budget  £32.5 £48m £33m £32.3m £25.5 £18.3 
Scheme No 259 337 238 180 123  

 
The programme also includes strengthening of Borough Structures, the aim being to raise the loading 
capacity of structures to the current EC standard of 44 tons. 
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Indicators of Success: 
Carriageway condition is measured by the % of the carriageway whose condition is 70 or worse using 
Detailed Visual Inspection surveys. Carriageway in condition 70+ was Government’s reference to 
“backlog” and it was reported as former BVPI 96. The 2005/06 condition of carriageway was9.1% (DVI) 
and this is expected to slightly increase by the end of the 2006/07 financial year.  
 

BVPI 96 2003/4 2004/5 2005/06 2006/07 2007/08 2008/09 
Predicted * 13% 8.7% 9% 10% 12% 13% 
Actual 11.4% 9.4% 9.1%    

NOTE: * Prediction based on the investment in accordance with the original 5-year Investment Programme as published 
 
It should be noted that a new survey method (SCANNER) for determining carriageway condition BVPI 223 
was started in 05/06 and that the results from this new survey are not compatible with the previous DVI 
figures. The National Audit Office has agreed there is no correlation between the methods. The existing 
DVI road condition index will still be used to determine the programme of reconstruction and resurfacing. 
 
 
Impacts on Equality and Inclusion: 

• Reduction in the number of trip hazards on some footways benefiting the elderly, disabled people 
and those with mobility difficulties, including the visually impaired. 

• Ride comfort on buses improved on some roads benefiting the elderly. 

111  ROAD NETWORK MANAGEMENT SUPPORT COSTS 

Description: 
Salaries and associated costs of Road Network Management staff, i.e. these are the direct staff costs of 
the operational area. 
 
Deliverables: 

• Management, delivery and implementation of Road Network Management’s programme 
objectives.   

• Supporting development of civil engineering graduate trainees towards chartership status and 
apprentices towards technician status. 

 
Indicators of success: 

• Achievement of Road Network Management’s programme objectives. 

ROAD NETWORK DEVELOPMENT 

101 ROAD NETWORK DEVELOPMENT SUPPORT COSTS 

Description 
RND Staff focuses its attention on development of projects and initiatives to improve the performance 
of the network for the benefit of those who use London’s roads. That is undertaken by working closely 
with both internal and external stakeholders to ensure the delivery of the Mayor’s Transport Strategy and 
to support TfL’s compliance with the Network Management Duty. 
 
Specifically RND represents the ‘Planning’ element of the implementation of schemes, taking schemes 
through to the planning and financial approvals stages, and gaining clearance from TfL’s Network 
Assurance Team, before handing over to DRNM which has responsibility for the ‘Build’ element.  
 
Schemes are developed for internal clients, with funding devolved through internal business processes, 
and with coherence provided through Network Management Plans, and projects resulting from mayoral 
initiatives are progressed, such as Parliament Square and Victoria Embankment and other major projects, 
such as the Olympic Road Network.  
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RND Staff also coordinate Streets input and support for; major developments working closely with Land 
Use Planning; major projects such as West London Tram and Victoria Transport Initiative, led by other 
Directorates across TfL, and provides technical support on standards and specifications, administer all 
traffic orders on behalf of Streets and work closely with TPED on enforcement issues. 
 
RND continues to reduce its dependency on the use of temporary staff in Headcount positions and is 
seeking to reduce the % of temporary staff to 35% by March 2008 through intensive recruitment 
campaigns and the recruitment of graduates. It is intended that projects and schemes will still be 
undertaken in the main through external consultants, so as to maximise delivery by managing 
consultants, although 20% of work will be undertaken in house to ensure technical skills are improved 
and that we become a more intelligent client. Project management and technical skills will be proactively 
improved through training and mentoring and the embedding of the STAR project. 
 
Deliverables 
RND will: 
 

• increase the delivery of modal clients’ targets through projects and schemes; 
• increase the number of projects and schemes delivered for internal and external stakeholders; 
• lead on the introduction of Network Management Plans across TfL; 
• increase the % of permanent staff in Headcount positions; 
• improve Streets skills and resources in the development of Major Projects, such as Bounds Green 

and Tottenham Hale;  
• improve the project management and technical skills of its staff.   

 
Indicators of Success 
 

• Meet Modal Targets 
• Increases in Scheme delivery; 
• Introduce first tranche of NMP’s and transition on tranches 2 and 3; 
• Personal Development Plans for all staff 

 

123 SCHEME DESIGN 

Description:  
Besides projects undertaken for clients, RND also delivers projects through its own budgets, resulting 
from Mayoral Initiatives, TfL Major Projects, Development Planning (nee Development Control) and the 
need for Technical Support and Training. 
 
Deliverables and Indicators of Success  
 
Bounds Green   Planning Approval and Implementation 
Olympic Road Network  Prepare ORN to the satisfaction of ODA 
Development Planning  Strengthen capability and links across TfL 
Parliament Square   Planning Approval and Implementation 
Victoria Embankment Gardens Planning Approval and Implementation 
Tottenham Hale   Planning Approval and Implementation 
Network Support Provide reliable network operations through improved TLRN 

enforceability. 
STAR Embed STAR across Streets and link with Brunel and Pyramid 
Transport Modelling and Support Play key role with LTS, and other TfL modelling initiatives 
Technical Support Provide technical standards and advice documents 
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CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER’S OFFICE  

125 CONTRACTS & PROCUREMENT 

 
Description: 
Contracts and Procurement has responsibility for co-ordinating the development of procurement 
strategies and procedures across TfL Streets, including the management of externally accredited Quality 
Management Systems.  Also has the responsibility for co-ordinating the preparation of contract 
documentation and the tenders and letting of contracts, including the provision of Contract and 
Procurement advice.  In addition, releasing all Streets Purchase Orders to external suppliers. 
 
Deliverables: 

• Provision of specialist advice and input on the development of procurement strategies, contract 
management and the complete range of contractual and financial aspects of contracts. 

• Letting contracts in a timely fashion, extracting market benefits from each contracting exercise. 
• Ensure the maintenance of the ISO9001 accreditation for Streets. 
• Provide advice, support and input into the work programme to ensure that procurement 

efficiencies are identified and delivered. 
• SMART releasing of purchase orders and ensuring the effective processing of purchase orders 

under SAP. 
 
Indicators of Success: 

• The effectiveness of advice will be evaluated with the aid of, interalia, “evaluation surveys” which 
form part of the Quality Management System. 

• Let contracts within the timescales agreed with Clients in line with procurement efficiency 
targets. 

• Receive recommendation from BSI for the continued registration to ISO 9001 2000 to agreed 
timescales.  This will improve the service customers receive and support on-going development 
and use of SAP. 

• Improved financial efficiency of service delivered. 
• 95% of undisputed orders released within 2 working days. 
• Deliver efficiencies of £10m. 

 
Impacts on Equality and Inclusion: 

• Ensure that appropriate E & I terms and conditions and contractor requirements are included in 
contracts and assist in the contract evaluation process. 

• Conduct meetings with core contractors to ensure that their approach to E& I is in line with TfL 
policies.  Encourage them to employ people from local communities and to use SMEs and BMEs 
in the supply chain. 

• Encourage Contractors to use local people and encourage SMEs/BAMEs into the TfL supply chain 
by attending Meet the Buyer Events  

• Encourage contractors to train their staff in equality and diversity issues. 
 

102   CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER – STREETS  SUPPORT COSTS 

 
Description: 
Salaries and associated costs of COO-Streets Office.  COO-Streets is responsible for the Streets domain 
within Surface Transport and, specifically, the Directorates of Road Network Development, Road 
Network Management, Road Network Performance and Traffic Operations, as well as the Streets 
Coordination Unit, Streets Contracts & Procurement team and the COO Office team.   
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Deliverables: 
Supporting the MD Surface Transport in setting the strategic direction for Streets and the objectives of 
the Streets Directors and other direct reports.  
 
Identify strategic business risks and initiate direct actions to mitigate eg, STAR, BRUNEL.   
 
Lead TfL’s Urban Design interface with Design for London and Urban Design London. 
 
Ensuring delivery objectives of:  

• Road Network Development 
• Road Network Management 
• Road Network Performance 
• Directorate of Traffic Operations 
• Streets Coordination Unit 
• Contracts & Procurement 

 
Effective management of the COO Office, ensuring staff are appropriately trained and appraised.  COO 
Office, Contracts & Procurement and SCU staffing levels to be maintained within headcount budget and 
reliance on consultancy/agency support to be reduced.   
 
Indicators of Success: 

• Objectives and personal development plans set at beginning of PRP cycle and appraisals carried 
out on time.   

• Temporary worker headcount to be reduced to 15% or below and E&I targets achieved. 
• Streets and suppliers vehicle fleets all low emission compliant. 
• Delivery of the objectives of STAR and BRUNEL. 
• All Streets domain Quality Accredited (ISO 9001). 
• Effective delivery of urban design training through UDL to TfL, boroughs and suppliers. 
• Smooth transition to and effective operation for TfL of Design for London. 

 
And, as per success indicators for: 

• Road Network Development 
• Road Network Management 
• Road Network Performance 
• Directorate of Traffic Operations 
• Streets Coordination Unit 
• Contracts & Procurement 

 

102  STREETS COORDINATION UNIT (SCU) 

 
Description: 
 
SCU is responsible for ensuring there is pan-directorate co-ordination across the Streets’ Directorate 
PMOs and including BPT PMO in all matters related to the planning and delivery of the Streets (TLRN) 
Delivery Programme.  This co-ordination function extends also to the capital renewals programme 
managed and delivered in RNM. 

 
Deliverables. 

• Period reports to COO setting out the status of the programme 
• Reporting at COO Ops monthly meetings 
• Advice and support to COO, Directors and PMOs including providing a focus for  
• shared best practice across Directorates 
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• Participation in Surface wide initiatives such as the development of a single programme database 
and improvement of the IBP process to ensure a Streets’ wide view is promoted 

• Streets’ wide Oracle database to ensure single source of data across Streets 
• Management of the Capacity and Resource Planning (CARP) model providing a Streets’ wide 

agreed view of capacity to deliver the programme 
• Chair the Streets PMO Group to ensure formal and pro-active co-ordination is undertaken 

 
Indicators of Success: 

• transparent end to end visibility of the TLRN Programme for schemes and projects managed 
between Directorates and in Bus Priority 

• agreement achieved on co-ordinated data produced across Directorates including agreement with 
Surface Finance  (Management Accounting) to provide a single centralised view of the TLRN 
Programme. 

• Roll out and use of the Streets’ wide TLRN Database (Oracle) providing shared planning and 
reporting data requirements 

• Delivery of useful capacity information to enable Strategy to distribute resources successfully 
 
Impacts on Equality and Inclusion 
Ensure that E&I best practice is applied across the PMOs in regard to their work on the Programme 
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DOCKLANDS LIGHT RAIL 

001 FRANCHISE 

Description: 
This activity covers the ongoing operations of the DLR, specifically train operations covering the entire 
network and maintenance for all rolling stock, stations and track excluding the Lewisham extension and 
London City Airport. 
 
Deliverables: 

• To increase passenger journeys on the entire network 
• To maintain the base service departure level as stipulated in the Franchise agreement 
• To maintain the service reliability level as stipulated in the Franchise agreement 
• To maintain the levels of escalator and lift availability as stipulated in the Franchise agreement 

 
Indicators of Success: 

Description Units Target 
Passenger Journeys Millions 66.6 
Trains Kilometres Operated Millions 4.8 
On Time Performance % 96 
Lift Availability % 97 
Escalator Availability % 98 
Overall Customer Satisfaction Score 90 

Indicators above are for the complete network 
 

002 LEWISHAM 

Description 
This activity covers the ongoing operations of the DLR Lewisham Extension, specifically maintenance of 
stations and track through a 24.5 year concession to build, maintain & finance Lewisham extension to 
DLR. 
 
Deliverables: 

• To increase passenger journeys 
• To maintain the stations and track 
• To maintain the levels of escalator and lift availability as per the concession targets 

 

008 LONDON CITY AIRPORT 

Description 
This activity covers the ongoing operations of the DLR London City Airport Extension, specifically 
maintenance of stations and track through a 30 year concession to build,  maintain & finance London City 
Airport extension to DLR. 
 
Deliverables: 

• To increase passenger journeys 
• To maintain the stations and track  
• To maintain the levels of escalator and lift availability as per the concession targets 
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003 DLR SAFETY/SECURITY 

Description: 
Examples of the projects in this programme include back-up and additional security for the control 
facility, replacement or upgrading of existing noise mitigation (such as barriers) to ensure that DLR 
continues to operate within its noise policy, providing appropriate IT and ongoing signage on and around 
the immediate Railway catchment area. The projects will also enhance safety and personal security for 
all, through improved communications and use of CCTV.  
 
Deliverables: 

• Deter on train vandalism 
• Increase reliability of communication and control systems 
• Increase resilience and operational flexibility 

 
Indicators of Success: 

Description Target 
DLR - On Train Security/CCTV: Complete Vehicle Installation May-07 
DLR – Radio and Communications: Upgrade of Train Control Operating System Detailed Software 
Design 

Aug - 07 

Tower Gateway Station Resilience: Additional Resilience in Operation Jan-10 
West route Additional Resilience in Operation Jan-10 

 
Impact of Equality and Inclusion 

• Upgrade of on-train security/CCTV will enhance passenger safety, security and information 
provision. 

004 INFRASTRUCTURE 

Description:  
This includes a number of renewal works on the DLR infrastructure 
 
Deliverables: 

• Ongoing annual works 
 

005 DLR LINE UPGRADES 

Description: 
• 3 Car North Route: This project will increase the capacity on the North route to Stratford to 

allow 3 car operations by upgrading the stations, viaducts and signalling along the route. 
• 3 Car Bank-Lewisham: This project covers the structural works (platform extensions, track 

realignment, viaduct strengthening) necessary for 3 car operations between Bank/Tower Gateway 
and Lewisham. 

• Delta Junction Grade Separation: This project covers the structural works to provide additional 
flyovers at the Delta Junction to make it fully grade separated. This will increase capacity and 
resilience at the junction. 

• 3 Car Poplar-Woolwich Arsenal: This project covers station, signalling, communication and 
power modifications to allow 3 car operation between Poplar and Woolwich Arsenal. 

• West Route signalling Improvements: This project covers the provision of an additional signal 
loop on the West Route between Poplar and Tower Gateway/Bank, which will provide additional 
service resilience. 

 
Deliverables 

• 3 Car Bank-Lewisham commence construction 
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• Powers obtained for Delta junction 
• Improved West Route Signal Loop operational 

 
Indicators of Success: 

Description Target 
3 Car Bank-Lewisham construction work starts Sep-07 
Improved West Route Signal Loop Contract Awarded May-07 
Delta Junction Grade Separation: Planning Consents/TWA Powers Confirmed Oct-07 
Improved West Route Signal Loop Commence Installation  Dec-07 
3 Car Poplar-Woolwich construction starts Jan-08 
Delta Junction Grade Separation: Construction Works Start Jan - 08 
Improved West Route Signal Loop operational Mar-08 
3 Car Bank-Lewisham service operational Jan-10 
Delta Junction service operational Jan-10 
3 Car North Route service operational Jun-10 
3 Car Poplar-Woolwich service operational Jun-10 

 
Impact of Equality and inclusion 

• Reduce crowding, improved reliability and ensure acceptable level of passenger comfort 
• Upgraded railway will continue to be accessible for all 

 

007 DLR ROLLING STOCK 

Description: 
This programme covers the provision of 55 new railcars on the DLR to meet capacity enhancements and 
extensions. This currently includes a contract for 24 new railcars for the Capacity Enhancements (3 Car) 
project and the Woolwich Arsenal Extension, and 22 additional railcars to meet Olympics demand. In 
addition there is a vehicle modernisation programme which will improve reliability. 
 
Deliverables: 

• Deliver first 12 new railcars 
• Achieve 10,000km between failure reliability target 

 
Indicators of Success: 

Description Target 
Initial Vehicle Modernisation Programme Planning Complete Apr-07 
Woolwich Arsenal/3 Car Railcars First Train Delivered Nov-07 
6th Vehicle Delivered Dec-07 
12th Vehicle Delivered Feb-08 
B92 consistently over 10,000 kms between failure Oct-07 
Last (24th) Car delivered Dec-08 
Woolwich Arsenal/3 Car Railcars: All Cars in Service Feb-09 

 
Impact on Equality and inclusion 

• New trains will improve accessibility with additional features such as better colour contrasts for 
handrail/holds and floors/doorways, better wheel chair bays and new destination screens on the 
side of the train exterior 
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008 DLR NEW SERVICES/LINE EXTENSIONS 
 
Description:  
The projects within this programme aim to improve access to employment and growth in Docklands, 
increase social inclusion by attracting investment and create fully accessible stations. Projects include 
the Woolwich Arsenal Extension, Stratford International and Barking Reach. Barking Reach is funded only 
to design stage. 

• Woolwich Arsenal DLR Extension: This project comprises an extension of the railway under the 
Thames from King George V to Woolwich Arsenal with a new combined station at Woolwich 
Arsenal linking with the town centre, buses, South Eastern rail services and Waterfront Transit. 

• Stratford International DLR Extension: This project covers the extension of DLR from Canning 
town using existing North London Line alignment to Stratford Regional station (with 3 new 
intermediate stations) and new construction onwards to Stratford International Station (which will 
open to international and high-speed domestic commuter services. The extension will also serve 
the Olympic sites at Stratford and the Lea Valley. 

• Dagenham Dock (previously Barking Reach): This project covers the future extension of the DLR 
to Barking Reach development area involving 4.5km of new railway and up to 5 new stations. 
Current funding covers only ongoing feasibility and development work to take the project to 
TWA.  The expectation is that it would open in February 2016. 

 
Deliverables  

• Complete Woolwich Arsenal Extension tunnelling and trackwork 
• Commence work on site on DLR Stratford International Extension (Packages 6 & 7) 

 
 Indicators of Success: 

Description Target 
Dagenham Dock Submission of TWA Jan-08 
Woolwich Arsenal DLR Extension: Completion of Thames Intervention Shaft Jul-07 
Woolwich Arsenal DLR Extension: Completion of tunnelling Aug-07 
Woolwich Arsenal DLR Extension: Completion of trackwork Mar-08 
Woolwich Arsenal DLR Extension: Project Completion Jan-09 
Stratford International DLR Extension: Commence Works – Package 7(Canning Town Flyover) May-07 
Stratford International DLR Extension: Commence Works – Package 6 (Middle Section) Jun-07 
Stratford International DLR Extension: Complete Works Jul-10 
Dagenham Dock Opening of Extension Feb-16 

 
Impact on Equality and inclusion 

• Increasing social inclusion by attracting investment, and improving access to employment and 
growth in Docklands. 

• Creating fully accessible stations 

009 DLR STATIONS 

Description: 
This programme consists of three portfolios: 
 

• DLR Major Modernisation - which comprises the current upgrades to the DLR Stratford Regional 
Station 

• DLR New Station - which comprises the proposed new station at Langdon Park 

• DLR Station Improvements - which includes smaller scale improvements such as Olympic Station 
Capacity Improvements and ticket vending machine upgrades 
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Deliverables: 
• Overall Completion of Stratford Station 
• Overall Completion of  Langdon Park Station 

 
Indicators of Success: 

Description Target 
Stratford Regional: Completion of South Platform Jun-07 
Stratford Regional: Completion of North Platform Oct-07 
Stratford Regional: Overall Completion Oct-07 
Olympics Station Capacity Improvements TWA powers granted Oct-07 
Olympics Station Capacity Improvements works complete Mar-10 
Langdon Park Station: Complete Installation of Precast Platforms May-07 
Langdon Park Station: Complete Canopy Installation Aug-07 
Langdon Park Station: Opening of station Nov-07 
Complete Shadwell Improvement Works Phase 3 Jul-07 
Completion of Poplar Station Context Works Oct-07 
Completion of Gallions Reach Context Works Sep-07 
Issue OJEU for Ticket Vending Machine Upgrade Mar-07 
TVM Contract signed Jan-08 

010 ADMINISTRATION 

Description: 
This activity covers staff, legal, insurance and other administrative costs associated with the ongoing 
operations of DLR. 
 
 
OTHER LONDON RAIL 

080 EAST LONDON LINE EXTENSION 

Description: 
The East London Line Extension will extend and upgrade the existing East London Line and deliver 
interchange works around stations, particularly Dalston and Shoreditch High Street. Phase 1 is expected 
to be in service by June 2010. 
 
Deliverables  

• Closure of existing East London Line 
• Progress of main works in accordance with plan 

 
 Indicators of Success:  

Description Target 
Close Existing East London Line Dec-07 
Commence Bridge GE19 Demolition Dec-07 
Main Contractor Takes Occupancy of ELL Trackway & Stations Mar-08 
Test Running Commences Jan-10 
East London Line (Phase 1) complete Jun-10 

 
Impact on Equality and inclusion: 

• ELLX will improve accessibility to and from some of London’s most disadvantaged areas. 
• Supplier diversity agenda included in ELLX Main Works Contract. 
• Affordable housing to be provided at Dalston station development. 
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080 NORTH LONDON RAILWAY INFRASTRUCTURE PROJECT 

Description: 
This project will deliver enhancements to the existing North London, West London and Watford DC lines 
to facilitate the operation of upgraded train services under the London Rail Concession.  The scope 
includes power upgrade and platform extensions in order to operate new 4 car trains, network capacity 
enhancements to increase service frequency and connection to the East London line. 

   
Deliverables  

• Progress of design development work in accordance with plan 
 
 Indicators of Success:  

Description Target 
Project  complete Jan-11 

 
Impact on Equality and inclusion: 

• NLRIP will improve accessibility to and from some of London’s most disadvantaged areas. 
• New rolling stock will allow easier use for mobility-impaired passengers 
• New direct services will minimise the need to change trains, providing an improved passenger 

experience 

092 NLR/EAST LR ROLLING STOCK 

Description: 
246 new build vehicles in three-car and four-car formations to provide London Overground services 
under the London Rail Concession on the North London Railway and the East London Line. 
 
Deliverables 

• Complete preliminary design of rolling stock 
• Commence bodyshell manufacture 

 
Indicators of Success: 

019 LONDON RAIL MAJOR MODERNISATION 

Description: 
London Rail major modernisation will enable the use of pre pay oyster on selected National Rail trains 
and improved station security. 
 
Deliverables  

• Deliver security enhancements 
• Deliver London Wide Oyster pre pay capability 

Description Target 
Preliminary Design Phase Complete and Assurance Accepted Aug-07 
NLR Unit Bodyshell Manufacture Starts Sep-07 
Trains in Service NLR Dec-08 
Trains in Service ELR Jun-10 
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Indicators of Success: 
Description Target 
Complete on-train CCTV for Southern Apr-07 
London Wide Oyster : Initial Order of Validators Mar-08 
London Wide Oyster : Delivery Stage Complete Mar-10 

 
Impact on Equality and inclusion: 

• Social inclusion benefits from integration of transport services 

020 LR LINE UPGRADES 

Description: 
This programme consists of an integrated package of improvements for London Overground services 
covering: 
 

• Station and security improvements 
• Off-Peak capacity enhancements 
• Gating Initiatives 

 
Deliverables  

• Complete North London Railway gating 
• Complete installation of Oyster validators on North London Railway 
• Commence station enhancement works 

 
Indicators of Success: 
Description Target 
Completion of NLR gating Nov-07 
NLR Oyster: TOMs Handover Apr-07 
NLR Oyster: Completion of Installation of TVMs and Validators Nov-07 
LRC Stations Upgrade: Commence station enhancement works Nov-07 

021 LONDON RAIL MARGIN AND CONCESSION 

Description: 
Trading margin for the London Rail concession and associated administration costs of managing the 
concession. 
 
Deliverables  

• Increase passenger journeys on the network. 
• Increase service frequency and train capacity 
• Reduce fraud 

 
 
Indicators of Success: 
 

 
 

Description Target 
Concession contract let Jun-07 
Start of London Rail Concession Nov-07 
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OFFICE OF THE COMMISSIONER 

121 TFL COMMISSIONER 

Description: 

The Commissioner is supported by the Chief of Staff, the Head of Investment Programme Oversight and 
the Director of the Policy Unit who advise on a number of policy and strategic issues, in liaison with 
other parts of the business. The Commissioner’s office supports the Commissioner in his activities, 
including diary scheduling, briefing, policy analysis and communications. 
 
Chief of Staff 

The Chief of Staff aids the Commissioner by liaising with the various businesses on a range of issues of 
importance to TfL and actively driving forward ongoing initiatives of particular concern or interest to the 
Commissioner.   
 
Investment Programme Oversight 

Investment Programme Oversight provides independent assurance to the Commissioner on progress and 
deliverability of TfL’s 5-Year Investment Programme.  With the modes, Oversights prioritises the highest-
risk projects for Independent Engineer Review and progress reporting. Oversight also works with the 
modes to identify and mitigate systemic risks to the delivery of the Investment Programme.   
 
Policy Unit 

The Policy Unit provides ongoing high-level strategic advice to the Commissioner on emerging issues of 
particular relevance to senior management. 
 

Deliverables: 

• Producing Commissioner’s Reports for six Board Meetings. 
• Oversight of the Investment Programme including managing the Independent Engineers reports 

undertaken. 
• Long-term strategic review of walking and cycling and social exclusion, including feeding into the 

Mayor’s Transport Strategy revision. 
• Continuing policy development for TfL and the Mayor’s Office on climate change and 

sustainability agendas.  
 

Indicators of success: 

Description Target 
Complete Independent Engineer Review of "Top 50" IP projects Mar-08 
Walking and cycling, social inclusion reviews completed and fed in to MTS2 Mar-08 

 
 
GENERAL COUNSEL 

004 GENERAL COUNSEL 

Description: 

The General Counsel assists TfL and the Board in meeting their multiple fiduciary obligations and ensures 
that the corporate governance of TfL is carried out in line with best practice. This involves the following 
areas: 

• Board 
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• Secretariat & Corporate Governance 
• Information, Access and Compliance 
• Legal 
• Group Health, Safety and Environment 
• Internal Audit 

 
Deliverables:  
 
Company Secretariat and Corporate Governance 
 

• Ensure that the Secretariat is operating on an efficient basis. 
• Consolidate new Secretariat processes, particularly to improve the effectiveness of meeting 

papers. 
• Update the governance framework and assurance process by 31.12.2007. 

 
Information Access and Compliance Team 
 

• Provide framework to ensure 90% of information access requests are processed by the business 
within statutory deadlines 

• Provide framework to ensure 98% of information access requests are resolved without 
enforcement action being taken against TfL 

 
Internal Audit 
 

• Deliver the 2007/08 Audit Plan – March 31st 2008. 
• Review use of current IT tools and consider other tools available with the aim of improving the 

efficiency and effectiveness of audit and investigation processes. 
• Whilst continuing to develop fraud awareness, focus attention on increasing fraud detection by 

analysis of fraud risk and use of data mining procedures. 
 
Risk Management 
 

• Delivery of risk management training to identified priority business managers across the Group by 
31.8.2007. 

• Undertake a general risk awareness exercise to address basic risk awareness of all staff by 
31.3.2008. 

 
Group HSE 
 

• Resilience assurance ‘letters’ process implemented in 2007/08. 
• HSE competency framework for HSE critical jobs outside LUL. From 2007/08 the competency of 

post holders will be assessed, training material developed and delivered.   
• DSeasy will deliver baseline display screen risk assessment across all Corporate Directorates by 

end 2007/08. 
• Development and introduction of sustainability assessments for principal activities across TfL by 

end of 2007/08, 31.3.2008. 
 
Legal 
 

• Introduce a model which seeks to measure and enhance levels of client satisfaction and added 
legal value in specified areas by the end of March 2008. 
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• Following a review of property processes during 06/07, introduce a new, streamlined commercial 
lease which aims to speed up and simplify negotiations resulting in less administration by the end 
of March 2008. 

• Subject to the completion of a pilot project and internal TfL approval, introduce the next phase of 
the project to register TfL’s landholdings at the Land Registry according to a programme based on 
TfL business needs and priorities by the end of March 2008. 

• As part of the Mayor’s integration framework, TfL Legal will agree and implement a programme of 
activities to work more efficiently and collaboratively with other lawyers in the GLA and the LDA 
Legal teams throughout 2007/08. 

 
GROUP COMMUNICATIONS 

125 GROUP COMMUNICATIONS 

Description:  

Group Communications promotes and defends TfL’s reputation and communicates our activities, 
policies and procedures to stakeholders, local authorities, the media and the public. 
 
Group Communications contains the following components: 
 
Group Media Relations including Group Internal Communications- Group Media Relations also known as 
the Press Office - is responsible for effective communications between TfL and the outside world 
through the media.  Using co-ordinated, proactive and reactive media relations, our presentation and 
defence of TfL's policies and achievements is vital for our reputation, funding, and decisions on transport 
projects we wish to take forward.  An absence of this effort could lead to extreme organisational 
damage.  Also included within Group Media Relations is Group Internal Communications whose main 
objective is to help the businesses across TfL to communicate effectively, consistently and meaningfully 
with all staff, and aligning messages internally and externally. 
 
Group Public Affairs including Government and Stakeholder Relations, Events and Conference 
Management, Group Publishing and International and European Affairs – The Government and 
Stakeholder Relations team, together with the International and European Affairs team aim to influence 
public policy at European, national and local level so that the environment is most beneficial for TfL to 
run its operations.  It manages relations with the EU, government, Parliament, political parties, business, 
NGOs, academics and think-tanks.  It ensures that there is a strategic approach to communicating TfL’s 
vision.  Group Publishing offers design, printing, editorial and proofing services for a range of key TfL 
publications.  The Events and Conference Management team further support the delivery of TfLs key 
messages to a wide range of external stakeholders, including the general public, by delivering professional 
events, conferences, exhibitions and visits programmes. 

Borough Partnerships Group The Borough Partnership Group defines and develops relationships between 
TfL and London's boroughs, underpinning successful delivery of transport improvements and initiatives 
in the London Plan and Mayor's Transport Strategy.  Borough Liaison provides strategic management of 
relationships with and information about boroughs.  Borough Funding manages TfL funding to boroughs, 
Local Implementation Plans (LIPs) on behalf of the Mayor and TfL.  Land Use Planning manages TfL’s role 
in the statutory land-use planning process.  Borough Programmes manages and co-ordinates 
programmes and projects delivered by boroughs across a wide range of area-based and sustainable 
themes.  Major Projects manage the consultation of all significant Investment Programme and similar TfL 
projects, often engaging with the borough planning consent processes.  

Travel Demand Management (TDM) The TDM team is responsible for delivering an enhanced programme 
of projects and programmes to influence travel behaviour.  In partnership with local authorities, the team 
works closely with employers, schools and community groups to improve awareness of travel options 
and to reduce congestion and car modal at selected locations.  A key enabler of the drive to reduce 
carbon emissions and to deal with the capacity issues facing London’s transport network over the next 
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20 years the work undertaken by the TDM team aims to use a full range of information, marketing and 
incentives to enable and support people to make more sustainable travel choices. 

Overall Group Communications Deliverables: 

• Communications plans for all the key TfL projects and initiatives  
• To increase the number and quality of local media stories 
• Effective co-ordination of Mayor’s Question Time (MQT) 
• Smooth delivery of the Local Implementation Plan (LIP) process with the boroughs 

Overall Group Communications Indicators of success: 

Description Target 
Use of the Planning Grid, Strategic Map and internal co-operation to deliver effective communication 
plans, with stakeholder involvement 

Mar-08 
 

Increase the number and quality of stories in the local media to 48 positive stories per period Mar-08 
Hit Mayor’s office target for completed answers of Mayor’s Question Time (MQT) Questions – 
Complete 98% of all questions within Mayor’s Office Target Mar-08 

Positive media coverage of the annual borough funding announcements - <5% negative media 
coverage Dec-07 

Implementation and recruitment of BAME interns for the Media Relations team – 6 monthly 
recruitment cycle – in line with recruitment programme Mar-08 

Achieve a satisfaction assessment rating in excess of 75% for all events, exhibitions and conferences 
directly managed by the Events Management Team Mar-08 

126 AREA BASED SCHEMES 

Programme delivery is reported as part of the Investment Programme.  These schemes deliver a wide 
variety of different elements across all London Boroughs.  There will be a combination of construction, 
signing, instrumentation, streetscape and street scene-related costs.  These include works such as 
footway improvements, street and public space lighting, CCTV, signing, bus stop and shelter 
improvements, road crossings, forecourt rearrangements taxi arrangements, dropped kerbs and side 
entry treatments.  There will also be costs related to scheme conception, design and consultation. 
 
Deliverables: 
 

• Good quality public realm 
• Increased use of sustainable modes, particularly walking and cycling 
• Shopping mobility, especially for pedestrians 
• Mitigation of impacts of cars on town centres, and reductions in car trips 
• Better facilities for disabled people 
• Promoting of changes to localities to benefit several target groups – e.g. mothers with young 

children 
 

Description Responsibility Target 
Receipt and acceptance of bi-monthly progress reports throughout year Borough Programmes Mar-07 
Delivery of 2007/08 schemes to commence Borough Programmes Apr-07 
Delivery of schemes to complete – Target for 2007/08 is 12 schemes Borough Programmes Apr-08 
Evaluate submitted schemes for 2008/09 Borough Programmes Oct-07 
Provide details of financial allocation to 2008/09 schemes Borough Programmes Nov-07 
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127/240/242 BOROUGH PARTNERSHIP SUPPORT 

Indicators of success: 

Description Responsibility Target 
Deliver further improvements to borough portal in line with approved 
business cases Borough Funding Mar-08 

Local Implementation Plan funding announcement competently made and 
well-received by boroughs Borough Funding Dec-07 

Response to the Mayors Office in regard to 250 planning applications Borough Land Use 
Planning Mar-08 

Complete 95% of the responses to planning applications within the 6 day 
GLA Timescale 

Borough Land Use 
Planning Mar-08 

129 FRACA 

FRACA (Freight, Regeneration area schemes, Air quality (Environment), Controlled parking zones and 
Accessibility – local area) are major projects or programme elements are reported as part of the 
Investment Programme.  This covers mainly works such as new, widened or improved borough roads, but 
also includes new parking provision.  Appropriate provision of walking and cycling facilities is also 
included.  The overall aim of the schemes is to implement a range of improvements in freight, local area 
accessibility and environment (especially transport air quality and noise), aspects of transport service 
provision, facilities and impacts.   
 
Deliverables: 
 

• Reduced congestion, leading to less air pollution 
• Increased use of sustainable modes, particularly walking and cycling 
• Mitigation of impacts of cars 
• Better facilities for disabled people 

 

Indicators of success: 

Description Responsibility Target 
Receipt and acceptance of bi-monthly progress reports throughout year Borough Programmes Mar-07 
Delivery of 2007/08 schemes to commence Borough Programmes Apr-07 
Delivery of schemes to complete Borough Programmes Mar-08 
VOWD on all schemes is 95% of original allocation at year end Borough Programmes Mar-08 
Receive scheme submissions for 2008/09 Borough Programmes July-07 
Evaluate submitted schemes Borough Programmes Oct-07 
Provide details of financial allocation to schemes Borough Programmes Nov-07 

OTHER BOROUGH CAPITAL INVESTMENTS 

Within other borough capital investments the remaining element is regarding Thames Road Bexley.  This 
is a scheme which is jointly funded by TfL and DCLG to decongest an important link and to enable local 
regeneration opportunities to be more fully realised. 
 

Description Responsibility Target 
Widened road opens (except Craysmill Bridge extension) Borough Programmes June-07 

130 SCHOOL TRAVEL PLANS & TRAVEL AWARENESS (TDM) 

School Travel Plan programme delivery is reported as part of the Investment Programme.  These 
schemes cover a wide variety of different elements across all London boroughs.  There will be a 
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combination of planning, awareness raising and promotion of travel choice activities leading to the 
implementation of the approved travel plan.  This could cover walking-bus style actions to highway, 
signing, instrumentation, streetscape and street scene alterations.  Travel awareness has no on street 
expenditure.  The overall aims of the schools travel plans and travel awareness will be to reduce use of 
private cars for journeys in London, with particular emphasis on trips to and from school, improve child 
road safety, improve perceptions of relative dangers by parents and more sustainable travel choices by 
school employees.   
 
Deliverables: 
 

• Reduction in use of private cars for journeys in London, in particular trips to and from school 
• Reduction in private car use resulting in an impact on air and noise emissions 
• Education of children and parents in regard to road safety and active travel 
• Facilitates and enhances choice of more sustainable transport options 

Indicators of success: 

Description Target 
Implementation of a further 500 School Travel Plans Mar-08 
Implement workplace travel plans for 40,000 employees across London Mar-08 
Launch Work Place Travel Plan guidance (for application by boroughs, developers & TfL) June-07 
Launch Residential Travel Plan guidance(for application by boroughs, developers & TfL) Sept-07 
Delivery of major campaigns focusing on active travel May-07 
Delivery of major campaigns focusing on smarter driving Dec-07 
Town Centre Pilot – Continued deliver of Sutton Town centre pilot in line with agreed programme plan Mar-08 

239 PERSONALISED TRAVEL PLANNING (TDM) 

Personalised travel planning (PTP) focuses on insuring that households have detailed knowledge of the 
travel options relating to the specific trips they undertake.  The overall aim of personalised travel 
planning is to support more sustainable travel choices by individuals based upon raising awareness of the 
different travel options available.  In 2007/08 PTP schemes will be implemented in 2 distinct areas of 
70,000 households and 30,000 households. 
 
Deliverables: 
 

• Promotion of more sustainable forms of transportation 
• Promotion of available transport infrastructure to highlight all viable travel choices 
• Reduction in car use for London journeys 
• Reduction in private car use resulting in an impact on air and noise emissions 

Indicators of success: 

Description Measure 
Implement personalised travel planning at 100,000 households Mar-08 
Develop and launch PTP packs for new home owners (to be trialled in two distinct areas) Sept-07 

241 BOROUGH LIAISON 

The Borough liaison team aims to work closely with the borough management to develop long-term 
strategic relationships between the boroughs and Transport for London. 

Indicators of success: 

Description Target 
Number of training opportunities supported >1000 
Organise on average a Commissioner Borough visit per period (13 p.a.)  13 
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FINANCE & PLANNING 

012 CORPORATE FINANCE 

Description: 

Corporate Finance develops finance plans for the delivery of TfL's business plan, including the use of 
prudential borrowing, external finance for major projects and the use of financing instruments to make 
most efficient use of TfL assets.  It is also leads the relationship with the credit rating agencies and as 
part of this process, monitors the development of the Business Plan. For large projects, Corporate 
Finance provides specialist financial and procurement advice.  The Property Development team has been 
established to maximise the value for TfL from the various property holdings that are within the TfL 
group. Some of the work that arises during the year depends on the projects that are live at the time, and 
thus the team adapts to the focus as the demands of the business require. Group Treasury which 
manages the management of TfL’s cash investments is also part of Corporate Finance. 

Deliverables:  

• Implement the 07/08 borrowing strategy 
• Implement the 07/08 investment strategy 
• Provide advice as needed for the structuring of various projects where Corporate Finance can add 

value  
• Design and implement a TfL property strategy that maximises the financial return to TfL and 

improvements to the transport network and contributes to the Mayor’s wider objectives for 
London. 

 
Indicators of Success: 

• Obtain value for money in 07/08 borrowing as measured by spread over benchmark being in-line 
with the borrowings outstanding at the time 

• Return on cash invested to be in-line or better than benchmark 
• The Implementation of Property development projects that demonstrate the balanced approach 

taken by the team. An indication of this may be 3rd party funding secured on the basis of 
developments contributing to the Mayor’s Housing, Sustainability, Regeneration or Urban Realm 
objectives. 

013 GROUP FINANCE 

Description: 

Group Finance supports the business by ensuring specialist financial processes and control mechanisms 
are undertaken on behalf of the group. Group Business Planning and Performance draws together 
business planning and performance reporting to produce integrated group results, analysis and budgets. 
Group Finance also oversees the Financial Services Centre, which provides services such as accounts 
payable and accounts receivable, asset accounting, bank reconciliations and payment processing to the 
TfL Group. Group Finance also oversees the TfL’s pension funds and manages the Group’s insurance 
requirements. 
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Deliverables: 

Key Deliverables in 2007/08 

Description Target 
Group Insurance 
To deliver the Insurance Budget, on time and to budget   Apr-2007 
To carry out a full review of risk financing and insurance strategy with a view to implementing any 
changes for the 2008 renewals  Dec-2007 

Pensions 
Implementation of revised Schedule of Contributions  Apr-2007 
Benefit statements provided to all members:  
AVC 
Actives 
Deferreds 

 
Jun-2007 
Jun-2007 
 Sep-2007 

Completion of final phase of Compendia project  Jul-2007 
Annual Report & Accounts  Jul-2007 
Annual reviews of eligibility for ill-health pensions commences  Sep-2007 
Group Financial Accounting 
Produce the financial content of the TfL 2006/07 Annual Report, including the Statement of Accounts.   Jul-2007. 
Deliver TfL Whole of Government Accounts submission to DCLG Sep-2007 
Re-engineer JFT systems and processes in order to accommodate retrospective application of 
apportionment factors Sep-2007 

Delivery of 2006/7 corporation tax returns to HMRC Mar-2008 
Review partial exemption calculation to ensure maximum recovery of VAT for the group Dec-2007 
Deliver consolidated financial statements to GBP&P for the 2008/9 Business Plan Oct-2007 
Deliver consolidated financial statements to GBP&P for inclusion in the 2008/9 Mayor’s budget Nov-2007 
Deliver consolidated financial statements to GBP&P for the 2008/9 final budget Mar-2008 
Review the SEM-BCS system and implement system improvements including cash flow reporting 
capability Sep-2007 

Review form and content of Group Management Accounts and implement improvements Dec-2007 
Deliver group financial information and analysis to support rating agency evaluation of TfL Dec-2007 
Delivery of business plan for Corporate Directorates Sep-2007 
Delivery of budget for Corporate Directorates Dec-2007 
Improve forecasting accuracy within Corporate through business partnering Mar-2008 
Redesign BMR reports for Corporate directorates   Jun-2007 
Group Business Performance and Planning 
Reviewing the upgrade to the Executive Reporting system Mar-2008 
Continue the review of KPI’s across TfL Dec-2007 
Deliver TfL’s efficiency programme Mar-2008 
Ensure TfL receive positive outcomes from all external Audit and Inspection assessments. Jan-2008 
Deliver TfL’s Budget to the GLA Nov-2007 
Agree Final 2008/09 Budget with TfL Board Mar-2008 
Update of BMR process, in line with the Commissioners requirements Apr-2007 
Support Oversight and the business in its development of a project management tool in readiness for 
the upgrade/replacement of APR in 2008/09. Mar-2008 

With Availability Control, ensure consistent auditable basis for recording and controlling against 
project authorities in accordance with corporate governance requirements. Oct-2007 

Embed benefits reporting out in the businesses. Sep- 2007 
Assessing project delivery of 2007 Investment Programme against the pervious year’s Investment 
Programme. Oct-2007 

Deliver and agree 2008/9 Business Plan for the settlement period agreed in the SR2007 process to the 
TfL Board Oct-2007 

Produce Olympic reporting and co-ordinate approvals to meet ODA requirements. Mar-2008 
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Indicators of success: 

Description Target 
Accounts Payable – Invoices paid within agreed supplier terms 88% 
Accounts Receivable - % overdue debt 15% 
Efficiency Delivery: TfL Group £217m 

014 GROUP MARKETING 

Description: 

Group Marketing, working in conjunction with the business units, develops business strategy and 
decision-making from a marketing perspective and implements these through TfL’s 
integrated marketing strategy. 
 
Group Marketing's activities include the following: 

• Group Marketing Operations 
- Central Customer Services 
- Travel Information 
- Oyster Helpdesk 
- Lost Property Office 

• Marketing Communications  
• Customer Research 
• Marketing Strategy & Integration 
• New Media 
• London’s Transport Museum 

 
Focus in 2007/8 will be on the following key strategy areas: 

• Further improving Road Safety 
• Increasing take-up of Oyster and significantly driving up the number of online Oyster transactions 

(both sales and service) with the aim of improving customer service, decreasing queue lengths at 
ticket offices and reducing TfL ticketing costs 

• Launch of the Western Extension Zone 
• Consultation on the Low Emission Zone 

 

Deliverables: 

Description Target 
LU & TICC Go Live 
Oyster Go Live 

Oct-07 
Feb 08 

Customer Service 
Integration Project 

ST and TIC Go Live July-08 
Journey Planner 
Improvement 
Project 

Roll out Journey Planner and Travel alerts personalisation Jun-07 

Real Time Integration Programme Strategy to be approved Apr-07 
Real Time Integration Programme Brief, Brochure and Media presentation Apr-07 
Initial presentation of the Real-time Integration Engine demonstrators Apr-07 
Initial presentation of the Real-time Integration Mobile demonstrators Apr-07 

RTIP 

Network Operation Centre User Requirement Specification Completion Nov-07 
London’s Transport 
Museum Covent 
Garden Project 

Open London Transport Museum Oct-07 
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Indicators of success: 
Description Target 
TfL Group Websites - Unique users per period by end of 2007/8 3.5m 
TfL Group Websites - Visits per period by end of 2007/8 6.5m 
Journey Planner - Unique users per period by end of 2007/8 2.1m 
Journey Planner - Visits per period by end of 2007/8 3.4m 
tfl.gov.uk/oyster - Unique users per period by end of 2007/8 400k 
tfl.gov.uk/oyster - Visits per period by end of 2007/8 550k 
% of total number of transactions completed online (sales and service) 5% 
Travel Alerts - subscribers per period by end of 2007/8 150k 
Calls abandoned (TICC, Oyster Helpdesk, & supplier) <10% 
% of calls answered in 20 seconds - TICC 80% 
% of calls answered in 20 seconds – Oyster Helpdesk  80% 
Call volumes managed by automated reply system (TICC / OHD) 5% 
% of Oyster Helpdesk correspondence managed within 10 days 90% 
TIC visits by customers during 2007/8 2.5m 
London Transport Museum visitors during 2007/8 *(based on Oct. 2007 opening) 150k 

020 FARES & TICKETING 

Description: 

This activity covers: 
• Assessment of fares and ticketing options for Bus, Underground, Rail, Taxis etc.; 
• Monitoring and forecasting of sales and revenue; 
• Allocation of integrated ticketing revenues; 
• Development of new ticketing initiatives.  

 

Deliverables: 
Description Target 

May Fares Change:  Co-ordinate fare change with modes 25-May-07 
Jan 08 fare changes: Development of proposals for Jan 08 fare changes 31-Aug-07 
September Fares Change: Co-ordinate fare change with modes 30-Sep-07 
Concessionary Fares 2007/08: concessionary Fares Settlement for 2007/08 to be successfully 
negotiated 

31-Dec-07 

January Fares Change: Co-ordinate fare change with modes 31-Dec-07 
Monitoring Reports: Production of 13 monitoring reports every four weeks 31-Mar-08 
Revenue Apportionment: Factors, payments, percentages, ect. Delivered to Group Revenue Accounts 
to enable revenue to be apportioned" 

31-Mar-08 

London Fares Agreement with the TOCs to be finalised and implemented 31-Dec-07 
Develop the Pay As You Go Agreement with the TOCs 31-Mar-08 
Conditions of carriage: Maintain and update Conditions of Carriage 31-Mar-08 
Ticketing Policy: Liaise with modes and ATOC on implementation of Ticket Policy 31-Mar-08 
Student Card Scheme: Management of Student Card scheme to ensure issuing timescales are 
complied with 

31-Mar-08 

Introduce on-line customer accounts and application processes for Student, 16-17 and Child Oyster 
photocard schemes 

31-Dec-07 

Child and 16-17 Oyster photocard schemes: Management of schemes to ensure issuing timescales are 
complied with 

31-Mar-08 

Introduce free travel scheme for the poor of London in line with Mayoral objectives 30-Sep-07 
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021 INTERCHANGE DEVELOPMENT 

Description: 

Makes interchanging safer, quicker, more convenient and more secure, which in turn helps improve the 
overall integration, flexibility and efficiency of the network, and encourages its greater use. Provides a 
catalyst for regeneration and social inclusion, by improving transport links to local communities, and by 
transforming the areas around interchanges.  
Various interchange improvement projects, including priority projects mainly delivered in phased 
improvements. 

Deliverables: 
Description Target 

Tottenham Hale - Complete RIBA Stage C Outline Design and Business Case for the Interchange 
portion of the programme Dec-07 
Ealing Broadway - Completion of Extended Feasibility Study Sep-07 
Highbury & Islington - Completion of Project Identification May-07 
Abbey Wood - Completion of scoping/requiring gathering activity  Apr-07 
Waterloo - Agreement of single preferred option for station  Dec-07 
Euston - Completion of scoping/requirements gathering activity Jun-07 

021 VICTORIA INTERCHANGE  

Description 

Victoria Transport Interchange (VTI) Project is a feasibility study to develop preferred options for road 
network, bus, taxi and District & Circle line to definition of a single preferred option (RIBA Stage C) by mid 
2007 and to work towards agreed Heads of Terms and subsequently a development agreement with the 
developer (Land Securities). 
 

Deliverables: 
Description Target 

Receive feasibility information from TfL Modes to enable decisions to be made on next stage of the 
project by IPB & SRO. 

Feb-08 
 

021 CROSS RIVER TRANSIT  

Description: 

CRT is a proposal for a 16.5km street running tram operating through the centre of London.  A core route 
is proposed between Euston and Waterloo, with branches to Camden and King's Cross in the North and 
Brixton and Peckham in the South.   During the peak period, 15 trams per hour are proposed for each line 
in each direction, which translates to services every 2 minutes on the central core route.   Morning peak 
loadings on the tram have been calculated with annual patronage of approximately 66 million.  

Approval from the PRG was subsequently obtained in January 2006 to complete the Options Selection 
process during 0607 to enable selection of a preferred scheme. 

The current programme states that construction of the scheme will start after the 2012 Olympic Games 
with the system operational by early 2016. 
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Deliverables: 
Description Target 
Submission to the Commissioner for  approval of Option Refinement (achieve Design Freeze 2 ) Nov-07 
Issue of preferred route recommendation report Sep-07 
Complete proposal for local consultation on depots Jun-07 
Secure review and approval of CRT Saturn AM and PM base year models Jun-07 

 

021 GREENWICH WATERFRONT TRANSIT (GWT)  

Description: 

GWT is a bus transit scheme between Greenwich, North Greenwich, Woolwich, Thamesmead and Abbey 
Wood.  GWT is being developed and evaluated in phases.   

The GWT phases are : 

Phase 1 - from North Greenwich to Abbeywood.  Handed over to TfL Surface Transport in June 2006 for 
detailed design and implementation. Services are expected to commence in 2009. 

Phase 2a - revised phase 1 segregated alignment through Charlton Retail Park 

Phase 2b - revised phase 1 segregated alignment through from Charlton to the Woolwich Ferry 
roundabout 

Phase 3 - new alignment from North Greenwich to Greenwich rail station via Cutty Sark 

Future phases - subject to strategic transport network planning assessment of future phases to support 
the London Plan and T2025 

Deliverables: 
Description Target 
Phase 2b - Commence property & land-use assessment to identify corridor for feasibility design. Feb-08 
Phase 3 - Commence property & land-use assessment to identify corridor for feasibility design. Jan-08 

021 EAST LONDON TRANSIT  

Description: 

ELT is a bus transit scheme that could extend to over 50km in Thames Gateway. The network is being 
evaluated and developed in phases for hand over to Surface Transport for detailed design and 
implementation.  

 The ELT phases are: 

Phase 1a: extends from Ilford to Dagenham Dock station via Barking station and town centre and was 
handed over to Surface Transport in September 2004 for preliminary design ahead of further consultation 
in early 2006 and subsequent detailed design later in 2006.   

Phase 1b: this route will split from the Phase 1a route on River Road, pass through a proposed residential 
development site (proposed10,000 new homes) and terminate at Dagenham Dock station. 

Phase 2: this route is planned to run from Barking station to the Thames Gateway Bridge via Fresh Wharf 
and Gallions Reach Shopping Park and will provide interchange at Gallions Reach DLR station.  The 
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engineering feasibility and business case work and public consultation has been concluded and is 
scheduled for hand over in 2008. 

Phase 3: would extend the network from Dagenham Dock station to Rainham and serve a development 
site (approx. 2,000 homes) north of Dagenham Dock station. 

Phase 4: could extend from Ilford to Barkingside via Gants Hill, subject to transport network planning 
work to support London Plan and T2025 

Deliverables: 
Description Target 

Complete ELT phase 2 Environmental Appraisal Nov-07 
Phase 3 : Commence identification of corridor for engineering feasibility ( phase 3 )  Dec-07 

021 CROYDON TRAMLINK EXTENSIONS 

Description: 

This activity represents funding for detailed development of business case and feasibility design of 
Croydon Tramlink extensions from Crystal Palace to Croydon as a railway conversion. 
This activity represents progress on The Mayors Transport Strategy 2001 where a commitment was made 
to explore the potential for extending the Tramlink network where doing so could help meet the 
objectives of the Transport Strategy cost effectively. 
 
Deliverables: 

Description Target 
Issue report on 1s t  route option public consultation May-07 
Preferred Single Option approved by SRO Oct-07 
Appoint Designers (DSC) for development of single option to  acquisition of Powers Jul-07 
Agree transition arrangements with Surface Transport ( London Trams) Nov-07 

021 THAMES GATEWAY BRIDGE  

Description: 

This activity is a part of the Mayor of London's transport strategy for a new fixed link between Beckton in 
the borough on Newham and Thamesmead in the borough of Greenwich to stimulate the regeneration of 
the Thames Gateway area. 

Deliverables: 
Description Target 
Release ITT and commence procurement August 07  

Based on obtaining 
SOS decision March 
07, otherwise it will 
be 3 months after 
the SOS decision  

TGB Handed over to Surface Transport November 2007. 
Based on 6 months 
after SOS decision  
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021 WEST LONDON TRAM (WLT)  

Description: 

The West London Tram project will deliver a 20km tram facility that links Shepherd's Bush to Uxbridge.  
The tram will travel along the Uxbridge Road corridor; it will consist of approximately 40 stops with trams 
travelling every 3 minutes at peak times.  The service is projected to carry approximately 45m passengers 
per annum. 

 

Deliverables: 
Description Target 
Application to Finance Committee for TWO submission approval Jun-07 
TFL Legal approval of TWO submission documentation Dec-07 Based on 6 

months following 
TfL Board decision 

 
023 TRANSPORT NETWORK PLANNING 

Description: 

The Transport Network Planning (TNP) team comprises the former Planning Tools and Evaluation and 
also transport planners formerly in the Strategy & Policy team. TNP leads the strategic planning and 
development of the spatial transport aspects of the Mayor's strategies and policies, with a multi-modal, 
strategic and longer-term focus, and provides strategic guidance for the development of major transport 
improvements and projects. The team also supplies tools, processes and data to support TfL's strategic 
transport planning, business planning, major projects and the development of strategies and policies. 

Deliverables:  

Description Target 
LTS and Railplan: Establish agreed programme of modelling improvements. Jul-07 
Continuous London Travel Demand Survey: second year report of LTDS results Jul-07 
Romulus: Continue to develop the Extranet system for disseminating information on Londoners' 
Travel Patterns 

Mar-08 

Produce Thames Gateway Transit options report  Aug-07 
London Plan: Produce TfL's evidence for the London Plan Further Alterations Examination in Public 
following publication of TfL technical analysis 

Jul-07 

Travel Demand: Updated multi-mode travel demand database (...incorporating LTDS results) Mar-08 
On-going strategic transport inputs to major land use changes, including masterplans and major 
development sites. 

Mar-08 

Provide strategic travel demand inputs and sub-regional strategy context for projects such as West 
London Tram 

Mar-08 

 

024 POLICY AND STRATEGY 

Description: 

The Policy and Strategy (P&S) team leads the development of strategic transport policy and strategy. It 
interprets forecast demand for travel based upon employment and population projections and their 
implications for transport needs and provision. Working with TfL’s businesses it shapes the development 
of major cross-modal policy for the medium to long term. The team is responsible for the Transport 
2025 work which defines the challenges, objectives and vision for transport over the next 20 years. 
 
Major areas of work in the immediate future relate to the development of a revision to the Mayor’s 
Transport Strategy (MTS): this is work on the revision of the Mayor's Transport Strategy to a timetable to 
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be defined by the Mayor, likely to be in 2008 for the final publication, with interim deliverables to 
produce drafts for the functional bodies and Assembly and for the public in mid and late 2007 
respectively. Within this and building upon T2025, there are significant areas of transport policy 
development. Further, the programme continues both directly through implementation and monitoring 
of the existing Mayor's Transport Strategy and also through monitoring the strategic performance of the 
draft and final Borough Local Implementation Plans (via Borough Partnerships. 
 
 
Deliverables:  

Description Target 
Produce mode share report for TfL Board. May-07 
Monitoring of progress against existing Mayor’s Transport Strategy in TfL’s Annual Report. May-07 
Produce evidence for 'Examination in Public' of London Plan. Jun-07 
Produce GLA Assembly & Functional Body Consultation version of revised MTS and accompanying 
assessments Summer 07 
Produce public consultation version of revised MTS and accompanying assessments Jan-08 
Completion of 33 assessments. Jan-08 

029 MD FINANCE & PLANNING 

Description: 

Managing Director of Finance and Planning & direct support staff. This area also includes the F&P 
University Research Programme, which funds applied research projects to benefit TfL. TfL’s research 
partners in 2007/08 are: University College London, Imperial College, University of Westminster, and the 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Through the programme, students and professors will work on a 
number of topics, including: opportunities to use Oyster data for informing TfL's strategic models and to 
understand individual travel behaviour; and an investigation of potential future options for ticketing 
systems; and the interaction between transport and the economy. 
 

Deliverables: 

Description Target 
Presentation of student projects to senior TfL staff by MIT students Jun-07 
MIT research topics finalised for 2007-08 academic year Aug-07 
Periodic PhD progress update from UCL, U of Westminster, and Imperial College students May-07, Sep-07, 

Dec-07, Mar-08 

030 OYSTERCARD 

Description: 

The Oystercard team is responsible for the performance of the Oyster smartcard, its extension to other 
transport services, such as those offered by National Rail, and its commercial development. 
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Deliverables and indicators of success: 

Description Target 
At least two Train Operating Companies accepting Oyster PAYG for travel on their services within 
London 

 
Mar-08 

Deployment of Oyster retailing equipment, gates and validators to stations on the North London 
Railway completed 

Nov-07 

Deployment by TranSys of next generation Oyster retail terminals to Oyster Ticket Stops underway Mar-08 

Modifications to Oyster system to achieve compliance with revised Payment Card Industry security 
standards completed 

Mar-08 

Agreement reached at a conceptual level between TfL and DfT on the preferred model for a ticketing 
system to replace Oyster in London at the end of the Prestige PFI contract 

Mar-08 

 
 
LONDON TRANSPORT INSURANCE 
 
033 LONDON TRANSPORT INSURANCE 
 
Description: 
London Transport Insurance (Guernsey), (LTIG), is a wholly-owned subsidiary of TfL.  It was established 
for the sole purpose of purchasing insurance in a more cost-effective manner than relying solely on 
commercial insurers. 
 
Deliverables: 

• Work with TfL and Aon to review the risk financing strategy with a view to LTIG increasing its 
participation in TfL's insurance programme at acceptable cost to TFL and manageable risk to 
LTIG.  

• Agree with TfL on the appointment of a new local director in time for June Board meeting 
• Comply with existing or any amended Service Level Agreement 

 
Indicators of success: 

• Cover Notes to be issued within 30 days of renewal and in any event before premium payment is 
requested 

• Debit Notes for all premiums to be issued within 60 days of renewal 
• Policy wordings to be issued within 3 months of renewal 
 

Description Target 
Work with TfL and Aon to review the risk financing strategy with a view to LTIG increasing its 
participation in TfL's insurance programme at acceptable cost to TFL and manageable risk to LTIG. Dec-07 

Agree with TfL on the appointment of a new local director in time for June Board meeting (Completion 
due by 30 June 2007) Jun-07 

 
 
GROUP SERVICES  
 

037 CENTRAL GROUP SERVICES 

Description: 

The role of Group Services is to support the modes and senior management team in delivering transport 
services.  Group Services work collaboratively with the businesses, ensuring a business and customer 
focussed approach.  Integral and explicit to the role is the need to provide services efficiently and 
effectively.   
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Deliverables: 

• Providing efficient and effective customer service with regard to HR, IM, Procurement, and 
Property  and Facilities management 

• Driving TfL’s equality and inclusion agenda  
• Providing workforce services such as HR Services for managers and staff, recruitment, employee 

relations, and compensation and benefits  
• Delivering TfL-wide property services, including premises management, acquisitions, 

accommodation moves and property consents 
• Applying a commercial approach to planning and delivering IM across TfL; 
• Financial governance and rigour to deliver efficiencies and control the GS operating cost base 

 

Indicators of Success: 

Description Target 
Gross (pre recharge) & Net budget delivery in line with plan Mar-08 
Agreed efficiencies delivered and impact TfL bottom line Mar -08 
Targeted increase in HRS and IM Customer Service performance metrics (quantum and metrics to be in 
place by the start of the financial year)  Mar-08 

 

036 GROUP PROPERTY 

Description: 

Group Property manages the commercial aspects of the TfL Group's property related dealings, including 
the letting of rented sites, property acquisition, disposal and development, and consultancy services in 
relation to rating, planning and general advice which TfL requires from time to time as a large, property 
owning organisation. 

Deliverables: 

• Implementation of the Accommodation Strategy in 2007/08 and beyond. 
• Continue to manage the Client Business’s requirements in an efficient and effective manner, 

maximising available resources.  
• Achieve optimum balance of returns from the Group’s surplus property portfolio, having full 

regard for the Mayor’s emerging social benefit commitments to the London Community. 
• Deliver energy efficiencies and environmental improvements in line with Mayoral Policies and GLA 

targets. 
• Implementation of IT system changes including migration of the core property operating system 

onto SAP and centralisation of servers. 
•  

Indicators of Success: 

Description Target 
Fit out of Palestra completed to enable occupation by c. 2000 ST staff to commence over a phased 
period Dec-07 

Market rental growth compared to IPD comparator (targets based on under/over performance) Mar-08 
Void rates compared to IPD void rates (targets based on under/over performance) Mar-08 
Cost per workstation compared to OPD cost per workstation (targets based on under/over 
performance) Mar-08 

Space utilisation compared to OPD space utilisation (targets based on under/over performance) Mar-08 
Note: Indicators relate to TfL Head Office portfolio 
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034 FACILITIES 

Description: 

The Department seeks to provide TfL Group with a fully customer focused and business driven total 
facilities management service, incorporating industry best practice that ensures efficient and effective 
service delivery, enshrining continuous improvement and best value as central to its operation. 

Deliverables: 

• Deliver all premises and facilities management activities for TfL’s head office buildings, ranging 
from hard and soft facilities services such as infrastructure, maintenance, security, cleaning, 
catering, mail, reprographics through to facilities support on operational sites and business 
continuity for Group Services. 

• To provide Property Care refurbishment works on TfL head office buildings, ensuring that works 
conform to legislative and health & safety requirements 

• Monitor and annually report on energy used including % renewable and CO2 emissions 
• Develop a waste awareness programme 
• Establish and monitor water use baseline for all buildings 

Indicators of Success: 

Description Target 
Premises and facilities management for TfL’s head office buildings delivered in line with key 
performance indicators in the service level agreements (ACRA- Accommodation Cost Recovery 
Agreement). 

Mar-08 

The Property Care portfolio of refurbishment work will optimise asset condition, minimise risk of 
unplanned business disruption, and ensure legal compliance. Ongoing. Mar-08 

Achieve budgeted net cost for Facilities with no overspend Mar-08 
Meet environmental targets related to the portfolio of TfL’s head office buildings, including use of 
water and energy and the disposal of waste. Mar-08 

Implementing SAP for Property Portfolio Management Mar-08 

034 HUMAN RESOURCES 

Description: 

The remit of Group HR is to ensure the efficient delivery of HR Services, and the development of 
strategy, best practice and HR policy. The function is responsible for ensuring that TfL recruits, rewards, 
retains and develops the right people with the right competencies and potential. 

Deliverables: 

• Provision of HR Services as defined in the Client Guide and Service Proposition and agreed with 
the business. 

• Continuous review and improvement to enhance HR services to modes and corporate 
departments 

• Delivery of targeted interventions to meet priority business needs that are aligned to good 
practice and external benchmarking. 
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Indicators of Success: 

Description Target 
Implement interventions to upgrade the quality of resourcing service to modes and corporate clients.  
Including: 
Specialist recruitment delivery 
Implementation of new selection tool 

 
 

Mar-08 
Nov-07 

Successful completion of Senior Manager Reward and PRP reward.  PRP payable July 07 & SMR payable 
August 07.  Error rates to be an incremental improvement on 06/07.  Aug-07 

Completion of Learning and Development stabilisation programme. Target % increase in E-learning 
packages and participation rates.  Jan 08 

Roll out of leadership programme pan TfL including delivery of Master classes, lo-line leadership 
library, Senior Leaders’ Induction Programme & set up of Executive coaching. Specifically: 

 
 
 

Leadership Masterclasses Oct-07 
Leadership Library  Sep-07 
Leadership Forum Dec-07 
Talent Mgmt Manager Training Sep-07 
Talent Mgmt Development Centre Launch Jan-08 
Performance and Mgmt Workshops and Training July 07 
Health and Safety framework developed and published Aug-07 
Life Long Learning framework developed and published Jan-08 
Agree and implement TfL pay deal Mar-08 
Implement improved metrics and performance reporting regarding HRS service provision.  To include 
enhanced KPI framework, robust customer feed back reporting, improved client reporting pack & 
improvements in quality of E&I data.  

Apr-07 

HR Service delivered to gross budget and to levels set out in SLA Mar-08 
Complete roll out of salary sacrifice / employee benefits programme & transition to business as usual Mar-08 

043 GROUP INFORMATION MANAGEMENT (GIM) 

Description: 

Group Information Management delivers business control, IM strategy and architecture, delivery 
management, and IM service delivery across TfL.  

Deliverables: 

• A phased implementation of the Pan TfL IM re-organisation. Amalgamation of teams will provide 
considerable synergies for effectiveness and efficiency, removing duplication, and enhancing the 
skill base for effective problem resolution.  Will also enable a reduction in IM’s accommodation 
footprint.  

• Complete the Investment Programme Projects as defined in the Investment programme both to 
time and within the agreed financial constraints. 

• Develop the IM resource base through provision of permanent staff with required capabilities to 
facilitate reduced reliance on contractor and consultant resources. 

• Completion of planned programme of BIP works (c. 70 projects) in line with plan and budget and 
effective transition to SAP CCC for steady state management. 

• Implement improvements to TfL IM infrastructure to ensure security, resilience and adequate 
capacity. 

• Development of group-level metrics and performance indicators. 
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Indicators of Success: 
Description Target 
Group IM Re-Organisation:  A phased implementation of the new structure to be completed through 
FY 2007/8. 

Oct-7 

Targeted reductions in contractor and consultant resource delivered (quantum to be confirmed) Mar-08 
First year of IM Graduate programme completed and benefits delivered Aug-08 
Reduction in IM accommodation footprint pan TfL from current 10%.  (Quantum of actual reduction to 
be confirmed) 

Mar-08 

BIP: Completion of agreed HR portfolio of projects Oct-07 
BIP: Completion of agreed Asset Systems portfolio of projects Oct-07 
BIP: Completion of agreed Procure to Pay portfolio of projects Jun-07 
All BIP projects transitioned to SAP support for ongoing management within 4 week agreement Ongoing 
IM infrastructure fit out of Palestra is completed in compliance with flexible office requirements & in 
line with Accommodation Strategy time frames 

Dec-07 

Infrastructure improvements including upgrade of servers and storage devices, roll out of wireless 
networking and VOIP, and improved IM security in place in accordance with project schedule. 

Mar-08 

Develop and implement appropriate metrics and performance indicators and targets across the IM 
Group. 

Oct-07 

035 PROCUREMENT 

Description: 

Group Procurement provides strategic direction, support and advice on the purchasing of all goods and 
services TfL needs to carry out its day to day business. 
 

Deliverables: 

• Deliver efficiencies resulting form the review of Group Procurement to be undertaken in 06/07 by 
the new, permanent Director of Group Procurement. 

• Improve the overall quality of the procurement service provided to our customers. 
• Continue to re-position procurement as a service by building positive relationships with modal 

businesses as guided by the Memorandum of Understanding recently agreed between Group and 
Modal procurement teams. 

• Improve the speed of service to end customers by optimising the use of SAP and other e-
procurement technologies. 

• Work with the CIO to ensure that IM procurement and contract management is an integral part of 
the way IM delivers its service to customers. 

• Build on the successful Supplier Relationship Management programme and consider its 
application beyond consultancy. 

• Continue to drive the Business Procurement Efficiency Programme to deliver on its plan of 
£73.6m. 

• Work closely with the GLA to provide leadership and support to the business in delivering 
Supplier Diversity, Fair Employment and the London Living Wage, ethical sourcing and 
environmental procurement. 
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Indicators of Success: 
Description Target 
Quantified efficiencies identified during the review of Group Procurement organisational structure 
banked. Dec-07 

Implement a stakeholder survey and baseline performance and demonstrate measurable improvement 
by Mar 08. Mar-08 

5% increase on 06/07 catalogue orders (by volume) as a percentage of all orders. Mar-08 
Increase the volume of e-sourcing and tendering against the existing 3 commodity groups from 25 to 
75 transactions in the year.  Increase to 10 the number of commodity groups for which electronic 
tendering and evaluation tools are used. 

Mar-08 

SRM programme – increase the current pilot with 4 suppliers to cover 16 suppliers.  Banked 
efficiencies arising from the programme continually exceed the cost of the team. Mar-08 

BPEP target delivered and act appropriate to the stretch target. Mar-08 
Further Increase the number of orders and contracts compliant with Sustainable Procurement policies.  
Measures to be defined by Jul 07 with measurable improvement by March 08. Mar-08 

Establish and deliver objectives on Sustainable Procurement in relation to pan GLA team deliverables.   Mar-08 
 

001 EQUALITY AND INCLUSION 

Description: 

The focus of Group E&I remains on meeting Mayoral and TfL’s commitment to remove the barriers to 
accessing our transport services, employing a workforce that is reflective of the diverse population of 
London, and in ensuring those who provide services on our behalf have a similar commitment to ending 
equality and social exclusion. 

Deliverables: 

• Development of programmes that ensure the accessibility of the travel network to all commuters. 
In particular: 

• Promote equality in service delivery for LGBT to take into account new equality legislation 
• Implement Door to Door policy changes based upon the agreed option 
• Support Surface Transport in increasing the number of women bus drivers and BAME taxi drivers 

through partnership opportunities 
• Expand the work experience and summer placement schemes 
• Monitor the implementation of the Age Regulation policy pan TfL to identify any gaps with 

supportive action plans 
• Further develop the LUL Managing Diversity Competence programme by working with Learning 

and Development to develop a similar activity to be rolled out across the rest of TFL 
• Deliver suite of activities to further mainstream E&I across TfL 
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Indicators of Success: 

Description Target 
Completion of the Monitoring Diversity and Competency training by  224  LU frontline managers (28%) 
and 28 non-operational managers Mar-08 

Complete and evaluate phase one of the mentoring scheme – 70% of participants to be satisfied with 
the programme; 80% of relationships to come to a natural and satisfactory conclusion.  Aug-07 

Implement phase 2 of the TfL Mentoring scheme. Aug-07 
Achievement in Surface Transport of targeted increases in women bus drivers and BAME taxi drivers. Mar - 08 
Achieve targeted increase in the number of completed London first summer placements. Oct - 07 
Develop and publish the Race Equality Scheme. Oct 07 
Develop and publish the LGBT Equality Scheme. Sep-07 
Confirm attainment of level 5 of Equality Standards for Local Government Jun-07 
Increase the number of socially excluded groups gaining employment through “supported 
employment”. Target is 30 people (in addition to the 15 targeted for the current year) Mar-08 

Implement work plan to embed supplier diversity, community benefits and fair employment practices 
within procurement contracts with potential high equality impacts Dec-07 

95% of all E&I activities reported across TfL captured by the monitoring register.  Dec-07 
100% of all EQIAs (Equality Impact Assessments) delivered and published on the intranet. Mar-08 
Delivery of the Door to Door programme to implementation and transition phase. Jan-08 

 

 


















































